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ABSTRACT
The study of Quality of Service (QoS) has become of great importance since the Internet is used to support a
wide variety of new services and applications with its legacy structure. Current Internet architecture is based
on the Best Effort (BE) model, which attempts to deliver all traffic as soon as possible within the limits of its
abilities, but without any guarantee about throughput, delay, packet loss, etc. We develop a three-layer policy
based architecture which can be deployed to control network resources intelligently and support QoS sensitive applications such as real-time voice and video streams along with standard applications in the Internet.
In order to achieve selected QoS parameter values (e.g. loss, delay and PDV) within the bounds set through
SLAs for high priority voice traffic in the Internet, we used traffic engineering techniques and policy based
routing supported by Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Use of prototype and simulations validates functionality of our architecture.
Keywords: QoS, BGP, Policy Based Routing, Traffic Engineering, Bandwidth Broker (BB)

1. Introduction
The success of the Internet has brought a tremendous
growth in business, education, entertainment, etc., over
the last four decades. With the dramatic advances in
multimedia technologies and the increasing popularity of
real-time applications, end-to-end Quality of Service
(QoS) support in the Internet has become an important
issue, which in this paper we address using Traffic Engineering and Policy Based Routing using BGP (Border
Gateway Protocol), the core routing protocol of the
Internet.
The Internet can be considered as a connection of
Autonomous System (AS) domains, where each AS domain controls traffic routing in their own domain based
on their own policies. These policies are defined to benefit the AS domain without consideration of other AS
domains, which may result in policy conflicts while establishing a flow to achieve a certain degree of QoS on
an end-to-end basis. Traffic Engineering concerned with
resource allocation mechanisms has been widely studied
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

[8,11–13] and also by us with a proposal for an integrated architecture bringing routing and traffic engineering along with resource management to support end-toend QoS in the Internet [1]. The novelty of our scheme is
mapping traffic engineering parameters into QoS paths
available in the network and using policy routing to
support end-to-end QoS. This is discussed in terms of the
architecture of Figure 1 in Section 2 and how our
schemes can be used to achieve some well known QoS
objectives such as Delay, Throughput and Packet Delay
Variation (PDV) for high priority voice traffic in the
Internet. We conducted simulations to validate our results.
We introduce our architecture in Section 2 in order to
guide the reader in understanding where traffic engineering and policy routing are used. In Section 3 we
highlight the use of a Bandwidth Broker (BB), which is
also part of our proposed architecture, to manage interdomain resources. Section 4 discusses our traffic engineering model reflecting the objectives for end-to-end
QoS. Policy routing using Border Gateway Protocol
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(BGP) is presented in Section 5. Simulation results to
validate our model are discussed in Section 6 and finally
our conclusion is given in Section 7.

2. An Integrated Architecture
In order to achieve a better service oriented model for the
Internet, we propose a three layer policy based architecture for the Internet. The main functions of the architecture are presented in Figure 1.
One of the key components of our architecture is to
separate out the control plane from the data forwarding
plane by hierarchically grouping network management
functions.
In this architecture, layer 3 end-to-end QoS, would be
responsible for policy based routing and traffic engineering to dynamically provision bandwidth between
different domains. Having determined the route, the layer
3 policy agent would inform the layer 2 of the preferred
route. This route provisioning provides a connectivity
overlay on top of the normal IP routing, such that if the
route from Domain A to Domain B changes at the IP
layer it is not necessary to change the overlay routing.
The fall back position for a null layer 3 is that routes will
be statically provisioned between individual domains so
as to carry the flow to the destination domain.
Layer-2, Network Level QoS. The management unit in
this layer is a Bandwidth Broker (BB) [2,3,14]. This interfaces to layer 1 and 3 devices, but also supports inter-domain resource control functions in cooperating
with BBs in neighboring domains. Note that the policy
function is an add-on to the BB function, i.e. with a null
policy to accept everything, BBs can support end to end
QoS, but any domain which wishes to implement network policies can do so to its benefit without affecting
the functionality of the BB layer.

Figure 1. Logical view of the architecture.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

The inclusion of null policies and layers is important
to enable a gradual take-up of these tools in the Internet.
It is not necessary for all domains to implement all levels
before anything can work. We present the prototype of
our BB design in Section 3 of this paper.
Layer 1, Device Level, is where network devices are
configured to support the QoS levels agreed on in the
higher levels, getting their instructions from higher layers in the architecture. One possible QoS mechanism
being Differentiated Services (DiffServ) (RFC 2475)
with Common Open Policy Service (COPS) [13] (RFC
2748, RFC 3084) and being used for signaling. Units in
this layer are network devices such as routers and
switches and the operation is purely intra-domain.

3. Bandwidth Broker (BB) Design
The conventional definition [2,3] of a Bandwidth Broker
(BB) is an agent, running in an Autonomous System
(AS), which manages resources within its own domain
and with adjacent BB domains, to provide Quality of
Service (QoS) support for traffic flows across multiple
domains. BBs use hop-by-hop based routing to negotiate
with other BBs (the inter-domain function) to provide
agreed levels of service for selected traffic flows. Flows
getting this preferential treatment will normally be expected to pay more, and this is expected to be a driver in
sharing Internet resources as well as providing a revenue
stream for Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
A BB controls the network devices in its own domain
(the intra-domain BB function) which provide QoS functionality, such as routers and switches. Note that for
scalability it is best if the core routers have as little to do
as possible apart from forwarding packets, so there
should be no interaction between a BB and the core
routers. As no particular QoS mechanism is linked to the
BB function, different domains can run different QoS
mechanisms if they choose. As long as BBs can communicate with each other and agree on common definitions
for the level of service required by different priority
flows, then a consistent level of QoS support can be set
up across different domains for a particular flow. When a
new request for a particular QoS arrives, BBs pass the
request from one to another, such that if resources are
free all along the chain from source to destination then
the request is allowed, else it is rejected.
We developed a prototype for a simpler BB architecture and signaling protocol which we believe can be implemented easily. A BB is a resource manager, the resource often being taken as simply bandwidth (BW), as
in our prototype, but it could be high quality (e.g. low
delay or low jitter or low loss links), buffers, or even low
cost, low quality links. The six traffic classes we use for
sake of example, in descending priority with binary values for the DiffServ field [15], are:
IJCNS
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1) Network traffic – 11100000 (used for BB signaling)
2) Expedited Forward (EF) - 1011 10xx (used e.g. for
VoIP)
3) Assured Forward Gold (AFg) - 0111 10xx, AF33
4) Assured Forward Silver (AFs) - 0101 10xx, AF23
5) Assured Forward Bronze (AFb) - 0011 10xx, AF13
6) Best Effort (BE) - 0000 00xx, default
RFC 2597 [16] defines the Assured Forward “Olympic” Per Hop Behavior (PHB) classes and RFC 3246 [17]
the EF PHB class. A drop precedence of 3 was chosen
for the AF values for compatibility with the deprecated
TOS field of the IP packet header, giving flag settings for
(D = 1) low delay, (T = 1) high throughput, and (R = 0)
normal reliability.
The resources monitored in our implementation are
simply additive, but statistical multiplexing could be
used to carry more paying traffic over reserved links, as
[18] suggests. Our current implementation is open loop,
that is available resources are entered in a database (DB)
and the BB subtracts resources from the available total as
requests are granted, and adds resources when flows finish. Eventually the aim is to have closed loop control, by
deploying a resource discovery mechanism to actually
measure queue length, etc., e.g. as proposed by one of us
using Fair Intelligent Admission Control (FAIC) [19].
The design philosophy we chose is one we believe is
consistent with the design philosophy of the Internet:
where we faced a design choice we chose the simplest
solution, and we implement a minimum function set
which can then be extended to provide added functionality.

4. Traffic Engineering Issues
An important objective of Internet traffic Engineering is
to facilitate reliable network operations by providing
proper QoS to different services through mechanisms
which will enhance network integrity and achieve network survivability. The objective of traffic engineering
measures in our architecture is to achieve load balancing
between neighboring ASs using BGP parameters. By
doing so, the architecture then optimizes resource utilization across multiple links, maps divergent QoS parameters to the paths which can support end-to-end service
qualities, and avoids congestion hot-spots across the
Internet.
In our architecture we used BGP routing to send traffic
between domains. But BGP routing policies are not designed specifically to address traffic engineering issues
in the Internet. Instead, they are designed to support
routing policies determining network reachability between ASs. Obtaining a globally optimized routing path
in the Internet is a difficult task due to different policy
requirements. Our aim to achieve a scalable solution is
based on the following assumptions while incorporating
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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traffic engineering into the architecture:
1) The use of community attributes in policy routing to
add extra policy information into the BGP path announcements, enabling traffic engineering to map different QoS parameters to the available paths computed
using policy routing.
2) That load balancing traffic with different policies
across multiple available routes to the same destination is
performed only when the policy co-ordination algorithm
for a specific path fails.
Hence our proposed traffic engineering solution can be
stated as parameter mapping to different QoS paths
available in the Internet, using a policy co-ordination
algorithm to resolve any policy conflicts between different ASs while selecting a QoS routing path. In order to
be more specific on the issue of parameter mapping, we
identified three important parameters related to real-time
services such as VoIP application:
a) Bandwidth: When different bandwidth capacities
are available in different AS domains for a specific policy in an end-to-end QoS path, the BW allocated is the
BW of the AS with the minimum available BW. This
minimum bandwidth also needs to satisfy the performance requirements for VoIP traffic in order for the path
to be selected.
b) Delay: Two components of end-to-end delay are
important for VoIP traffic: delay due to codec processing
and propagation delay. ITU-T recommendation G.114 [4]
recommends one way delay values less than 150 ms for
most user applications, 150 to 400 ms for international
connections, with more than 400 ms deemed to be unacceptable. ASs can indicate end-to-end delay in their own
domain between edge routers. Hence, complete end-toend delay for a QoS path would be the sum of all the
delays offered by individual AS provided that the sum
satisfied the delay requirements specified by G.114. An
AS receiving the path announcement along with the delay value from its neighbor adds its own delay and then
announces the sum to other ASs further along.
c) Packet Delay Variation (PDV): as it is now properly called rather than jitter, affects real time services,
e.g., voice and video traffic. For non real-time voice and
video traffic PDV can be removed by a buffer in the receiving device. However if the PDV exceeds the size of
the PDV buffer, the buffer will overflow and packet loss
will occur. PDV is caused by queuing and serialization
effects on the packet path, and is defined by the IETF
(RFC 3393) as the difference in delay between successive packets, ignoring any delays caused by packet loss.
The one-way delay being timed from the beginning of
the packet being sent at the source to the end of the
packet being received at the destination. To clarify further, if consecutive packets leave the source AS domain
with time stamps t1, t2, t3, …, tn and are played back at
the destination AS domain at times t1’, t2’, t3’, …, tn’,
then
IJCNS
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Maximum PDV = Max {Abs [(tn’ - tn-1’) - (tn tn-1)], …, Abs[(t2’ - t1’) - (t2 - t1)]} = Max {Abs [(tn’ tn) - (tn-1’ - tn-1)], …, Abs[(t2’ - t2) - (t1’ - t1)]}
PDV can also be signed, where a positive PDV indicates that the time difference between the packets at the
destination is more than that at the source, and
vice-versa.
Hence, while mapping QoS parameters such as bandwidth (BW), Delay (d), and PDV (j) for a specific QoS
path, traffic engineering considers the following, where 1
≤ i ≤ k are the ASs involved in the end to end path:
BW = Min {BW1, BW2, … BWk}
Delay = Sum (d1, d2, … dk)
PDV = Max{Abs (j1, j2, …., jk)}
And minimizing cost over all the announced path
would be given by:
Min [C1|P1 – A1 | + C2|P2 – A2 | + … Ck|Pk – Ak |],
where P is the required policy parameter, A is the announced value of the policy parameter by a neighbor
which exported the path and C is the cost associated with
these parameters which determines the weight for them.
Such costs are important to consider when different ASs
have different QoS objectives to satisfy a given Service
Level Agreement (SLA) for their customers. In a standard traffic engineering problem, the aim is to minimize
the maximum utilization of links, whereas in our architecture it is to maximize the number of AS domains
which support the above mentioned constraints. Hence
traffic with different policies can be distributed among
those paths, improving overall traffic engineering objectives by using the traffic engineering framework of Section 4 and the policy routing of Section 5.

4. Traffic Engineering Framework
The framework is based upon the fact that ASs must
communicate with their neighbors to get a fair picture
about which relationships they must hold with them in
order to apply specific traffic engineering policies in
their respective domains. At the same time, ASs must
also protect themselves against route instabilities and
routing table growth which may otherwise occur due to
misconfigurations or problems in other ASs. Manually
configuring routing will of course achieve optimum results if the routing is configured optimally. However,
Internet routing is complicated so manually configuring
routing will not achieve optimal routing in practice, and
misconfigurations may well cause catastrophic failure to
the Internet. Hence we seek an automatic solution. The
components of our traffic engineering framework are
presented in Figure 2.
The middle layer (network layer QoS) of our architecture presented in Section 2 has the necessary components for including network policies in traffic engineering.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 2. Framework of traffic engineering.

AS relationships play an important role supporting QoS
in the Internet. But obtaining data on such relationship is
a difficult task, as ASs such as ISPs may not reveal such
data to their competitors. Hence we propose to use a
measurement based approach where an ISP ranks ASs
based on the frequency of their presence in the routing
table. A heavily used AS in the path list is one where
some kind of traffic engineering should be applied if
selected for next hop forwarding. For example the decision of selecting local preference is very much local to
an ISP in order to balance its outgoing traffic (selecting
the path to forward packets to the next ISP). On the other
hand, an AS which is used less frequently is less congested and has a better chance of providing QoS resources [5].
Traffic Engineering Mapper (TEM) has a repository
that holds AS relationships and the hierarchy for interconnectivity between various ASs. TEM is responsible
for directing those relationships to the Attribute Selector
as well maintaining a list of those attributes once selected.
Because the routing table holds information regarding
import and export policy filters, as well the attributes
associated with them, TEM also investigates their validity in the AS routing base. One of the export rules based
on the business relationship between ASs is for the TEM
to enforce the provider to send all routes (customer as
well as provider routes) that the provider knows from its
neighbors. Alternatively, TEM could ensure that peer or
provider routes are not sent when sending routes to another provider (i.e. just send customer routes). TEM is an
essential component of traffic engineering framework.
Finally, the decision on traffic engineering is taken by
the Load Balancing module which receives necessary
inputs regarding which attributes are to be applied and to
which paths they must be applied. The policy database
holds policy information regarding how the AS may
change routing for its own domain. Also included in the
policy database is information on a list of remote ASs
which are also customers of this AS, and pricing structures imposed by the SLAs of its providers. Such information is given to the load balancing module which then
IJCNS
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takes a final decision on traffic engineering. The process
is the same for both importing and exporting a route between neighboring ASs.
Several efforts on finding solutions to BGP based traffic engineering and AS relationships have been explored
in the past [6–9]. While the authors described some
drawbacks of BGP in the first instance and then proposed
their schemes on better management of BGP for traffic
engineering, our approach is different as we consider the
relationship between ISPs as a central issue in defining
necessary traffic engineering policies for the Internet,
and add a community policy attribute to BGP to solve
this issue. Hence our proposal builds on BGP to provide
a solution. Policy routing using BGP is presented in the
following section of this paper.

5. Policy Routing
Routing protocols play an important role in exchanging
routing information between neighboring routers. Such
information may be used to update routing tables and to
share information about network status so that traffics to
appropriate destinations will be set up quickly, efficiently and achieve the required QoS between end systems. Different types of routing protocols are in widespread use across the Internet. Apart from determining
optimal routing paths and carrying traffics through the
networks, these routing protocols should have additional
functionalities such as resource discovery, policy mapping and policy negotiation mechanisms to support network policies, traffic engineering and security.
BGP is a path vector protocol that uses AS path information between neighboring routers in different AS
domains to determine network reachability. Such network reachability information includes information on
the list of ASs and the list of AS paths. One of the important features supported by BGP is policy routing,
where an individual AS can implement network policies
to determine whether to carry traffic from different users
(mostly users from other ASs) with diverse QoS requirements. Such network policies are not part of BGP,
but provide various criteria for best route selection when
multiple alternative routes exist and help to control redistribution of routing information, resulting in a rich
support by BGP for policy routing and traffic engineering in the Internet.
Current Internet Traffic Engineering depends heavily
on both Intra and Inter Domain routing protocols using
network policy in order to configure the routers across
various domains. The support for policy based routing
using BGP can provide source based transit provider
selection, whereby ISPs and other ASs will then route
traffic originating from different sets of users through
different connections across the policy routers. Also QoS
support for Diffserv networks can be supported using
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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policy routing through the use of the DiffServ field in the
IP packets. Hence, a combination of traffic engineering
for load balancing across network links offered by destination based routing, and policy based routing, can enable implementation of policies that distribute traffic
among multiple paths based on traffic characteristics.
Policy routing in the Internet can be based on the following principles:
1) Each AS to take action on routing based upon information received from neighbors. Such decision process is central within each AS.
2) Neighbors are free to negotiate any policy conflict
by adjusting their traffic parameters and waiting for confirmations from all the domains involved in routing.
3) Incorporation of a direct relationship between network level flow management and traffic engineering
objectives.
Routing traffic across several routers in the same domain to support QoS between the edges of the network is
relatively easy to achieve, as we can gather knowledge
on QoS paths and select edge routers administrated by a
single network entity. But inter-domain QoS path selection is difficult to achieve and to demonstrate how we
can approach such a problem, we present the policy
routing framework in Figure 3. We assume that the intra-domain QoS path computations are already optimized
based on the local knowledge of intra-domain routing
protocol and this information is already stored in layer-2
of our architecture.
Standard BGP routing process involves applying an
import policy onto routes received from neighbors, deciding the best route based on BGP routing decision
process [10] and then applying export policy to the
computed routes before announcing to neighbors. Such a
process does not take all policy decisions into account,
particularly while computing the routing paths in support
of QoS in the Internet. The inter-domain route selector
which is central to the routing module within an AS domain receives path announcements from the neighbors
through the inbound route announcement. Apart from
applying standard BGP decision process on selecting
certain route advertisement from its neighbor, the route

Figure 3. Interaction between routing components for policy based routing.
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selector needs further consultation for QoS path selection
by interacting with the following components:
 It is important to decide which types of neighbor (e.g.,
provider, customer or peer) the route advertisement
came from and based on that, the AS will then decide
whether to announce the path to its neighbor. Such
relationships are held in a policy database which then
inputs the information to the route selector.
 The route selector gets path information within its
own domain by communicating with the intra-domain
QoS path repository. Actions such as changing values
for LOCAL_PREF, MED, IGP Cost, and Pre-pending
AS_PATH results in directing incoming traffic to a
specific edge router.
 The decision process also needs to consider which
QoS policies are supported by the AS domain which
sent such path announcements. For this, each AS,
which can support different policies in relation to QoS
services (e.g., Premium, Gold, Silver, Bronze), adds a
“COMMUNITY” policy attribute along with the path
announcement.
 In case of policy mismatch i.e., advertised policies by
neighbor does not match with the AS’s own policy,
the route selector will apply “policy co-ordination algorithm” (Subsection 5.1) to resolve such conflict.
Finally routes selected by either the route selector
without any policy mismatch, or applying policy co-ordination algorithm in case of any policy conflict, are further announced to ASs through outbound route announcement. The announced route is stored in the AS’s
inter-domain routing table.

5.1 Policy Co-Ordination Algorithm
An algorithm performing such functions is presented
below:
Get list of policies from neighbor
For each neighbor policy {
Compare policy support with own policy list
If match {
Set values and put policy in End-to-End (E-E) list
}
Else (no match) {
Tag policy as non-confirmed and put policy in
Temp list
}
} (All policies checked)
For all policies in the Temp list {
Check if another route satisfies policy constraints
If match {
Set values and put policy in E-E list
} (End the process of policy comparison)
Else (no match) {
For all policy mismatch {
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Adjust own policy and apply traffic engineering
parameters for new policy
Select the ones which contribute to maximum
revenue
Announce all paths to neighbors in the list
}
Set values and put policy in E-E list
} (End the process of policy adjustment)
} (Temp list emptied)
Finally in order to validate our algorithm and functional models, we conducted a series of experiments using OPNET based simulation to take into account the
effect of traffic engineering and policy routing which are
presented in the next section of this paper.

6. Simulation Results
In order to validate our algorithm and functional models
we performed a series of experiments and obtained various statistics from the simulation. The topology and the
default routing paths between customers A, B and C are
presented in Figure 4 below:
A-B

, A-C

and B-C

As presented in Figure 4, the network is created by
configuring all default values into the devices and network reachability test is performed to ensure end-to-end
connectivity between each AS domains in the network.
Once these are performed, based on routing table entries,
we performed our analysis on how BGP paths are recorded between different AS domains without any policy
but with its default routing decision process. The complete network diagram is presented in Figure 5 below
which also presents end-to-end connectivity between all
the domains.
Our second scenario in Figure 6 demonstrates the effect of our proposed policy mechanism compared with
the base-line scenario in Figure 4. The end-to-end path
between customers now have different routes as a result
of policy enforcements across all the AS domains.

Figure 4. Simulation topology and default routing paths.
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Figure 5. End-to-end network configuration.

Figure 6. End-to-end path using policy.

The results show effect of our proposed Community
attribute for selecting specific QoS domains using BGP
routing process between end nodes. Such a scheme not
only balances traffic distribution across inter-domain
links but also fine tunes traffic engineering for better
provisioning of QoS between end domains. However, the
scheme does increases complexity in BGP decision
process due to extra information involving the community attribute.
Traffic was generated from a G_711 interactive voice
source with duration of 1 hour and several experiments
were conducted to demonstrate the quality of voice traffic on an end-to-end basis. We assigned a DSCP value of
B8 (EF=184) to the VoIP traffic which is then mapped to
a BGP community value of 0x00640184 to ensure voice
quality is maintained strictly between end domains. A
series of graphs representing QoS parameters for VoIP
applications are presented through Figure 7 (a-d).
While sending QoS aware applications in the Internet
such as VoIP, we are mainly concerned about maintaining delay budget within the limit set for QoS assurance.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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The plots in Figure 7 (a-d) represent Packet Delay Variation (defined as jitter by OPNET), end-to-end delay,
variance of the end-to-end delay and BGP updates, averaged over a 10 minute period for the scenario with
policy routing enabled on all the routers running BGP.
The actual VoIP traffic starts after 2 minutes and is deliberately set to make sure that BGP timer values are
taken into account.
In our experiment, plot (a) demonstrates the variation
in packet end-to-end delay (PDV) and shows that it is
kept to low bounds (-0.3 μs to +0.1 μs), in spite of activating multiple QoS and routing policy configurations
across the whole network. The PDV is influenced by
packet scheduling and queuing strategy implemented
across the routers (layer-1 functions) in order to support
QoS within and across various domains. PDV is reported
as the maximum absolute time difference between the
instances when successive packets are received at the
destination minus the time difference between the instances when these packets are sent at the source, averaged over 10 minutes, which is equivalent to the IETF
definition assuming constant packet processing times at
the destination.
The end to end delay for VoIP traffic is maintained at
a value ≤ 50.4 ms (plot b), well within the SLA of 150
ms, while PDV converges to less than 0.1 μs (Plot a).
Plot c shows that the variance of the end-to-end delay
falls to less than 1.75 μs after 5 min. This is confusingly
defined as Packet Delay Variation (PDV) by OPNET,
but we will use the IETF definition for PDV.
Plot d presents number of BGP updates. In our simulation the access router in Customer_A network (Customer_A_AR) is the one where most policies related to
load balancing and traffic engineering are enforced. For
this reason we collected the BGP updates sent by this
router which contains either new routes or unfeasible
routes or both in the system. In our case this access
router sent 43 updates at 69 s due to strong policy enforcement.
As shown above, voice traffic sent between Customer_A network and Customer_C network experienced
QoS parameters well within our design limits. However
these parameters could be further improved by carefully
selecting other QoS strategies within individual domains.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we demonstrated the effect of Internet traffic engineering and use of policy routing to achieve
end-to-end QoS for high priority Voice traffic, in the
context of our high level architecture of Figure 1. We
also presented simulation results to demonstrate how we
achieve automatic load balancing between different service providers using a BGP community policy attribute
and the policy co-ordination algorithm of Subection 5.1.
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(a) Packet delay variation

(b) End-to-end delay

(c) End-to-end delay variance

(d) BGP updates at Customer_A_AR

Figure 7 (a-d) VoIP QoS measurement.

This is substantially different from the default routing
which does not select the AS domains based on QoS
requirements for an application. Such results are evidence that our scheme improves end-to-end QoS requirements for high priority voice traffic particularly
when many other applications are running simultaneously in the Internet.
The objective of our design is how BGP can be used to
select QoS domains for QoS support. For this reason we
are mainly concerned with AS domain traffic behavior
contributing to policy routing and traffic engineering.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the performance analysis of a novel channel assignment scheme where two
non-cooperative independent users simultaneously communicate with their destination through a single relay
by using only two frequency channels. The analytic derivation of the probability of symbol error for two
main relay techniques will be provided, namely Amplify-and-Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF).
As shown by the obtained results, our switched-frequency approach results in a model that can achieve fulldiversity by means of maximum-likelihood decoding at the receiver. Our results are especially important in
the DF case, since in traditional techniques (such as half-duplex two-time slot approaches) two sources simultaneously transmit on the same channel through the first time slot, which necessitates some sort of superposition coding. However, since in our scheme both users transmit over orthogonal channels, such a coding scheme is not required. In addition, it is shown that the DF approach based on our novel channel assignment scheme outperforms the AF scheme, especially in scenarios where the relay is closer to the receiver.
Keywords: Multiple Access Relay Channel, Frequency Switching, Non-Cooperative Networks, Maximum
Likelihood Decoding

1. Introduction
During the last years the use of relay nodes has attracted
a lot of attention in practical areas such as cellular networks, especially in scenarios where multiple antennas
cannot be installed in practice at any site. Deploying relay nodes between sender(s) and receiver(s) provides
increased spatial diversity in the communication scenario
under consideration. The research community has shown
a great interest in this field: as to mention, for the single
user scenario with relay channels, capacity bounds are
computed for Detect-and-Forward (DF) based mechanism in a Rayleigh fading environment [1,2]. The outage
capacity bounds for the case of a single user transmission
with relay in low signal-to-noise ratio regime is considered in [3], in which frequency division model for the
relay channel is assumed. The authors in [4] present the
performance limits of Amplify-and-Forward (AF) relay
channels for single user scenario, where a new transmission protocol is also proposed in order to achieve full
diversity. Recently, the use of practical coding schemes
at the relay has also been addressed in [5,6].
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

In this context, this paper will focus on the performance analysis of a non-cooperative two-source multiple
access relay channel (MARC) [7]. In the MARC channel,
two independent information sources transmit their data
to a common destination aided by a shared relay node,
which processes and combines the data from both
sources. The achievable rate region for the MARC
channel has been studied in [8] by employing a partial
detect-and-forward strategy at the relay. In multiuser
scenarios, cooperative ideas have also been proposed, so
that users could interact with each other in order to improve each other’s performance in fading environments
[9–13]. In [14], the authors present an upper bound on
the diversity-multiplexing trade-off for the single user
relay channel. However, their proposed scheme does not
achieve full diversity for the whole block transmission
period, since samples in the second transmission slot are
not protected by relay re-transmissions. The authors also
extend their scheme to cooperative multiple access scenarios for the two user case in the absence of any additional relays. However, since such cooperative schemes
rely on an inter-user channel which consumes network
IJCNS
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resources and therefore limits their performance by the
condition of such a link [15], in this paper we will only
focus on non-cooperative multiple access channels.
Traditionally, the case of multiple users and a relay
has been addressed in a number of different ways. The
most straightforward approach is to extend single-relay
ideas to multiple users, in which each user uses a separate frequency and diversity is achieved by utilizing two
time-slots. Such an approach is basically an extension of
the well-known delay diversity schemes [16,17] and [18],
which will naturally lead to a total of four orthogonal
time-frequency channels. Another approach is to consider independent receive channels for signals coming
from the users and the relay, also resulting in a total of
four independent channels either in time or frequency. It
should be especially noted that, although it is possible to
extend half-duplex two-time slot Amplify-and-Forward
schemes to MARC scenarios [19], the extension of Detect-and-Forward schemes to MARC requires the use of
complex superposition-type multiuser coding strategies,
so that the relay is able to detect multiple sources over
the same multiple access channel [8,19,20,21].
The scheme proposed in this paper does not rely on
any special coding scheme, since the users transmit to
the relay over orthogonal channels. Our analysis will be
focused on examining the error performance of the
MARC scenario in the case of full multiplexing gain
(two independent sources transmitting simultaneously in
the same time slot), where diversity gain improvement
can be verified through the slope of error probability
curve as a function of received SNR in a log-log scale.
As will be shown, by using the proposed frequencyswitching channel assignment scheme at the relay (Figure 1), the signal model will be transformed from two
independent scalar channels into a 2×2 Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) model [22]. Consequently,
Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection performed over
the received vector will provide an overall diversity order of two for each user.
The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the signal model and the channel assignment
scheme will be presented. In addition to Amplify-andForward scheme, Detect-and-Forward structure and its
corresponding ML detector will be proposed. In Section 3,
analytic probability of error computations for both AF and
DF schemes will be derived. In Section 4, simulation results for both AF and DF mechanisms for different relay
locations will be presented and compared with the analysis. As shown in these results, the DF approach outperforms the AF scheme, especially as the relay gets closer
to the destination. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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and S2 which generate binary symbols b1 and b2 (b1, b2∈
{-1,1}), respectively. Those symbols are transmitted in
a wireless environment to the same destination. In between these sources and the destination a single dualfrequency relay is located. The distance between sources
and destination is normalized to one, and the location of
the relay is denoted as d (0<d<1). The channel is assumed to be block Rayleigh fading, i.e. the channel is
assumed to be fixed within a block and varies independently from block to block. In addition to this Rayleigh
model, a propagation loss as a function of distance is
considered. This loss is a basic exponential model with
exponent n=2, hence the power attenuation is assumed to
be equal to K/d2 at a distance d, where K is the propagation constant [23]. The channel state information (CSI) is
only assumed to be known at the receiver locations (i.e.
both relay and destination), whereas the transmitters are
not assumed to have any knowledge of their forward
transmission channels. Both users transmit their signals
at two different frequency channels f1 and f2, respectively.
Instead of forwarding each received signal over the
same incoming frequency channel, the relay of our proposed dual-frequency channel assignment switches the
frequencies between the two transmitted signals. The
proposed structure is shown in Figure 1, where the
source S1 transmits at frequency channel f1, and the relay
retransmits the same signal over frequency channel f2.
Similarly, the frequency channel of source S2 is switched
at the relay before retransmission to the destination. It
can be easily verified that, without such frequency
switching at the relay, no additional diversity can be
achieved without resorting to delay diversity schemes,
since the two signals coming from the source and the
relay at each frequency are simultaneously combined at
the receiver. As will be subsequently shown, the proposed channel assignment scheme will transform two
independent scalar channels into a two dimensional vector channel which achieves a diversity of order two.

2. Signal Model
In this paper, we will assume the case of two independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sources S1
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 1. The proposed switched frequency assignment at
the relay (the number over each link denotes the
corresponding frequency channel used).
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It should be noted that in the proposed scheme, the relay should perform in a full-duplex mode for each transmission path. In other words, two transceivers should
operate simultaneously in the same time slot at the relay.
However, since these two transceivers can be stationed
separately in hardware and the input carrier frequency of
each board is different from its output carrier frequency,
the hardware complexity will be significantly less than
the traditional full-duplex transceivers that operate on the
same carrier frequency for both their input and output
signals. In addition, the aforementioned assumption
would lead to echo-interference in case of highly asymmetric receive and transmit power. Such an issue could
be overcome by applying preprocessing and postprocessing techniques as done, for instance, in [24]. Nevertheless, the echo interference will be assumed to be negligible at the relay, since its suppression falls out of the
scope of our contribution.
In the next subsections we present the two previously
mentioned relaying schemes, DF and AF, particularized
for our proposed setup.

2.1. Mplify-and-Forward ML Detector at the
Relay
Assuming that signals transmitted by each source are
denoted by b1 and b2, and that all information symbols
from source and relay stations reach the common destination in the same time slot (as done, for instance, in [25,
5]), the received signal for each frequency will be given
by
Frequency channel f1:
y1 = b1h1   b2 h5  n2   1h6  n3

(1)

Frequency channel f2:
y2 = b2 h4   b1h2  n1   2 h3  n4

(2)

where h1 and h4 denote the channel coefficients between
sources S1 and S2 and the destination, h2 and h5 denote
channel taps between sources S1 and S2 and the relay, and
h3 and h6 denote the channel weights between relay and
destination at the two transmit frequencies f1 and f2, correspondingly. All channel coefficients {hi }i6=1 are modeled as complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and variance per dimension equal to K/d2 (due to
the propagation loss at the distance d). In addition, complex circularly symmetric zero mean additive white
Gaussian noise {ni }i4=1 are assumed for receive inputs at
both relay and destination, with variance per dimension
 2 = N 0 2 . Also, the quantities γ1 andγ2 denote the gain

of the relay for each frequency channel f1 and f2, whose
values are chosen such that the relay transmits with unit
average power.
A closer look at the above equations reveals that, by
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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the proposed switching algorithm at the relay, the channel is transformed into a 2×2 MIMO channel model as
given by




y1
y2

 1h5 h6
h1
 
=
h4
   2 h2 h3
  1h6 n2  n3 


  2 h3 n1  n4 





b1
b2





(3)

As is well-known in MIMO literature, the above
model can be solved in the context of standard spatial
multiplexing MIMO systems, where the detection based
on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion yields a diversity of order two [26]. Consequently, in our approach
we use a ML detector at the destination that will jointly
estimate b1 and b2 from the received signals y1 and y2. It
should also be observed that in our model, some entries
of the channel matrix shown in Equation (3) are multiplications of Rayleigh variables, and therefore the resulting model is not roughly in the conventional form
spatial multiplexing models. Nevertheless, the obtained
results show that an increased diversity gain of order
close to two will still be achieved for both users in the
DF approach.

2.2. Detect-and-Forward ML Detector at the
Relay
Instead of just amplifying and forwarding each signal, in
this case the relay detects the source symbol from the
received signal before retransmitting it. Consequently, in
the DF approach the received signal at destination will be
given by
Frequency channel f1:
y1 = b1h1  bˆ2 1h6  n3

(4)

Frequency channel f2:
y2 = b2 h4  bˆ1 2 h3  n4

(5)

where b̂1 and b̂2 denote the output of the detector at
the relay for sources S1 and S2, respectively.
It should be noted that in this case, the maximum likelihood detector at the destination should also consider the
effect of detection errors at the output of the relay. Such
errors are mainly due to fading events in the source-relay
links: when one of these links is affected by a deep fade,
the detection errors committed at the relay are propagated to the destination. In order to account for both
source-relay and relay-destination links, an end-to-end
ML detector should be utilized. The associated end-toend search criterion can be derived by first modeling the
source-relay link as a binary symmetric channel (BSC)
with probability of error equal to
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| h |
Pe1 = Q  2 
  

(6)

|h
Pe2 = Q  5
 

(7)

|



where Q(·) denotes the standard Q-function. The estimated b1 and b2 values at the final destination, denoted
by b1 and b2 , are then computed by maximizing the
likelihood function
(b1 , b2 ) = argmax p ( y1 , y2 | b1 , b2 )
b1 ,b2 {1,1}

= argmax



b1 ,b2 {1,1}bˆ ,bˆ
1 2
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p ( y1 , y2 | b1 , b2 , bˆ1 , bˆ2 ) p (bˆ1 , bˆ2 | b1 , b2

(8)





 1

N1
M =

 0



2

h2  h5

p (bˆ1 , bˆ2 | b1 , b2 )

1

1

2

(9)

2

if bˆ1  b1 , bˆ2  b2 .

It should also be remarked that, since the proposed
scheme is working on a single-slot basis, it is assumed
that the decoding delay at the relay is negligible with
respect to symbol time intervals. Therefore, the relay is
able to start the retransmission of the detected symbol
after some small delay during the same time slot.

In the following section a detailed derivation of the analytic probability of error for both schemes is provided.
We begin by analyzing the AF approach.

3.1. Analysis of Amplify-and-Forward ML
Detector at the Relay
In order to compute the analytic probability of error for
the AF approach, we first rewrite Equation (3) as the sum
of a signal term u and a noise term w, i.e. y=u+w, where
u is given by

 h b  h h b 
(10)
u= 1 1 1 5 6 2 
  2 h2 h3b1  h4 b2 
and the noise term w will be zero mean with a covariance
expressed as1



E ww
E{}


(13)

2

We will henceforth denote the received vector corresponding to (b1 , b2 ) = (1,1) xA by uA. Similarly, vectors uB, uC, and uD correspond to xB (1,1) ,
xC (1, 1) and xD (1, 1) , respectively. Assuming that the possible transmit vectors (b1,b2) are
equiprobable, the total probability of error is thus given
by
1
 Pr{error| (b1 , b2 )
4
= x A }  Pr{error| (b1 , b2 )

Pe =

= x B }  Pr{error| (b1 , b2 )
= xC }  Pr{error| (b1 , b2 ) = x D }

3. Analysis

1

(12)

1

=
if bˆ1 = b1 , bˆ2 = b2 .
if bˆ1  b1 , bˆ2 = b2 .
if bˆ = b , bˆ  b .



.
1 

N 2 
0

As previously mentioned, the values of the relay gains
γ1 and γ2 are set such that the average relay transmit
power is normalized to one, yielding

where
 (1  Pe1 )(1  Pe2 )
 1
 P (1  Pe2 )
= e
1
2
 (1  Pe ) Pe
 1 2
 Pe Pe

2

where N1 N 0 (1   12 h6 ) and N 2 N 0 (1   22 h3 ) .
Since the two terms of the noise vector w do not present
the same variance, we will employ a scaling matrix M so
as to transform w into a unit variance vector w' = Mw
such that E w'w'* = I 22 , yielding

*



N
= 1
 0

0 

N2 

denotes mathematical expectation of a random variable.
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(11)



(14)

D

=

1
Pr{error| (b1 , b2 )
4 i= A



= xi }.

Let us consider the error term corresponding to x A .
6
Given a set of channel coefficients {hi }i =1 , we will use
the union bound to compute the probability of error when
x A was sent, resulting in








Pr error| ( b1 , b2 ) = x A ,{hi }i6=1


 Pr x
 Pr x

 Pr x A



x B | {hi }i6=1

A



x C | {hi }i6=1

A



x D | {hi }i6=1

(15)

where Prxi  x j | {hi }i6=1 denotes the probability that,
6

given a set of channel coefficients {hi }i =1 , xi is transmitted and xj is detected at the receiver. Let us consider the
term Prx A  x B | {hi }i6=1 . This pairwise probability of
IJCNS
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error can be obtained by using the transformation in Expression (12), yielding



Pr xi  x j | {hi }i6=1



 || M (u A  u B ) || 
= Q

2


  | h |2  2 | h |2 | h |2
2
3
= Q  2 1 
  N1
N2


(16)

 
 

where ||  || denotes the Frobenius norm. Consequently,
the union bound for the probability of error
Pr error| (b1 , b2 ) = x A  can be computed by adding the
other terms in Expression (15) and taking the expectation
over channel coefficients hi, i.e.



Pr error| (b1 , b2 ) =

xA



  
| h |2  2 | h2 |2 | h3 |2

 E h Q  2  1 

i
N2
   N1
   2 | h |2 | h |2 | h |2
5
6
 Q 2
 4
 
N1
N2



 
 


 
 

  | h   h h |2 | h   h h |2
5 6
2 3
 Q 2 1
 4
 
N1
N2


(17)

  
  
  

Finally, it can be easily verified that the other terms in
Expression (14) can be upper-bounded by a similar expression to that corresponding to Pr error| (b1 , b2 ) = x A  .
Therefore, the overall probability of error will be given
by Pe =Pr error| (b1 , b2 ) = x A  , i.e. the same bound
given in Equation (17) will also be valid for the
end-to-end probability of error Pe. As verified by our
simulation results, this expression results in a tight upper-bound of the end-to-end probability of error for the
AF approach.

3.2. Analysis of Detect-and-Forward ML
Detector at the Relay
Equations (4) and (5) show that the analysis of the DF
method is quite different than that of the AF approach. In
the DF case we have complex Gaussian noise of the
same variance for both components of the received vector y and, since bˆ1 , bˆ2  {1,1} , the relay gain factor is set
1
2

to
, which is not a function of channel variables.
However, the computation of the analytic probability of
error for the former is more complicated since the detected bit values of b̂1 and b̂2 at the relay are random
variables that depend on the condition of the channel
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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from the sources to the relay. In fact, when the vector
x A = (1,1) is transmitted from the sources, the noise-free
signal uA received at the destination may be any of the
following set with the corresponding probability,
 h1   h6 


 h4   h3 
 h   h 
6
 1

 h4   h3 

uA  
 h1   h6 
 h   h 
3
 4
 h1   h6 


 h4   h3 
1

u A1 , Pr{u = u A1} = (1  Pe1 )(1  Pe2 )
u A2 , Pr{u = u A2 } = Pe1 (1  Pe2 )

(18)
u A3 , Pr{u = u A3} =

(1  Pe1 ) Pe2

u A4 , Pr{u = u A4 } = Pe1Pe2
2

where Pe and Pe are given in Expressions (6) and (7),

respectively. Similarly, if the transmit vector xB = (1,1)
is sent, the possible received signal set will be
 h1   h6 


 h4   h3 
 h   h 
6
 1

 h4   h3 

uA  
 h1   h6 
 h   h 
3 
 4
 h1   h6 


 h4   h3 

u B1 , Pr{u = u B1} = (1  Pe1 )(1  Pe2 )
u B 2 , Pr{u = u B2 } = Pe1 (1  Pe2 )

(19)
u B3 , Pr{u = u B3} =

(1  Pe1 ) Pe2

u B4 , Pr{u = u B 4 } = Pe1Pe2

From the above definitions, the probability that xA is
transmitted and xB is detected will be then given by the
probability that one of the four signals corresponding to
xA is transmitted and one of the signals corresponding to
xB is detected. Since we have four different transmit pairs
(b1,b2) (each of which can be transmitted in four different
ways from the relay), an exact computation of the probability of error at the destination will involve complex
scenarios of non-uniform vector constellations with nonuniform probabilities. To simplify this computation, we
will derive an approximate probability of error by solely
accounting for the most probable error events in our
scenario.
Having said this, we will consider two main terms in
the probability of error for the case when xA is sent, i.e.
Pr error| (b1 , b2 ) = x A  . The first component, denoted by
Pe , , corresponds to the case that no error has occurred at

the relay, and therefore the signal uA1 with probability
Pr{u A = u A1} is transmitted among all the points associated to uA. We will then compute the probability that
this signal is detected erroneously as one of the three
most likely points associated to uB (i.e. ignoring the point
uB4 with much smaller probability Pr{u B = u B 4 } ).
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directions uB1–uA1 and uB1–uA2, and integrating over the
joint probability distribution of these two projection
terms. Let us denote the correlation factor of these two
noise terms as

Consequently, Pe,◇ can be approximated as
Pe ,◇

  | h |2  | h | 2 

1
3

E{Pr{u = u A1}}E Q 


2

 


=

(20)

Pe, , is related to the case when the relay has wrongly
detected the bit values (–1,1) corresponding to the point
uA2. Therefore, we must compute the probability that this
signal, which belongs to the set associated to XA, is erroneously detected as XB at destination. In this case, such
an error probability can be approximated by the probability that this signal is transmitted by the relay and is
detected as the point uB1, which presents the highest
probability among all the points associated to uB. In other
words, an error event will occur if the received signal
y=uA2+n is more likely to be detected as uB1 instead of
uA2 or uA1. At this point it should be noted that, since we
assume that the signal uA2 is transmitted from the relay,
the probability of detecting the less probable constellation points uA3 and uA4 is negligible in comparison with
the above mentioned probabilities. Thus the second error
term Pe, can be approximated by

 

E Pr  || (u A2  n)  uB1 ||2 >  || (u A2  n)  u A1 ||2 ,
2

2

 || (u A2  n) uB1 || >  || (u A2  n)  u A2 ||



(21)

The above joint probability can be computed by considering the projections of the noise term n on the two
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

4 | h1 |2
2 | h1 | 2 | h1 |2  2 | h3 |2

(22)

,

where , denotes the inner product of two vectors.
With this definition, Expression (21) reduces to [27]


1
E
 2 1   2


Pe,

where () stands for the real part of a complex value,
and σ2 denotes the variance per dimension of the noise
term n=(n3,n4)T at the destination. Observe that the addiPr{u = u A1}
Pr{u = u A1}
and ln
in
tional factors ln
Pr{u = u B 2 }
Pr{u = u B 3 }
the second and third terms of the above equation are due
to the non-equal probabilities of occurrence of the constellation vectors uA1, uB2 and uB3.
The second main component of the proposed approximation for Pr error| (b1 , b2 ) = x A  , denoted as

Pe,

u B1  u A2 , u B1  u A1 
|| u B1  u A2 ||  || u B1  u A1 ||



Pr{u = u A1} 

 | h |2  ln Pr{u = u } 
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dxdy  (23)



where the integration limits a and b are obtained by
computing the distance of the received signal from the
decision boundaries between uB1 and uA1 and between
uB2 and uA2, respectively. Further geometric manipulations lead to
a=
=

b=
=

|| u B1 ||2  || u A1 ||2 2 < u A2 , u A1  u B1 >
2 || u B1  u A1 ||
| h1 |2  2 | h3 |2





(24)

4 2 | h3 |2
2 | h1 |2  2 | h3 |2

|| u A2  u B1 ||
Pr{u = u A2 }


ln
2
|| u A2  u B1 || Pr{u = u B1}
| h1 |2





Pr{u = u A2 }

ln
.
2
Pr{u = u B1}
2 | h1 |

(25)

It should be noted that, when computing Pe,◇ , the
value of Pr{u = u B 2 } = Pe1 (1  Pe2 ) should be obtained
based on channel values that cause errors at the relay.
Analogously, Pe, should be computed by averaging
over all values of h2 that cause such errors at the relay,
and not over the whole range of h2. Finally, the approximate end-to-end probability of error Pe for the DF
scheme can be obtained by adding these two main error
terms, i.e.
Pe Pe,◇  Pe,
(26)
which, as shown in next section, is in close match with
the Monte Carlo simulation results.

4. Simulation Results
In this section we provide Monte Carlo simulation results
for the proposed algorithm in comparison with the previously derived analytic approximations. The simulations
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have been performed assuming BPSK signaling (i.e. b1,b2
∈{–1,1}). The transmitted signals at the sources and the
relay are assumed to be of unit average power. Flat
Rayleigh fading coefficients were generated based on a
complex Gaussian distribution with variance per 2 dimensions equal to one. As mentioned earlier, an additional signal power attenuation equal to K/d2 was assumed for signal propagation over a distance equal to d,
where K is the propagation factor (set to 10–4 in our
simulations). Fading coefficients have been assumed to
be constant over a block of 100 samples, and are independently generated over different blocks. The Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of the average
received power of the direct source-destination path of
one of the sources (where average transmit power is assumed to be equal to one) to the noise variance per dimension. The noise variance used for computing the
SNR has been assumed to be the same at the relay and
destination sites. Furthermore, the relay gains γ1 and γ2
have been chosen such that average transmit power of
the relay is also normalized to one. Finally, in order to
investigate the effect of the relay location on the performance of the different considered schemes, the location of the relay varies over a range of d=0 to d=1. The
results for d=0.1 (relay close to sources) and d=0.9 (relay
close to destination) are shown in these plots.
Figure 2 depicts the probability of symbol error of the
proposed DF and AF algorithms versus the SNR ratio at
two different relay locations. First notice that in both
approaches the obtained analytic approximation for the
probability of error is in close match with the corresponding simulated curves. Also observe that the performance of the DF approach even improves slightly as
the relay position is changed from a location close to
sources (d=0.1) to a location close to the destination
(d=0.9). However, the performance degrades considerably for the AF scheme as the distance between the relay
and the sources increases. Based on these results it is
foreseen that, in scenarios where the relay is close to the
destination, the use of the proposed switched-frequency

Figure 2. Analytic and simulated probability of symbol
error for the proposed frequency switching AF and DF
schemes at two different relay positions.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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DF scheme will yield a significant performance enhancement (around 10 dB in our proposed setup) at the
cost of a minor complexity increase.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the error performance of a novel communication scheme for the two-user single-relay multiple
access channel has been proposed, which achieves a diversity of order two by using only two frequency channels over all the links. The main advantage of the proposed scheme is to obviate the requirement of complex
superposition-type coding schemes in Detect-and-Forward scenarios. The effect of the relay location for both
AF and DF schemes has also been investigated, concluding in a superior performance of the DF scheme as
the relay gets closer to the destination.
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ABSTRACT
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks against public web servers are increasingly common. Countering DDoS attacks are becoming ever more challenging with the vast resources and techniques increasingly
available to attackers. It is impossible for the victim servers to work on the individual level of on-going traffic flows. In this paper, we establish IP Flow which is used to select proper features for DDoS detection. The
IP flow statistics is used to allocate the weights for traffic routing by routers. Our system protects servers
from DDoS attacks without strong client authentication or allowing an attacker with partial connectivity information to repeatedly disrupt communications. The new algorithm is thus proposed to get efficiently
maximum throughput by the traffic filtering, and its feasibility and validity have been verified in a real network circumstance. The experiment shows that it is with high average detection and with low false alarm and
miss alarm. Moreover, it can optimize the network traffic simultaneously with defending against DDoS attacks, thus eliminating efficiently the global burst of traffic arising from normal traffic.
Keywords: DDoS Attack, Genetic Algorithm, IP Flow Statistics

1. Introduction
Denial-of-Service (DoS [1]) attacks use legitimate requests to overload the server, causing it to hang, crash,
reboot, or do useless work. The target application, machine, or network spends all of its critical resources on
handling the attack traffic and cannot attend to its legitimate clients. Both DoS and DDoS are a huge threat to
the operation of Internet sites, but the DDoS [2,3] problem is more complex and harder to solve.
There are two main classes of DDoS attacks: bandwidth depletion and resource depletion. A resource depletion attack is an attack that is designed to tie up the
resources of a victim system. This type of attack targets a
server or process at the victim making it unable to legitimate requests for service. A bandwidth depletion attack is designed to flood the victim network with unwanted traffic that prevents legitimate traffic from
reaching the victim system. And there are three main
defense approaches: traceback [4]—with the increase of
zombies this approach will be invalidated rapidly; filtrate
[5]—because this method requires the participation of
the communication company and many routers, the filter
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

must be open at all times, and the approach is too costly;
throttle [6]—legitimate data stream will be limited because too many data streams converge at a central point.
Thus, based on these three methods, three distinct defense approaches emerge: gateway defense, router defense and computer defense.
This paper aims at discussing a low cost, high performance and easy-to-deploy approach [7] which selects
five statistical features from IP flow is proposed on filtering DDoS attacks on routers. We use usual statistical
traffic of IP flow to get the percentage of traffic of the
upriver routers. Then we use the percentage to assign a
weight for the router. When DDoS happens, we observe
the traffic quota of several chosen routers. Our goal is to
maximize goodput, with the weight that we figure out in
normal state. At the same time we can calculate which
routers should block the traffic. Then the victim server
sends a filtering request to these routers to block all traffic from certain sources to the victim.
We present an implementation of these concepts,
along with experimental results from our laboratory
testbed. In the rest of this section we give a very brief
overview of the filtering mechanism. Section 2 tells the
IJCNS
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reason of the IP Flow approach. Section 3 presents the
architecture based on routers that can support filtering
mechanism. Section 4 gives implementation and performance details. In Section 5, we conclude with a discussion of deployment options, as well as related work.

Micro-Flow is quickened, and the packet amount in per
flow decrease. There are commonly 1~3 packets in per
flow [9].

2. IP Flow Filtering Overview

PacketsNumj is the quantity of packets in the jth flow
of a time interval. FlowNum is the quantity of packets of
the whole interval. Figure 1 shows the experimental com
parison of ANPPF between normal traffic and DDoS
traffic (110i~180i).The ANPPF of DDoS traffic which is
near 1(attacking traffic is the mix of DDoS traffic generated by tfn2k and normal traffic of internet. ANPPF of
tfn2k generating traffic is 1) differs from normal ANPPF
(ruleless distribution) significantly.
2) Percentage of Correlative Flow (PCF)
During attack, though the victim still has capability to
reply to attacking packets’ “requests”, the replying packets can not get to the zombies, because the attacking IP
addresses are faked. If flow x is from SrcIPx=A to DestIPx=B, and flow y is from SrcIPy=B to DestIPy=A, then
we call flow x and y is a pair of Correlative Flow.

2.1. The Micro-Flow and Macro Flow
2.1.1. The Micro-Flow
A Micro-Flow is a packet set who is composed of packets belonging to the same time interval of Internet, and
all these packets have the same specific characteristics.
These same specific characteristics are called keys. A
group of commonly used keys are <Protocol, SrcIP,
SrcPort, DestIP, DestPort>. Protocol is the protocol used
by the upper layer, SrcIP and SrcPort are the source IP
address and the source port number separately. DestIP
and SrcIP are the destination IP address and the destination port number separately.
The definition of Micro-Flow is helpful in two ways.
First, each key group corresponds to one connection
from SrcIP to DestIP, so keys can be used to describe
DDoS connection. Second, a key group contains much
information which can be used by routers and firewalls
to operate each packet.

PCF  CFNum / FlowNum

CFNum is two times of the pairs of Correlative Flow.
PCF represents the “there is going-out but no coming-back” characteristic of DDoS. As is shown in Figure
2, when DDoS happens (110i~180i), PCF is near 0,
while the PCF of normal traffic is 0.4~0.6. The difference between them is distinguishable.
ANPPF of Normal and Abnormal Traffic
25

Average Number of
Packets in Per
Flow

IP flow is composed of IP packets arriving one after another. As the basic data carrying unit of Internet, IP
packet holds the upper layer’s information and can be
easily caught and handled. In the following part of this
section IP flow will be divided into the Micro-Flow and
the Macro-Flow and we are going to research how to
select effective IP flow based detecting features.

 FlowNum

ANPPF =   PacketsNum j  / FlowNum
 j=1


ANPPF

20
15

2.2. IP Flow Based Features
2.2.1. Micro-Flow Based Features
1) Average Number of Packets in Per Flow (ANPPF)
Continuously and randomly generated “legitimate” IP
are usually used in attack, so the generating speed of
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Figure 1. ANPPF of normal and abnormal traffic.
PCF of Normal and Abnormal Traffic
1
Percentage of
Correlative Flow

2.1.2. The Macro-Flow
All the packets belonging to one time interval compose a
set which is called the Macro-Flow. Macro-Flow is
pooled by Micro-Flows.
The definition of Macro-Flow is helpful in two ways
too. First, Detecting features can be formed on the base
of Macro-Flow. Second, the information contained in the
Macro-Flow is the complementarities to keys.
In experiments, we intercept network traffic by time
interval i=10s randomly. On one hand, in order to form
the Micro-Flow based features, we classify packets by
different keys. On the other hand, we abstract the MacroFlow based features from the whole i directly.

PCF

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1

21

41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201
Intervals(1 interval=10s)

Figure 2. PCF of normal and abnormal traffic.
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Figure 3. ODGS of normal and abnormal traffic.
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Figure 4. PGS of normal and abnormal traffic.

3) One Direction Generating Speed (ODGS)
Flow generating speed quickens when attack happens
or busy time comes. In order to distinguish these two
kinds of situations, ODGS is proposed.
ODGS  ( FlowNum  CFNum) / interval

ODGS reflects the sudden increase of traffic when
DDoS happens, and it also reflects the “there is going-out but no coming-back” characteristic of DDoS.
Figure 4 gives the experimental comparison of ODGS
between normal traffic (110i~180i) and abnormal traffic.
ODGS’ order of magnitude in normal traffic (102) is
much smaller than that in the abnormal traffic (104).
4) Ports Generating Speed (PGS)
PGS = PortsNum / interval

PortsNum is the number of distinct port in one time
interval. Some researchers select the size of port [2] as a
detecting feature, while we find that many newly
emerged services and applications (such as famous p2p
application BT) use port number bigger than 1024, so
approach of [2] is not suitable anymore. Through deeper
investigation, we realize that attackers continuously and
randomly generate port too, so PGS is proposed. As is
shown in Figure 4, the PGS of normal traffic is not bigger than 200, while PGS of attacking traffic (110~180i)
is over thousands.
2.2.2. The Macro-Flow Based Feature
PAP (Percentage of Abnormal Packets)
In order to increase the efficiency of attacking, attackCopyright © 2009 SciRes.

ing packets’ content parts are usually unfilled or only
filled with very few useless bytes (such as famous attacking tools tfn2k, trinoo). This kind of procedure results in the increase of abnormal small packets (for example, some TCP packets are only a little bigger than
40bytes, and UDP packets are only a little bigger than
28bytes). PAP presents this characteristic of DDoS attack by counting the percentage of abnormal packets in
the one i(a Macro-Flow). Figure 5 is the comparison of
PAP of normal traffic and abnormal traffic. As we can
see, there is a significant change of PAP from near 0 to
more than 0.9 when DDoS happens (110i~180i).
Defending against DDoS attacks often involves detection and response. There are a number of statistical approaches for detection of DDoS attacks, including the
use of IP addresses and TTL [11] values and TCP SYN/
FIN packets for detecting SYN flood attacks. Also entropy and Chi-Square statistics are used to differentiate
between attack and normal packets. The D-WARD approach [8] uses, in addition to network and transport
header statistics, application layer [10] knowledge to
implement the filter policy. But all these method require
the participation of many routers, the filter must be open
at all times, so the approach is too costly.

3. The Design of Statistical Analysis Filtering
System
From the Micro-Flow and Macro Flow, we can get the
statistical result:

n

S
j 1

IPk,

n

S

ik

i 1

kj

are all connections form source

are all connections which are routed to des-

tination IPk. It is easy to create probability statistics of
access records. Generally, DoS attacks launched by a
large number of hosts which host never accessed the victim network before. Meaning during a DDoS attack most
of the hosts to the victim are fresh new, which is so different to flash crowd [7]. So we can use history IP database by putting these IP of high frequency in a pool. Common
algorithm is not efficient enough to catch up with the line
rate of high speed at reasonable memory consumption.
PAP of Normal and Abnormal Traffic
1
Percentage of
Abnormal Packets
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Figure 5. PAP of normal and abnormal traffic.
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To address this limitation, one can use the Bloom filter.
It reduces space/time complexity by allowing small degree of inaccuracy in membership representation Bloom
Filter is chosen to generate the IP address white list. If a
host exists in this IP Bloom Filter the router will route
the packet to destination, if not it will pass though filter.
The conventional algorithm requires a memory of 1 G
bits while our Bloom filter array requires a memory of
only 50M bits, at the cost of losing 1% accuracy in
membership representation.
A Bloom filter for representing a set S={x1,x2,…,xn}
of n elements is described by an array of m bits, initially
all set to 0. It uses k independent hash function h1, …, hk
with range {1,…,m}. Here we have an assumption that
hash functions are perfectly random, which means the
hash functions map each item in the universe to a random number uniform over the range {1,…,m}. For each
element x∈S, the bits hi(x) are set to 1 for 1≤i≤k. Alocation can be set to 1 multiple times, but only the first
change has an effect. For the membership query if y∈S,
we check if ∀i, hi(y)=1. If ∃hi(i)≠1, then y∉S. If ∀i,
hi(y)=1 is true, we can assume y∈S with a false positive
rate as
k

perr = 1-p 0 

k

  1  kn   - kn 
= 1-  1-     1-e m 
  m 


 

2
x

x

y

z

0
1

z

z

0
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x

0
1

y

2

y

z

Figure 6. The construction of bloom filter.

k

The construction of BF is shown in Figure 1. Initially,
each bit in the element BF is set to 0 and the pointer list
is set to null. Then each history Flow {S,A} Si, i∈[1, n]
is hashed by function Hj, j∈[1, k] with corresponding hit
bit in BF being set to 1. A new node of link list is created
with the sum field being filled by the sum of previous
value and the last 16 bits of the index value of the filter
that are being set to 1. The Si, i∈[1, n] are hashed k
times. If the bit has already been set to 1, a new node of
link list array is appended to the list. This design does
not affect much accuracy because in all the experiments
the false positive rates are the same (Figure 6).
As shown in Figure 7 our DDoS defense system has
an Offline Training System (OTS) and an Online Filtering System (OFS) and is deployed between the source
end and the victim end. From OTS we create whitelist
and map the list in BF. The GA-Filter modules are deployed at the edge routers that are close to the attack.
During DDoS attacks, if a flow matchs this bloom filter,
it will be transmitted by routers, if not it will be filtered
by GA-filter. The filtering routers can afford to selectively block traffic to the victim server. In that case legitimate traffic passing from that router is also unnecessarily filteredtogether with the attack traffic. We would like
to filter out all attackers and allow all good traffic to reach
the server. Unfortunately, in a DDoS attack, it’s hard to
differentiate attack traffic and legitimate traffic. In this
paper, we aim at designing a defense system that contains
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Figure 7. The Filter architecture.

DDoS flooding attacks in high-speed networks. The objectives are to
1) Maximize friendly traffic throughput while reducing attack traffic as much as possible
2) Minimize the disturbance of the defense system on
delay performance of friendly traffic
3) Achieve high compatibility to the original systems.
A router-based defense strategy: These routers are inserted in some important point of the network. We envision these routers that are deployed in the network to
collaboratively perform the desired countermeasure
functions, including detection of DDoS flooding attacks
IJCNS
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and access control of network traffic.

3.1. Combinatorial Optimization of Filtering
Problem
The filtering problem is a combinatorial optimization of
the traffic to victim server, which seeks for maximum
legitimate traffic from all good or bad traffic. We assume
that there are n distinct routers involved and the traffic in
total transmit to victim server is wi  , generally, each
router j (j = 1, …, n) transmit traffic to victim server has
assigned a profit Pi (i= 1, …, n) and the maximum
throughput is C. When a router route stream i (i = 1, …,
m) to victim server , we define Xi=1; if stream i (i =1, …,
m) isn’t routed to server, we define Xi =0. So the stream
in total is

n

w x

i i

i 1

n

, but the good traffic is  pi xi ,
i 1

The problem is to identify a subset of all traffic that leads
to the highest possible total good traffic and does not
exceed maximum throughput C. Formally, our filtering
model can be stated as follows:
Maximize

n

px
i 1

subject to

w x
i 1

i i

3.2.3. Fitness Function
Given a chromosome that represents which router filtrate
the traffic, the corresponding fitness function is defined
n

as follow: fitness function f  X    X i Pi subject to
i 1

n

 X iWi  C .

i 1

i i

n

3.2.2. Encoding of the Chromosomes
Encoding of the problem in a binary string, the length is
n, Xi =1, meaning the traffic passes through to the server,
Xi =0, meaning the router drops the traffic. Such as
X={0，1，0，1，0，0，1} expressing that traffic is passing
through router 2, 4, 7. Namely, router 2, 4, 7 will transmit traffic to victim server. We randomly select bits of a
chromosome and set it to 0 or 1. For each of the chromosome, test whether the constraint is satisfied. If so,
accept it to be a number of the population. If not, drop it
and randomly create a new chromosome. The x-vector
describes which of the routers that are chosen in each
solution, for example, the vector 01001011 means that
router NO. 2, 5, 7 and 8 are chosen to route data to
server.

c

with pi  0 , wi  0 , C  0

At first, we define stream i passes through a router to
victim server , we set Xi =1; if stream i (i = 1; : : : ;m)
drop, we set Xi =0. Considering about n routers, the
n

Wi X i

throughput is
n

3.2. Genetic Algorithms for Filtering Bad Traffic
Genetic algorithms are stochastic iterative algorithms for
search and optimization that find their origin and inspiration in the Darwinian theory of biological evolution. GA
abstract and mimic some of the traits of the ongoing
struggle in evolution in order to do a better job in problems that require adaptation, search and optimization.
Since we are in fact dealing with artificial systems, we
should also feel free to employ whatever device works
well for a given class of problems, even if it has no direct
biological origin. Genetic Algorithms are computer algorithms that search for good solutions to a problem from
among a large number of possible solutions. Genetic
Algorithms of our filtering can be stated as follows:
3.2.1. Initial Population
The algorithm begins by creating an initial population
which contains M individuals; a mutation probability; a
crossover probability; the length of every chromosome N,
and the maximum generations. Randomly generate a
population of N chromosomes. We randomly generated
traffic to victim server and the percentage of bad traffic.
Initial transmitting throughput by routers is more than
the maximum throughput C which the server can handle.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

in total, but the goodput is

i 1

 Pi X i , so how to optimize variable Xi (i=1,2,…,n)and

i 1

maximize goodput. So this problem is subject to two
formulas: at

n

 X iWi  C

i 1

maximize

n

 Pi X i

Xi=1 or 0

i1

(i=1,2,…,n). after analyzing the problem, for the fitness
n

function, it can be stated as follows: f ( x)   Pi X i ,
i 1

Xi=1 or 0 (i=1,2,…,n).
3.2.4. Selection Functions
We choose chromosomes based on probability, and appoint the individual to be the first generation. In the implementation of the program, we tried roulette-wheel
methods: the fitness value of each individual is fi, the
probability of i is chosen shown as follow: Psi 
n

fi /  fi ; For the initial population, first we figure out
i 1

the fitness value of each chromosome, and then we calculate selection probability. After the comparison, the
chromosome with low chosen probability is eliminated
and the high chosen probability chromosome will be
copied. This copied chromosome takes the place of the
eliminated chromosome. Then the selection of populaIJCNS
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tion is over.

Table 1. DDoS traffic.
DDoS Type I

3.2.5. Crossover
We use single point crossover. The crossover point is
determined randomly by generating a random number
between 0 and 1. We perform crossover with a certain
probability. If crossover probability is 100% then a
whole new generation is made by crossover. If it is 0%
then whole new generation is made by exact copies of
chromosomes from old population. We decided upon
crossover rate of Pc. This means that Pc of the new generation will be formed with crossover and 1-Pc will be
copied to the new generation.
3.2.6. Mutation
Mutation is made to prevent GA from falling into a local
extreme. We perform mutation on each bit position of
the chromosome with 0.1 % probability.

Country

% of
Good
Traffic

USA

DDoS Type II

% of bad
Traffic

% of
Good
Traffic

% of bad
Traffic

36.27

43.9

36.2

45.9

Korea

5.8

11.5

0

12

China

18.35

10.3

24.1

0

Taiwan

2.46

6.1

2.4

16.7

Canda

3.64

5.4

3.6

5.4

UK

6.74

5.2

6.7

5.3

Germany

8.4

5.1

8.4

5.2

Australia

2.5

4.3

2.5

1.1

Japan

13.91

4.2

14.2

0

Netherlands

1.93

4.1

1.9

8.4

4. Performance Evaluation and Comparison
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Figure 8. Our own data ROC curve.
ROC Curve
Chance Line
1
0.8
True Positive

For evaluating our system, we use Bell lab’s [11,12] data.
Bell lab’s data is stored as pure text, and each row of the
text is a packet composed of SIP, DIP, SPort, DPort,
packet length and ACK (TCP packet) et. The attack
launched in our own simulation is constant rate attack, so
we choose the constant rate UDP attack data of Bell lab’s
as the attack samples. (Table 1).
We suppose to have a server that has a capacity of C
bandwidth and several routers transmit traffic with different ratio. We want the greatest total benefit without
overloading the constraint of the bandwidth. We use a
data structure, called cell, with two fields (goodput and
traffic) to represent every router (Table 2). Then we use
an array of type cell to store all routers in it.
In our experiments, we measured filtering characteristics by the rate of false and rate of missed [13]. In Table
3 shows the sensitivity and accuracy of the Bloom Filter.
The ROC curves in Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the sensitivity and accuracy of the neural network. A ROC
curve is a plot with the false positive rate on the X axis
and the true positive rate on the Y axis. The area below
the curve reflects the sensitivity of the neural network.
As we can see, the curve is close to both the Y axis and
the point (0, 1) which means that we obtained low false
positives and the classification capability is good.
Micro-Flow and Macro-Flow detection based detecting features that we described in Section 2 is used to allocate the weights for traffic routing. As indicated in
Table 3, that our IP flow based filtering method achieves
pretty high accuracy and precision. It’s low cost, high
performance and easy-to-deploy. It optimizes the web
flow; enhance the network efficiency by precluding and
dismissing the overall current abruptness of ordinary flow.

ROC Curve
Chance Line

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
False Positive

1

Figure 9. Bell ROC curve.
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Table 2. Router information array.
Router 0
36.27
80.17

Router1
5.8

Router 5
6.74

11.94

17.3

Router2
18.35

Router6
8.4

13.5

Router3

28.65

2.46

Router 7
2.5

Router4
8.56

3.64

Router 8
6.8

13.91

9.04

Router9

18.11

1.93

6.03

Table 3. The detection results.

1

Rate of false
Alarm(%)
0

Rate of missed
Alarm(%)
7.6

2

1.1

4.5

11.2

3

1.3

2.3

10.3

4

2.6

0

9.8

5

2.9

0

7.6

6

3.6

0

7.5

7

4.9

0

7.1

8

5.9

0

6.9

9

8.6

0

6.5

10

12.8

0

6.3

Bloom Filter

5. Conclusions
The defense mechanism of DDoS attacks, particularly
the multi-based, multi-approached and diversified flow
method of offensive artifice, simulating the competition
of legal users, inhabits a keystone and difficulty in the
internet security arena. In this paper we present five effective detecting features base on the characteristics of IP
flow: PAP, ANPPF, PCF, ODGS and PGS. These five
features can exploit the abnormalities during DDoS attack. Byproducts of features generation are helpful for
filtering. We prove the capabilities of these five features
through experimental comparison between their normal
values and values in attack.
Our mechanism is characteristically distinct from current methods:
1) Utilizes few resources and does not require participation from all ISP routers. In general, only requires several routers.
2) It’s low-cost, high-performance and easy-to-deploy.
It allows for simple and convenient updating of the Filter
Algorithm.
3) Optimizes the IP flow; enhances the server’s efficiency by precluding and dismissing the overall current
abruptness of ordinary flow.
All in all, allocating the server and bandwidth resources to both the validation and service components
with more efficiency, and applying the algorithm more
accurate to filter flooding DDoS are seeking to be done
in this sector of internet security.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a flexible and fairness-oriented packet scheduling approach for 3GPP UTRAN
long term evolution (LTE) type packet radio systems, building on the ordinary proportional fair (PF) scheduling principle and channel quality indicator (CQI) feedback. Special emphasis is also put on practical feedback reporting mechanisms, including the effects of mobile measurement and estimation errors, reporting
delays, and CQI quantization and compression. The performance of the overall scheduling and feedback reporting process is investigated in details, in terms of cell throughput, coverage and resource allocation fairness, by using extensive quasi-static cellular system simulations in practical OFDMA system environment
with frequency reuse of 1. The performance simulations show that by using the proposed modified PF approach, significant coverage improvements in the order of 50% can be obtained at the expense of only
10-15% throughput loss, for all reduced feedback reporting schemes. This reflects highly improved fairness
in the radio resource management (RRM) compared to other existing schedulers, without essentially compromising the cell capacity. Furthermore, we demonstrate the improved functionality increase in radio resource management for UE’s utilizing multi-antenna diversity receivers.
Keywords: Radio Resource Management, Packet Scheduling, Proportional-Fair, Channel Quality Feedback,
Throughput, Fairness

1. Introduction
Development of new radio interface technologies for
beyond 3G cellular radio systems with support to high
data rates, low latency and packet-optimised radio access
has led to the use of OFDM/OFDMA. One good example of such developments is e.g. the UTRAN long term
evolution (LTE), being currently standardized by 3GPP
[1–3]. In general, performance improvements over the
existing radio systems are basically obtained through
proper deployment of fast link adaptation and new
packet scheduling algorithms, exploiting the available
multi-user diversity in both time and frequency domains
[4–6]. On the other hand, achieving such performance
improvements typically requires relatively accurate
channel state feedback in terms of CQI reports from mobile stations (MS) to the base station (BS) [6–12]. As a
practical example, each mobile station can measure the
effective signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR),
per active subcarrier or block of subcarriers, and send
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

back the obtained channel state to the base station for
downlink radio resource management. This, in turn, can
easily lead to considerable control signalling overhead if
not designed and implemented properly. Thus in general,
the amount of the feedback information needs to be limited and is also subject to different errors and delays,
affecting the overall system-level performance. Another
important aspect in scheduling and resource allocation
process is fairness, implying that also users with less
favourable channel conditions should anyway be given
some reasonable access to the radio spectrum [4–6,13–
18]. This is especially important in serving users at, e.g.,
cell edges in cellular networks.
In this paper, we address the packet scheduling and
channel state reporting tasks in OFDMA-based cellular
packet radio systems. Stemming from ordinary proportional fair (PF) scheduling principle, a modified PF
scheduler is first proposed having great flexibility to tune
the exact scheduling characteristics in terms of capacity,
coverage and fairness. More specifically, the proposed
IJCNS
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scheduler can offer greatly improved fairness among the
users in a cell, measured in terms of coverage and other
established fairness measures, like Jain’s index [19],
without essentially compromising the overall cell capacity. This is verified using extensive quasi-static cellular
system simulations, conforming to the current LTE
downlink specifications [1–3]. In the performance studies, different realistic CQI reporting schemes are also
addressed and incorporated in the system simulations.
In general, the research on novel packet scheduling
algorithms and channel state reporting schemes has been
very active in the recent years, see e.g. [8,10,11,13–18]
and the references therein. Using [13–17] as starting
points for LTE type packet radio systems, it has been
reported that frequency domain packet scheduling (FDPS)
algorithms are always a compromise between the overall
cell throughput and resource fairness among users. Here
we propose a modified proportional fair algorithm,
which in general offers an attractive balance between cell
throughput, coverage and user fairness. Compared to
plain frequency domain scheduling, we extend the studies by deploying both time domain and frequency domain scheduling steps, together with proper metrics, that
as a whole can more efficiently utilise the provided yet
limited feedback information from all the user equipments (UEs). Furthermore, we apply different realistic
CQI reporting schemes to thoroughly investigate the limits of achieved performance gains from enhanced scheduling. The cellular system model used for the performance evaluations is fully conforming to the 3GPP evaluation criteria [1–3]. The overall outcomes are measured in
terms of average cell throughput, coverage and fairness
index.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
reviews the reference proportional fair scheduler and
proposes then a modified PF scheduling scheme. Section
3, in turn, addresses different feedback reporting
schemes in the scheduling context. Section 4 presents
then the overall system model and simulation assumptions, and the simulation results and analysis are presented in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.
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difficult. In fast packet scheduling, new scheduling decisions are basically taken in each transmission time interval (TTI), which in LTE is 1ms.
To efficiently utilize the limited radio resources, the
scheduler should consider the current state of the channel
when selecting the user to be scheduled, by utilizing e.g.
the ACK/NACK signalling information and CQI reports
[4–6,8,10,11,14]. Depending on the selected CQI reporting scheme, the accuracy and resolution of the channel
quality information can easily differ considerably. In
OFDMA based radio systems, like LTE, the CQI information is not necessarily available for all the individual
subcarriers but more likely for certain groups of subcarriers only [12,20–22]. In general, the channel state information is also used by link adaptation (LA) mechanisms to select proper modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) for each scheduled mobile, and thereon to ensure
that the individual link qualities conform to the corresponding target settings. This is typically measured in
terms of block error rate (BLER) for the first transmission. Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) mechanisms are then commonly used to provide the necessary buffer information
and transmission format for pending retransmissions
[4–6,16]. A principal block-diagram of the overall RRM
flow is given in Figure 1.
As a practical example of the available spectral resources, in the 10 MHz system bandwidth case of LTE
[1–3], there are 50 physical resource blocks (PRB’s or
sub-bands), each consisting of 12 sub-carriers with subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz. This sets the basic resolution
in frequency domain (FD) UE multiplexing (scheduling),
i.e., the allocated individual UE bandwidths are multiples
of the PRB bandwidth.

2.2. Ordinary Proportional Fair (PF) Scheduler
The well-known proportional fair scheduler [13,16]
works in two steps: 1) time domain (TD) PF step and 2)
frequency domain (FD) PF step. Such simplified sche-

In general, the task of a packet scheduler (PS) is to select
the most suitable users to access the available radio
spectrum at any given time window, in order to optimize
the system performance in terms of 1) throughput, 2)
resource fairness, and/or 3) delay [4–6]. Joint optimization of all the above features is generally known very
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Figure 1. Principal RRM block diagram.
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duling principle is beneficial from the complexity point
of view, since the FD step considers a reduced number of
UEs for frequency multiplexing in each TTI [17]. Thus
in the first part, inside each TTI n, all the UE’s are
ranked according to the following priority metric

 itd (n) 

Ri (n)
Ti (n)

(1)

In above, the UE index i = 1, 2, …, ITOT, Ri(n) denotes
the estimated throughput to the UE i over the full bandwidth (provided by link adaptation unit) [13,16], and Ti(n)
in turn is the corresponding average delivered throughput
to the UE i during the recent past and can be obtained,
e.g., recursively by
1
Ti (n)   1 
tc


 T (n  1)  1 R (n  1)
 i
tc i


(2)

In (2), tc controls the averaging window length over
which the average delivered throughput is calculated and
R'i(n-1) denotes the actually realized throughput to the
UE i at the previous TTI.
In the next step, out of this ranked list of UE’s, the
first IBUFF (< ITOT) UE’s with highest priority metric are
picked to the actual frequency domain multiplexing or
scheduling stage. In the following, this subset is called
scheduling candidate set (SCS), and is denoted by Ω(n).
Then, for each physical resource block k = 1, 2, …, KTOT,
and for each i belonging to the SCS, the following final
scheduling metric of the form

 i ,fdk (n) 

Ri , k (n)
Ti (n)

(3)

is evaluated where now Ri,k(n) denotes the estimated
throughput to the UE i for the k-th PRB (provided by LA
unit again), and Ti(n) is again the corresponding average
throughput delivered to the UE i during the recent past
given in (2). Finally, the access to each PRB resource is
granted for the particular user with the highest metric for
the corresponding PRB.

2.3. Proposed Modified PF (MPF) Scheduler
In order to obtain a scheduler with yet increased fairness
in the resource allocation, we proceed as follows. First
the time domain priority metric is modified as

Ti (n) 1

 Ttot (n) 

 itd (n)  CQI i (n) 

(4)

where CQIi(n) denotes the full bandwidth channel quality report for UE i at TTI n and Ti(n) is as defined in (2).
Ttot(n), in turn, denotes the averaged throughput over the
past and over the scheduled users and can be calculated
by
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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1
Ttot (n)   1 
tc


 T (n  1)
 tot


1 1

tc I BUFF



i ( n 1)

(5)

Ri(n  1)

In (5), R'i(n-1) denotes the actual delivered throughput
for UE i at the previous TTI.
Similar to the ordinary PF scheduler described in
Subsection 2.2, this modified metric in (4) is used to rank
the UE’s inside each TTI, and the IBUFF (< ITOT) UE’s
with highest priority metric form a SCS. Ω(n) for the
actual frequency domain resource allocation. Since estimated throughput in the link adaptation stage is based on
reported CQI values, we assume that the substitution in
(4) has the same weight in priority calculation. For mapping the users of the SCS into PRB’s, the following
modified frequency domain metric is then proposed:
s

 CQI i ,k (n)  1  Ti (n)  s2
 

avg
 CQI i (n)   Ttot (n) 

 i ,fdk (n)  

(6)

Here s1 and s2 are adjustable parameters, and CQIi,k(n)
is the channel quality report of user i for sub-band k at
TTI n while CQIiavg(n) is the corresponding average CQI
over the past and over the sub-bands, and can be calculated using
1
CQI iavg (n)   1   CQI iavg (n  1)
tc 

1 1

tc KTOT

KTOT

(7)

 CQIi,k (n)
k 1

The access to each PRB resource is then granted for
the particular user with the highest metric in (6) for the
corresponding PRB.
Considering the re-transmissions, re-transmitting users
are simply considered as additional users in the time domain scheduling part (step 1), and if qualified to the frequency domain SCS, the re-transmission users are given
an additional priority to reserve exactly the same subbands used for the corresponding original transmissions.
Even though this does not take the exact sub-band condition into account at re-transmission stage, the practical
implementation is simplified, in terms of control signalling, and re-transmissions anyway always benefit from
the HARQ combining gain [6].
Intuitively, the proposed scheduling metrics in (4) and
(6) are composed of two elements, affecting the overall
scheduling decisions. The first dimension measures the
relative instantaneous quality of the individual user’s
radio channels against their own average channel qualities while the second dimension is related to measuring
the achievable throughput of individual UE’s against the
corresponding average throughput of scheduled users.
Consequently, by understanding the power coefficients s1
IJCNS
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and s2 as additional adjustable parameters, the exact
scheduler statistics can be tuned and controlled to obtain
a desired balance between the throughput and fairness.
This will be demonstrated in Section 5.

block, it follows that v = 25. Assuming further that quantization is carried with q = 5 bits, then each UE is send
ing 25x5 = 125 bits for every 1ms (TTI length).

3.2. Best-m CQI Reporting

3. Feedback Reporting Process
The overall reporting process between UE’s and BS is
illustrated in Figure 2. Within each time window of
length tr, each mobile sends channel quality indicator
(CQI) reports to BS, formatted and possibly compressed,
with a reporting delay of td seconds [6,8,10,11]. Each
report is naturally subject to errors due to imperfect decoding of the received signal. In general, the CQI reporting frequency-resolution has a direct impact on the
achievable multi-user frequency diversity and thereon to
the overall system performance and the efficiency of
radio resource management (RRM), as described in general e.g. in [11]. In our studies here, the starting point
(reference case) is that the CQI reports are quantized
SINR measurements across the entire bandwidth (wideband CQI reporting), to take advantage of the time and
frequency variations of the radio channels for the different users. Then also alternative reduced feedback
schemes are described and evaluated, as discussed below.

3.1. Full CQI Reporting
In a general OFDMA radio system, the overall system
bandwidth is assumed to be divided into v CQI measurement blocks. Then quantizing the CQI values to q bits,
the overall full CQI report size is
S full  q  v
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(8)

bits which is reported by every UE for each TTI [1–3,11].
In case of LTE, with 10 MHz system bandwidth and
grouping 2 physical resource blocks into 1 measurement

One simple approach to reduce the reporting and feedback signalling is obtained as follows. The method is
based on selecting only m < v different CQI measurements and reporting them together with their frequency
positions to the serving cell [8,11]. We assume here that
the evaluation criteria for choosing those m sub-bands
for reporting is based on the highest SINR values (hence
the name best-m). The resulting report size in bits is then
given by
v!

Sbest  m  q  m   log 2 


 m !(v  m)!  

(9)

As an example, with v = 25, q= 5 bits and m = 10, it
follows that Sbest-m = 72 bits, while Sfull = 125 bits. Furthermore, on the scheduler side, we assume that the
PRBs which are not reported by the UE are allocated a
CQI value equal to the lowest reported one.

3.3. Threshold Based CQI Reporting
This reporting scheme is a further simplification and
relies on providing information on only the average CQI
value above certain threshold together with the corresponding location (sub-band index) information. First the
highest CQI value is identified within the full bandwidth,
which sets an upper bound of the used threshold window.
All CQI values within the threshold window are then
averaged and only this information is sent to the BS together with the corresponding sub-band indexes. On the
scheduler side, the missing CQI values can then be
treated, e.g., as the reported averaged CQI value minus a
given dB offset (e.g. 5 dB, the exact number is again a
design parameter). The number of bits needed for reporting is therefore only
S threshold = q + v

(10)

As an example, with v = 25 and q = 5 bits (as above),
it follows that Sthreshold = 30 bits, while Sbest-m = 72 bits
and Sfull = 125 bits. The threshold-based scheme is illustrated graphically in Figure 3 [10].

4. System Simulation Model and
Assumptions

Figure 2. Reporting mechanism between UE and BS.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

In order to evaluate the system-level performance of the
proposed scheduling scheme in a practical OFDMA-based
cellular system context, a comprehensive quasi-static system simulator for LTE downlink has been developed,
IJCNS
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Table 1. Basic simulation parameters.

Figure 3. Basic principle of threshold-based CQI reporting.

conforming to the specifications in [1–3]. In the overall
simulation flow, mobile stations are first randomly
dropped or positioned over each sector and cell. Then
based on the individual distances between the mobiles
and the serving base station, the path losses for individual links are directly determined, while the actual fading
characteristics of the radio channels depend on the assumed mobility and power delay profile. In updating the
fading statistics, the time resolution in our simulator is
set to one TTI (1ms). In general, a standard hexagonal
cellular layout is utilized with altogether 19 cell sites
each having 3 sectors. In the performance evaluations,
statistics are collected only from the central cell site
while the others simply act as sources of inter-cell interference.
As a practical example case, the 10 MHz LTE system
bandwidth mode [1–3] is assumed. The main simulation
parameters and assumptions are generally summarized in
Table 1 for the so-called Macro cell case 1, following
again the LTE working assumptions. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the RRM functionalities are controlled by the
packet scheduler and also link adaptation and HARQ
mechanisms are modelled and implemented, as described
in Table 1. As a practical example, the maximum number
of simultaneously multiplexed users (IBUFF) is set to 10
here. In general, we assume that the BS transmission
power is equally distributed among all PRB’s. In the
basic simulations, 20 UE’s are uniformly dropped within
each sector and experience inter-cell interferences from
the surrounding cells, in addition to path loss and fading.
The UE velocity equals 3km/h, and the typical urban
(TU) channel model standardized by ITU is assumed in
modelling the power-delay spread of the radio channels.
Infinite buffer traffic model is applied in the simulations,
i.e. every user has data to transmit (when scheduled) for
the entire duration of a simulation cycle. The length of a
single simulation run is set to 5 seconds which is then
repeated for 10 times to collect reliable statistics.
In general, every UE has an individual HARQ entry,
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Parameter

Assumption

Cellular Layout
Inter-site distance

Hexagonal grid, 19 cell
sites, 3 sectors per site
500 m

Carrier Frequency / Bandwidth
Number of active sub-carriers
Sub-carrier spacing
Sub-frame duration
Channel estimation

2000 MHz / 10 MHz
600
15 kHz
0.5 ms
Ideal

PDP

ITU Typical Urban 20 paths

Minimum distance between UE
and cell
Average number of UE’s per sector

>= 35 meters

Max. number of frequency multiplexed UEs (IBUFF)
UE receiver type

10

20

2-Rx MRC, 2-Rx IRC

Shadowing standard deviation

8 dB

UE speed

3km/h

Total BS TX power (Ptotal)

46dBm

Traffic model

Full Buffer

Fast Fading Model

Jakes Spectrum

CQI reporting schemes

Full CQI
Best-m (with m=10)
Threshold based (with 5dB
threshold)
1 dB

CQI log-normal error std.
CQI reporting time

5 TTI

CQI delay
CQI quantization
CQI std error
MCS rates
ACK/NACK delay

2 TTIs
1 dB
1 dB
QPSK (1/3, 1/2, 2/3),
16QAM (1/2, 2/3, 4/5),
64QAM (1/2, 2/3, 4/5)
2ms

Number of SAW channels

6

Maximum number of retransmisions

3

HARQ model

Ideal chase combining (CC)

st

1 transmission BLER target

20%

Scheduler forgetting factor

0.002

Scheduling schemes used
Simulation duration (one drop)

Ordinary PF (for reference)
Modified PF (proposed
5 seconds

Number of drops

10

which operates the physical layer re-transmission functionalities. It is based on the stop-and-wait (SAW) protocol and for simplicity, the number of entries per UE is
fixed to six. HARQ retransmissions are always transmitted with the same MCS and on the same PRB’s (if
scheduled in TD step) as the first transmissions. The
supported modulation schemes are QPSK, 16QAM and
64QAM with variable rates for the encoder as shown in
Table 1.
Link adaptation handles the received UE reports conIJCNS
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taining the channel quality information for the whole or
sub-set of PRB’s as described in Section 3. The implemented link adaptation mechanism consists of two separate elements – the inner loop (ILLA) and outer loop
(OLLA) LA’s – and are used for removing CQI imperfections and estimating supported data rates and MCS.
As a practical example, it is assumed that the CQI report
errors are log-normal distributed with 1dB standard deviation.
The actual effective SINR calculations rely on estimated subcarrier-wise channel gains (obtained using
reference symbols in practice) and depend in general also
on the assumed receiver topology. Here we assume the
single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) diversity reception
case, i.e. a single BS transmit antenna and multiple UE
receiver antennas. Considering now an individual UE i,
the SINR per active sub-carrier c at TTI n, denoted here
by ξi,c(n), is calculated according to
2

i ,c 

2
w iH,c hi ,c  sig
,i

w iH,c  noise w i ,c  w iH,c int ,i w i ,c

(11)

where the time index n is dropped for notational simplicity. Here hic is an NRX x 1 vector of the user i complex
channel gains at subcarrier c from BS to NRX receiver
antennas and wic is the corresponding NRX x 1 spatial filter used to combine the signals of different receiver an2
tennas (more details below). s sig,i , in turn, denotes the
received nominal signal power per antenna while Σnoise
and Σint,i are the covariance matrices of the received
(spatial) noise and interference vectors. The superscript
(.)H denotes conjugate transpose. The noise covariance is
2
assumed diagonal ( Σnoise = s noise
I ) and independent of
the user index i. The interference modeling, on the other
hand, takes into account the interference from neighboring cells. Assuming a total of Lint interference sources,
with corresponding path gain vectors gl,i,c , the overall
interference covariance at receiving UE i is given by
Lint

Sint ,i    int2 ,l ,i gl ,i,c glH,i,c

(12)

l 1

2
where s int
,l ,i , denotes the received nominal interferer
power per antenna and per interference source (l).
Concerning the actual UE receiver topologies (spatial
filters), both maximum ratio combining (MRC) and interference rejection combining (IRC) receivers are deployed in the simulations. These are given by (see, e.g.,
[6] and the references therein)
C
wiMR
=
,c

and
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hi ,c
hi ,c

2

(13)
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w iIRC
,c 

where

Σtot ,i

1
tot
,i h i , c
H
1
hi ,c tot ,i hi ,c

(14)

denotes the total noise plus interference

2
covariance, i.e., Σtot ,i = s noise
I + Σint,i .
Using the above modeling and the selected UE receiver type, the effective SINR values are then calculated
through exponential effective SINR mapping (EESM), as
described in [1–3], for link-to-system level mapping
purposes.

5. Results
In this section, we present the system-level performance
results obtained using the previously described quasistatic radio system simulator. Both ordinary PF and
modified (proposed) PF packet schedulers are used, together with the three different CQI reporting schemes.
The system-level performance is generally measured and
evaluated in terms of:
 Throughput statistics – the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the total number of successfully
delivered bits per time unit. Measured at both individual UE level as well as overall cell level.
 Coverage – the experienced data rate per UE at the
95% coverage probability (5% UE throughput CDF
level).
 Jain’s fairness index [19].
In addition to Jain’s index, also the coverage and slope
of the throughput CDF reflect the fairness of the scheduling algorithms.
With the proposed modified PF scheduler, different
example values for the power coefficients s1 and s2 are
used as shown in Table 2. To focus mostly on the role of
the channel quality reporting, s2 is fixed here to 1 and the
effects of using different values for s1 are then demonstrated. This way the impact of the different CQI reporting schemes is seen more clearly. For the cases of
Best–m and Threshold based CQI reporting schemes, we
fix the value of m equal to 10 and threshold to 5 dB, respectively. Similar example values have also been used
by other authors in the literature earlier, see e.g. [11].
Complete performance statistics are gathered for both
dual antenna MRC and dual antenna IRC UE receiver
cases.
Table 2. Different power coefficient combinations used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduler.
Coefficient

Value

s1

1

2

4

6

8

10

20

s2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Figure 4. Left column: Average sector throughput and coverage for different scheduling schemes and assuming dual-antenna
MRC UE receiver type with full CQI feedback (a, b), Best -m CQI feedback (c, d) and Threshold based CQI feedback (e, f).
M1-M7 refer to the modified PF scheduler with power coefficient values as given in Table 2 (M1: s1=1, s2=1, etc.). Right column: CDF’s of individual UE throughputs for different scheduling schemes and assuming dual-antenna MRC UE receiver
type with full CQI feedback (a), Best -m CQI feedback (b) and Threshold based CQI feedback (c).

5.1. Dual Antenna MRC UE Receiver Case
Figure 4 (left column) illustrates the average sector
throughput and coverage for the different schedulers,
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

assuming dual antenna maximum ratio combining (MRC)
UE receiver type. The power coefficient values from
Table 2 are presented as index M, where M1 represents
the first couple (s1=1, s2=1), etc, for the metric calculaIJCNS
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tion of the modified PF scheduler. The used reference
scheduler is the ordinary proportional fair approach. In
the first coefficient case (M1), in combination with full
CQI reporting scheme, we achieve coverage gain in the order
of 50% at the expense of only 15% throughput loss as shown
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in Figure 4 (a) and (b). This sets the basic reference for comparisons in the other cases. In the case of best-m and threshold based reporting schemes presented in and (d), and Figure
4 (e) and (f), we have coverage increases by 57% and 63%
with throughput losses of 16% and 19%, correspondingly.

Figure 5. Left column: MCS distributions [%] for different scheduling principles with (a) Full CQI reporting, (b) Best-m CQI
reporting, and (c) Threshold based CQI reporting assuming dual-antenna MRC UE receiver. Right column: CDF’s of scheduled PRB’s per user for different schedulers with (a) Full CQI reporting, (b) Best-m CQI reporting, and (c) Threshold based
CQI reporting assuming dual-antenna MRC UE receiver.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Continuing on the evaluation of relative system performance using the modified PF scheduler, we clearly
see a trade-off between average cell throughput and coverage for different power coefficient cases. The remaining power coefficient values shown in Table 2 are used
for tuning the overall system behaviour together with the
choice of the CQI reporting scheme. In the case of full
CQI feedback and coefficient s1 varying between 2 and
10 (M2–M6) the cell throughput loss is decreased to
around 1%, while the coverage gain is reduced to around
6%. Similar behaviour is observed for the other feedback
reporting schemes as well. The exact percentage values
for the coverage gains and throughput losses are stated in
Table 3 in the end.
Further illustrations on the obtainable system performance are presented in Figure 4 (right column) in
terms of the statistics of individual UE data rates for the
applied simulation scenarios. The slope of the CDF reflects generally the fairness of the algorithms. Therefore
we aim to achieve steeper slope corresponding to algorithm fairness. This type of slope change behavior can
clearly be established for each simulation scenario.
Clearly, at 5% (coverage) point of the CDF curves, corresponding to users typically situated at the cell edges,
we observe significant data rate increases indicated by
shift to the right for all CQI feedback schemes when the
coefficient s1 is changed in the proposed metric. This
indicates improved overall cell coverage at the expense
of slight total throughput loss.

Figure 5 (left column) shows the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) distributions for different schedulers
and with applied feedback reporting schemes, still assuming the case of 2 antenna MRC UE receiver type.
The negligible decrease in higher order modulation usage
(less than 3%) leads to the increase in the lower (more
robust) ones for improving the cell coverage. In all the
simulated cases, the MCS distribution behaviour has a
relatively similar trend following the choice of the power
coefficients in the proposed packet scheduling. In general, the use of higher-order modulations is affected
mostly in the most coarse CQI feedback (threshold based)
case while the other two reporting schemes behave fairly
similarly.
Similarly, Figure 5 (right column) illustrates the
CDF’s of scheduled PRB’s per UE for the different
scheduler scenarios and reporting schemes. Clearly, the
modified PF provides better resource allocation in the
full and best-m feedback cases. Considering the 50%
probability point for the resource allocation, and taking
the case of M1, we have about 5% gain, while in case of
M2 the gain is raised to 15% compared to ordinary PF.
The average obtained improvement for the rest of the
cases is about 33%. In the case of threshold-based feedback, the resource allocation is not as efficient, and even
a small reduction in the RB allocation is observed with
small power coefficients, compared to the reference PF
scheduler. Starting from M3, the improvement is anyway
noticeable and the achieved gain is about 20%.

Table 3. Obtained performance statistics compared to ordinary PF scheduler with different CQI reporting schemes and
different power coefficients (M1-M7) for the proposed scheduler. Dual-antenna MRC UE receiver case.

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

full
54
40
23
16
11
6
-2

Coverage Gain [%]
best-m
57
42
26
18
14
7
0

threshold
63
51
33
25
11
8
-4

full
16
10
6
3
2
1
0

Throughput Loss [%]
best-m
16
10
6
4
3
2
0

threshold
19
12
7
5
3
2
0

Table 4. Obtained performance statistics compared to ordinary PF scheduler with different CQI reporting schemes and
different power coefficients (M1-M7) for the proposed scheduler. Dual-antenna IRC UE receiver case.

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

full
56
43
26
17
10
8
-1

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Coverage Gain [%]
best-m
58
46
30
20
12
10
1

threshold
64
48
32
24
13
8
1

full
15
9
6
4
2
2
0

Throughput Loss [%]
best-m
15
9
6
4
3
2
1

threshold
18
11
8
5
3
2
0
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5.2. Dual Antenna IRC UE Receiver Case
Next similar performance statistics are obtained for dual
antenna interference rejection combining (IRC) UE receiver case. Starting from the primary case M1, with full
CQI, we obtain a 13% loss in throughput and 57% coverage improvement. For the reduced feedback reporting
schemes – best-m and threshold based – we have 13%
and 15% throughput losses and 58% and 62% coverage
gains, respectively. Furthermore, resource allocation
gains for full CQI feedback and best-m are 7% for M1
and 17% for M2 correspondingly. The average obtained
improvement for the rest of the cases is about 34%.
Threshold based reporting scheme leads to decrease of
12% for M1 and 7% for M2, and roughly 14% increase
for the rest of simulated cases. The exact percentage
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read from the figures are again stated in table format in
Table 4 in the end.

5.3. Fairness Index
Figure 6 illustrates the Jain’s fairness index per scheduler
for the applied feedback reporting schemes, calculated
over all the ITOT = 20 UE’s using the truly realized UE
throughputs at each TTI and over all the simulation runs.
The value on the x-axis corresponds to the used scheduler type, where 1 refers to the reference PF scheduler
and 2-8 refer to the proposed modified PF schedulers
with different power coefficients. The Jain’s fairness
index defined in [19] is generally in the range of [0…1],
where the value of 1 corresponds to all users having the
same amount of resources (maximum fairness). Clearly,
the fairness distribution with the proposed modified PF
scheduler outperforms the used reference PF scheduler
for both UE receiver types. The received fairness gains
are in range of 2%-17% for the MRC receiver case, and
1%-14% for the IRC receiver case, respectively.

6. Conclusions
In this article, we have studied the potential of advanced
packet scheduling principles in OFDMA type radio system context, using UTRAN long term evolution (LTE) as
a practical example system scenario. A modified proportional fair scheduler taking both the instantaneous channel qualities (CQI’s) as well as resource allocation fairness into account was proposed. Also different practical
CQI reporting schemes were discussed, and used in the
system level performance evaluations of the proposed
scheduler. All the performance evaluations were carried
out with a comprehensive quasi-static system level simulator, conforming fully to the current LTE working assumptions. Also different UE receiver types were demonstrated in the performance assessments. In general, the
achieved throughput and coverage gains were assessed
against more traditional ordinary proportional fair scheduling. In the case of fixed coverage requirements and
based on the optimal parameter choice for CQI reporting
schemes, the proposed scheduling metric calculations
based on UE channel feedback offers better control over
the ratio between the achievable cell/UE throughput and
coverage increase. As a practical example, even with
limited CQI feedback, the cell coverage can be increased
significantly (more than 30%) by allowing a small decrease (in the order of only 5-10%) in the cell throughput.
This is seen to give great flexibility to the overall RRM
process and optimization.
Figure 6. Jain’s fairness index per feedback reporting
scheme for dual-antenna MRC UE receiver case (up) and
dual-antenna IRC UE receiver case (down). Scheduler type
1 means ordinary PF, while 2-8 means proposed modified
PF with power coefficients as described in Table 2.
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ABSTRACT
A modified type of Hybrid ARQ system with erasures correction and parity bits retransmission is considered.
Performance of the system is analyzed under assumption that the forward channel suffers from Nakagami
common fading and additive white Gaussian noise. A good agreement between theoretical results and simulation is achieved. The proposed ARQ protocol is compared with other known Hybrid ARQ algorithms. It
demonstrates significantly higher throughput efficiency in a range of SNR.
Keywords: Hybrid ARQ Scheme, Erasures Correction Decoding, Fading Channel

1. Introduction
Automatic Repeat ReQuest (ARQ) systems with error
control are widely used for data transmission over noisy
channels. Their performance is usually characterized by
two parameters: Throughput Efficiency (TE) and Bit
Error Rate (BER). So-called hybrid ARQ (HARQ) systems use two codes (inner and outer) [1–8]. In a HARQ-I
system Forward Error Correction (FEC) is performed
prior to error detection [2]. In more effective HARQ-II
[3–5] system, parity-check digits for error correction are
sent to the receiver only when they are needed. For example [3], at the initial step data blocks D with parity-check bits of the outer error detection code are transmitted. If errors in D are detected, the system begins not
simple repetitions of D, but repetitions of a parity block
P(D) of the inner code. P(D) as well as D itself are alternately stored in the receiver buffer for error correction
until D will be recovered. As shown in [4], application of
HARQ schemes can significantly improve TE in comparison with a pure ARQ scheme.
It is well known [1] that error correcting capability of
block codes may be enhanced when soft decision approach is realized, for example, in the form of Soft Decision Erasures Correcting (SDEC) decoding [7–9]. In this
case the number of erroneous bits that may be corrected
is not less than dH –1. It is assumed also that all error
1

The assumption of noiseless feedback does not reduce the generality of
the analysis, as we are interested in the performance comparison of
HARQ-EC and HARQ-II system in the same conditions.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

symbols are erased, while for FEC decoding the number
of erroneous corrected bits is not less than 0.5(dH –1),
where dH is the minimum Hamming distance of the block
code.
In this paper, a modified type of HARQ-II is considered. Two linear block codes are used in the system: an
outer systematic (n,k) block code C2 and an inner halfrate invertible (2k,k) code C1. At the receiver FEC and
SDEC decoding are used alternately, according to the
procedure described below. The system is named HARQ
with Erasures Correction (HARQ-EC). Theoretical analysis and computer simulation of the proposed system are
performed for the case of noiseless feedback, Nakagami
common fading and Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) in the forward channel1. Moreover, we consider the forward channel as memoryless, i.e. interleaving/de-interleaving assumed to be ideal. The obtained
results show that HARQ-EC provides gain in BER, or
gain in TE in comparison with parameters of HARQ-II
for the same outer and inner codes [2,4–5].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the HARQ-EC algorithm. In Section 3 the relevant BER and TE are analyzed. The comparison of
HARQ-EC and HARQ-II characteristics is given in Section 4. Section 5 presents discussion of results and some
conclusions.

2. Description of the HARQ-EC System
HARQ-EC scheme uses the outer (n,k) code C2 with
IJCNS
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2 

minimal Hamming distance d H and the inner (2k,k)
half-rate invertible code [2] C1 with minimal Hamming
distance d H1 . It is called invertible since with the help
of inversion of k parity-check bits k information bits can
be uniquely determined. We assume that each transmitted message D consists of k information bits and that
each encoded message, called a code word CW, consists
of n bits. When D is ready for transmission, it is encoded
by the outer encoder into the transmitted n-length code
word CW2(D,Q), where Q denotes the vector of n–k parity-check bits. In parallel the transmitter computes k bits
of the parity-check block P(D) of the half rate invertible
(2k,k) code C1. The block P(D) is not transmitted and is
stored in the buffer for later use.
Let CW2(Dr ,Qr) denotes the received vector if
CW2(Dr ,Qr) was transmitted. The received data block
Dr is passed to the forward channel receiver of the
HARQ-EC. Its key elements are Soft Decision Maximum Likelihood Demodulator (SDMLD), FEC and Errors Erasure Correction (EEC) decoders for the outer and
inner codes respectively. In SDMLD the decision Alr 
about symbol Al is obtained according to the following
rule [7]:
if max k
 Ai
k

 i and i  thr where i, k  1, 2,.., M

r
(1)
Al   
k
Erasure if max
k

 i and i  thr


where Λi is the log-likelihood ratio calculated for the i-th
symbol, M is the dimension of the used constellation, and
thr is the threshold level determining the width of the
erasure zone in the decision space of the SDMLD. If the
number of the erased bits t er2  in the code word is zero,
the received vector feeds the outer code of the FEC decoder and after error correction the restored message Dr
is sent to the user. If t er2   0 , the received vector is
passed to the outer code of the EEC decoder. If this
combination is identified by the EECD with only one of
the codebook C2, it is considered as the transmitted
codeword and the message Dr is sent to the user. Otherwise, the ReQuest signal (RQ) is sent to the transmitter
via the feedback channel. Simultaneously, the message
Dr (with erased elements) is saved in the buffer of the
receiver. Upon receiving this request, the transmitter
encodes the k-th parity bits block P(D) of the inner code
C1 into the n-length codeword CW2(P(D),Q(p)) of the
code C2 where Q(p)denotes the n–k parity-check digits for
P(D).
Let CW2(Pr(D),Qr(p)) denotes the received vector corresponding to CW2(P(D),Q(p)). The SDMLD, according
to (1), erases its unreliable symbols. If the number of the
2  in CW (P (D),Q (p)) is equal to zero, the
erasures ter
2 r
r
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received vector is passed to the FEC decoder of the outer
code. After error correction procedure, the message D is
recovered from Pr(D). by inversion and is sent to the user.
Otherwise, the received vector is passed to the EECD of
the outer code. If vector CW2(Pr(D),Qr(p))is identified by
the EECD, the message D is recovered with the help of
inversion of Pr(D). The message Dr that is stored in the
receiver memory (after recovery of D from Pr(D)) is then
discarded. If the combination CW2(Pr(D),Qr(p)) is not
identified by the EECD of the outer code, the received
parity block Pr(D) is integrated with Dr kept in the buffer.
1
The code word CW1(Dr,Pr(D)) of the code C1 with t er
erased symbols is formed and passed to EECD of the
inner code. If this combination is identified by EECD
with certain vector of the code book C1 then it is considered to be correct and the recovered message D is passed
to the user. Otherwise, the request signal is generated and
transmitted via the backward channel. Simultaneously,
the message D is discarded from the receiver buffer, and
the parity block Pr(D) (with erased symbols) is saved in
the receiver buffer. Upon receiving the second request
for the message D, the transmitter resends the code word
CW2(D,Q) and the procedure described above is repeated.
The block diagram in Figure 1 illustrates transmission
and retransmission procedures in the proposed HARQEC.

3. Analysis of the HARQ-EC Performance in
Fading Channel
The main characteristics of any ARQ systems are BER
and TE, defined as
TE 

EN  k
 ,
E V  n

(2)

BER  1  1  PNC 

k

where V is the total number of transmitted code words
and N is the number of information messages sent during
the transmission interval, E[V], E[N] denote the expectations of V and N respectively, and PNC is the probability
of an undetected word error. As follows from [2], for
selective-repeat ARQ scheme with noiseless feedback
channel, unlimited receiver buffer and maximal number
of retransmissions the values of TE and PNC may be
written as
TE 



k l 
l 
Pcrd  Perd
n

Perd
l

PNC 


(3)



Perd
 Pcrd
l

l

l  and P l  are probabilities of correct and
where Pcrd
erd
erroneous reception of the data block, respectively, at the
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Figure 1. Transmission and retransmission procedures in HARQ-EC.

l-th2 start of the procedure described above (see Figure
1).
We analyze performance of HARQ-EC for the case of
a binary modulation. The transmitted signal within one
2

The index l will be omitted as the statistics of errors and erases in the
received codeword do not depend on l.
3
The kind of modulation and alphabet dimension M does not reduce the
generality of the analysis, as we are interested in a comparison of the
HARQ-EC performance to HARQ-II systems in the same conditions.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

symbol time duration T is represented by
sm  t   Re  Am g  t  mT  exp  jc t 

(4)

where Am is the information symbol, g(t) is the impulse
response of the transmitter filter and wc is the carrier
frequency3. As was mentioned earlier, we consider the
case of the forward channel with additive white Gaussian
noise and flat fading with Nakagami distribution [8]
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f  ch  

2  m

  m   02

m

 2 m 1
 m 2
exp   2
 
 
0







(5)

 

where m  is the gamma function,  02  E  2 , and m
≥0.5 is the fading depth parameter4. Moreover, it is assumed that fading is slow, which means that μch may be
considered constant, at least for one symbol interval T.
The signal xm(t) is demodulated by SDMLD which includes a Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) estimator followed
by a Decision Device with Eraser (DDE) [1]. The output
of LLR is
12  q1  q 2 ,
where
T

transmitted signal element. With the help of (7) and (8)
we estimate performance of the considered system.
Taking into account transmission and retransmission
procedures in HARQ-EC, probabilities of correct and
erroneous decoding of the code word can be evaluated
with the help of the following expressions

 
 
Pcrd  Pcrd
 Prq  Pcrd
 Prq  Pcrd
1
1

1

FEC2 


CW2  Dr , Qr    Pcr

CW2  Dr , Qr   ,

1
Perd

FEC
Per 2 

RC
CW2 Dr , Qr   Per 2 

CW2  Dr , Qr   , (10)



Hilbert transform of si(t), and T is the symbol duration.
The vector Λcw=[Λ1, Λ2,…Λl…, Λn] is passed to DDE
which produces a version of the outer code word. The
elements of the received vector C 2r  are obtained according decision rule (1), which in our case can be written as
1 if  l  thr

 0 if  l  thr
erase if 1 thr    thr
l


m m 1  thr 



m

where  0  E  2 E s  02 N 0
4



2

FEC2

 Per

RC2

CW P  D  , Q p  
r
 2 r

2

p

r

r

(11)

p

2

r

r

2

r

r

p

are probabilities of correct decoding and erroneous decoding of the codeword CW2(Dr,Qr) respectively, at the
second stage of transmission,
 
Pcrd
 Pcr

FEC1 
RC1 

CW1  Dr , Pr  D   

FEC1 

CW1  Dr , Pr  D   

 Pcr
 
 Per
Perd
3

CW1  Dr , Pr  D   

 Per

RC1 

(12)

CW1  Dr , Pr  D   

are probabilities of correct and erroneous decoding, respectively, of the code word CW1(Dr,Pr(D)), which is
created from the block of data Dr extracted from the receiver memory and the parity block Pr(D) of the inner
code received at the second stage of transmission. Here

FEC  P FEC j 
, er
are probabilities of correct and errone-

(8)

and Es is the energy of the

The Nakagami pdf includes, as a special case, the Rayleigh pdf for

m  1 , and can approximate both the Rice and log-normal pdf’s [8].
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3

Using (6) and results of BER analysis for binary orthogonal set of signals [1] probabilities of symbol error
Pe and symbol erasure Pers are written as (see Appendix
A)

pers 



 Pcr



Al



2

X i  x m t si t dt , Yi  x m t sˆi t dt , ŝi t  is the

r

RC2 

 
Pcrd
 Pcr

0

(9)

3


Pcrd
 Pcr

for noncoherent SDMLD.
Here

0

1

are probabilities of correct decoding, erroneous decoding
and request of the code word CW2(Dr,Qr) respectively, at
the first stage of transmission,

qi  X i2  Yi2 , i  1,2



2

1

2
1
2
Prq   P ter   dH 

for coherent SDMLD and

T

3

where


0

1


 
 
Perd  Perd
 Prq  Perd
 Prq  Perd

qi  x m t si t dt , i  1,2

T

2

1

j

ous reception of code words at the output of the FEC
RC 
RC 
decoders, and Pcr j , Per j are probabilities of correct and erroneous reception of code words at the output
of the errors erasure correction decoders, for the inner
(j=1) and outer (j=2) codes respectively.
Bearing in mind the assumptions made above on the
statistical properties of the channel, we consider that errors, as well as erasures in the received stream of code
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symbols, are independent. In this case probabilities

 j
FEC  P FEC j  P RC j  P RC 
Pcr
, er
, cr
, er
and Prq for the
j

j

outer and inner codes can be determined (Appendix B)
with the help of the following expressions:
tcr n
 FEC j   1  p n j j  j  p i 1  p n j i ,
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computer simulation. Then we will compare the performance of HARQ-EC to that of HARQ-II schemes [2,
4,5] for the same inner and outer codes5. The systematic
linear block code with parameters n2=15, k=11 and
d H 2  3 is used as the outer code C2, and the half invertible code with n1=22, k=11 and d H 1  7 is used as
the inner code C1.
Figures 2, 3 show for HARQ-EC dependence of BER
and TE (for the threshold values thr=1.5, thr=2, and
thr=3), obtained as a result of analytical calculation and
computer simulation respectively. Inspection of Figures
2 and 3 demonstrates good agreement between theory
and simulation results. It follows that increase of the
threshold level thr in HARQ-EC leads to decrease of
both BER and TE.
Figure 4 shows BER for HARQ-EC (for the threshold
values thr=1.5, thr=2, and thr=3), HARQ-II and FEC
systems with the same code redundancy as a function of
the average SNR while at Figure 5 dependence of TE of
the compared systems from average SNR is presented.



 ter j  ter j  t
ter  terd j

erd j
P er terj , terd j
    pers 1  pers  j
terd j 0  terd j 
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i


n t i
 pei 1  pe  j er j



 n j ter j  i
n t i


 pe 1  pe  j er j

i

i 0.5 d H j terd j 1 

(14)

nj is the length of code word, d H j is the minimum
Hamming distance of the used code, ter j is a number of
codeword symbols erased in the SDMLD, and terd j is
the number of the erased symbols taken from those that
determine the Hamming distance of the original code
0  t erd j  t erj . Substituting (7), (8) into (13), (14), and
the results into (9-12) and afterward into (2) and (3), we
obtain values of TE and BER. For the given inner and
outer codes they depend on the average SNR γ0 and on
the threshold thr.



Figure 2. Average BER of HARQ-EC2 as a function of the
average SNR (for the threshold values thr=1.5, thr=2, and
thr=3); analytical calculation and computer simulation.



4. Comparison of HARQ-EC and HARQ-II
Performance
In this Section, we compare the theoretical results obtained above for HARQ-EC with those obtained by
5

The kind of modulation and type of codes do not reduce the generality
of the analysis, as we are interested in comparison of the HARQ-EC
performance to HARQ-II systems in the same conditions.
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Figure 3. Throughput efficiency of HARQ-EC2 as a function of average SNR (for the threshold values thr=1.5, thr=2,
and thr=3); analytical calculation and computer simulation.
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reliable symbols and retransmission of the code words
(HARQ-EC). Its performance is considered for the case
of flat Nakagami fading and AWGN in the forward
channel. The obtained theoretical results are valid for any
memoryless channel with common slow Nakagami fading, while the calculations and simulation were performed for Rayleigh fading. Good agreement between
theoretical and simulation results is obtained. It has been
shown that performance of HARQ-EC may be better
than HARQ-II over a wide range of average SNR when
the same codes are used.
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Appendix A

  

Let us assume that symbol “1” was transmitted. The
probability of correct reception Pcr in SDMLD can be
found as the probability that Λi>thr, and the probability
of symbol erasure Pers in SDMLD, in turn, can be obtained as the probability that
obtain.

1
  i  thr .
thr

From (6) we

 1

pers     p 
  i  thr 
 thr


(A1)

where (see [1])

 thr  1 
     thr 
1
exp  
 exp  



1  thr


 1  thr 



(A8)

Probabilities (A6) and (A8) are conditional probabilities
of erasure and error reception in SDMLD respectively,
given μ and therefore Pe and Per are
Per   pers    f   d  ,
0

 j

 N1


U2
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exp  
 .
2 ES N 0
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Taking into account (A1), (A2) we obtain
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With the help of elementary algebra and tabulated integrals
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where
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Pe   pe    f   d  ,
0

N1 and N2 are complex-valued Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ2=2μEs, U1 and U2
are mutually independent variables with distributions [1]
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Taking into account that
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pcr     p   i  thr  ,

 2 ES

( A6)

where f(μ) is defined by (5).

Appendix B
Let us determine probability of request Prq, probabilities
of correct and erroneous reception of a code word at the
output of the ECE decoder ( Pcr RC  and Per RC  ), and also

at the output of the FEC decoder ( Pcr FEC  and PerFEC  )
under the following conditions:
1) The code used is a linear block code (n,k) with the
minimal Hamming distance dH;
2) The encoded bit stream is represented by a codeword CW with length n, supplied from the SDMLD output to the FEC decoder, if CW does not contain the
erased symbols. Otherwise, a codeword CW feeds the
ECE decoder.
3) Errors and erasers in a sequence of code symbols
CW are independent (the channel is memoryless). For
Nakagami frequency -nonselective fading in the forward
channel, the probabilities of symbol error Pe and symbol
erasure Pers are defined by (7), (8).
First, we find probabilities Pcr FEC  and PerFEC  . Since
symbol errors are independent events, the binomial law
determines probabilities of correct and erroneous reception of a code word at the output of the FEC decoder.
Keeping in mind that FEC decoding is used when the
number of erased symbols in the received codeword
ter=0, we thus obtain
Pcr

FEC 

 1  pers 

n

Per

 1  pers 

n

FEC 

tcr

n

  i  pei 1  pe 
i 0
n

n i

n
n i
  i  pei 1  pe 
i  tcr 1

(B1)
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where tcr is the number of correct errors per codeword.
Probabilities Prq , PcrRC  and PerRC  may be obtained as follows. The ECE decoding is used when ter>0,
where ter is a number of the erased symbols in the received code word. The erasure of ter symbols from n creates a new shorter code with code word length n(sh)=n–ter
and the Hamming distance d Hsh   d H  t erd , where terd is
the number of erased symbols taken from those ones that
determine dH of the original code (0≤terd≤ter). Since
symbol erasures are independent, the probability of the
erasure of ter symbols from n as well as probability of the
erasure of terd symbols from dH are determined by the
binomial law. Taking this into account, we obtain Prq as



Prq  P ter  d H

 n  ter
n ter
 t  pers 1  pers 
ter  d H  er 
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n

Probabilities of correct and erroneous reception of a
code word at the output of ECE decoder depend on the
random variables ter and terd, i.e. they have to be considered as conditional probabilities P(cr/ter,terd) and
P(er/ter ,terd) written as
P  cr ter , terd  

0.5 d  terd 1 n  ter



i 0

n  ter




i

 i
n  ter  i
 pe 1  pe 


 n ter 
n t i
P  er ter , terd  
  i  pei 1  pe  er

i  0.5 d  terd 1 

(B3)

Twice averaging (B3) by the binomially distributed ter
and terd, we obtain the unconditional probabilities PcrRC 
and Per RC  (see 13).

(B2)
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ABSTRACT
Properties of mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) like dynamic topology and decentralized connectivity make
routing a challenging task. Moreover, overloaded nodes may deplete their energy in forwarding others packets resulting in unstable network and performance degradation. In this paper we propose load-balancing
schemes that distribute the traffic on the basis of three important metrics – residual battery capacity, average
interface queue length and hop count along with the associated weight values. It helps to achieve load balancing and to extend the entire network lifetime. Simulation results show that the proposed load-balancing
schemes significantly enhance the network performance and outperform one of the most prominent ad hoc
routing protocols AODV and previously proposed load balanced ad hoc routing protocols including DLAR
and LARA in terms of average delay, packet delivery fraction and jitter.
Keywords: Load Balanced Routing, Residual Battery Capacity, Hop Count, DLAR, LARA

1. Introduction
The proliferation of devices that do not depend upon
centralized or organized connectivity has led to the development of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). These
are the infrastructure-less networks where each node is
mobile and independent of each other. Due to unorganized connectivity and dynamic topology, routing in
MANET becomes a challenging task. Moreover, constraints like lower capacity of wireless links, error-prone
wireless channels, limited battery capacity of each mobile node etc., degrade the performance of MANET
routing protocols. Heavily-loaded nodes may cause congestion and large delays or even deplete their energy
quickly. Therefore, routing protocols that can evenly
distribute the traffic among mobile nodes and hence can
improve the performance of MANETs are needed.
Routing protocols in MANETs are classified into three
categories: proactive, reactive and hybrid routing protocols. Most of the prominent routing protocols like
AODV [1], DSR [2] use hop count as the route selection
metric. But it may not be the most efficient route when
there is congestion or bottleneck in the network. It may
lead to undesirable effects such as longer delays, lower
packet delivery fraction and high routing overhead. Also
some nodes that may lie on multiple routes spend most
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

of their energy in forwarding of packets and deplete their
energy quickly. Consequently they leave the network
early. In this paper we present novel load-balancing
mechanisms/schemes for MANETs that focus on distributing the traffic on the basis of combination of following
three metrics:

hop count

residual battery capacity and

average number of packets queued up in the interface queue of a node lying on the path from
source to destination/traffic queue.
These three metrics along with associated weight values
decide the path to be selected for data transmission. The
results of simulations indicate that the proposed schemes
outperform a prominent ad hoc routing protocol AODV
and previously proposed load balanced ad hoc routing
protocols including DLAR [3] and LARA [4] in terms of
average delay, packet delivery fraction and jitter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses the work related to currently proposed load
balanced ad hoc routing protocols. Section 3 details the
proposed schemes in order to balance the load on various
routes. Section 4 describes the methodology, performance metrics used and simulation results. Finally Section
5 concludes the paper.
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2. Related Work
Load balanced routing aims to move traffic from the areas that are above the optimal load to less loaded areas,
so that the entire network achieves better performance. If
the traffic is not distributed evenly, then some areas in a
network are under heavy load while some are lightly
loaded or idle. There are various proposed algorithms for
load balanced routing. In Dynamic Load Aware Routing
(DLAR) protocol [3] routing load of a route has been
considered as the primary route selection metric. The
load of a route is defined as the summation of the load of
nodes on the route, and the load of a node is defined as
the number of packets buffered in the queue of the node.
To utilize the most up-to-date load information when
selecting routes and to minimize the overlapped routes,
which cause congested bottlenecks, DLAR prohibits intermediate nodes from replying to route request messages.
Another network protocol for efficient data transmission in mobile ad hoc networks is Load Aware Routing
in Ad hoc (LARA) [4] networks protocol. In LARA,
during the route discovery procedure, the destination
node selects the route taking into account both the number of hops and traffic cost of the route. The traffic cost
of a route is defined as the sum of the traffic queues of
each of the nodes and its neighbors and the hop costs on
that particular route. Thus, the delay suffered by a packet
at a node is dependent not only on its own interface
queue but also on the density of nodes. In routing with
load balancing scheme (LBAR) [5], the destination collects as much information as possible to choose the optimal route in terms of minimum nodal activity (i.e the
number of active routes passing by the node). By gathering the nodes activity degrees for a given route the total
route activity degree is found. Load Sensitive Routing
(LSR) protocol [6] is based on DSR. In LSR the load
information depends on two parameters: total path load
and the standard deviation of the total path load. Since
destination node doe not wait for all possible routes, the
source node can quickly obtain the route information and
it quickly responds to calls for connections. Correlated
Load-Aware Routing (CLAR) [7] protocol is an on-demand routing protocol. In CLAR, traffic load at a node is
considered as the primary route selection metric and depends on the traffic passing through this node as well as
the number of sharing nodes. Alternate Path Routing
(APR) protocol [8] provides load balancing by distributing traffic among a set of diverse paths. By using the set
of diverse paths, it also provides route failure protection.
Reference [9] gives a comparative study of some of the
load balanced ad hoc routing protocol.
All The protocols discussed above concentrate on traffic balancing and do not emphasize on energy issues. A
number of routing protocols that consider energy issues
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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in MANETs have been proposed. On the basis of route
selection criterion, there are mainly two categories of the
energy efficient routing protocols. The first class [10–12]
selects the path that consumes the least energy to transmit a single packet from source to destination, aiming at
minimizing the total energy consumption along the path.
The second one [13–15] intends to protect the overused
nodes against breakdown, aiming at maximizing the
whole network lifetime.

3. Proposed Schemes to Achieve Load
Balancing
A number of routing protocols proposed for MANETs
use shortest route in terms of hop count for data transmission. It may lead to quick depletion of resources of
nodes falling on the shortest route. It may also result in
network congestion resulting in poor performance.
Therefore, instead of hop count a new routing metric is
required that can consider the node’s current traffic and
battery status while selecting the route. The idea is to
select a routing path that consists of nodes with higher
residual battery power and hence longer life.
We define the required parameters, as follows: The
terms used in this paper have been defined as follows:
1) Route Energy (RE): The route energy of a path is
the minimum of residual energy of nodes (rei) falling on
a route. Higher the route energy, lesser is the probability
of route failure due to exhausted nodes.
2) Traffic queue (tq): The traffic queue of a node is the
number of packets queued up in the node’s interface.
Higher is its value, more occupied the node is.
3) Average Traffic Queue (ATQ): It is the mean of
traffic queue of nodes from the source node to the destination node. It indicates load on a route and helps in determining the heavily loaded route.
4) Hop count (HC): The HC is the number of hops for
a feasible path.

3.1. Scheme 1
The first scheme proposed in this paper tends to determine the routes in such a way that the routes consisting
of nodes with lower residual battery capacity are avoided
for data transmission even if they are short and less congested. This scheme tries to make a fair compromise
between three route selection parameters i.e. hop count,
residual battery capacity and traffic load.
A MANET can be represented as an undirected graph
G(V, E) where V is the set of nodes (vertices) and E is
the set of links (edges) connecting the nodes. The nodes
may die because of depleted energy source and the links
can be broken at any time owing to the mobility of the
nodes.n|nєV, n has an associated traffic queue tq(n)
and residual battery energy rei. A path between two
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nodes u and v is given as
P(u, v) = (u, e(u, x), x, e(x, y), y, ......., e(z, v), v)
It can be emphasized that a path between any two
nodes is a set consisting of all possible paths between
them. Formally, P(u, v) = {P0 , P1 , ...., Pn} where each Pi
is a candidate path between u and v.
Let HC(Pi ) be the hop count corresponding to path Pi
between u and v. Weight of path Pi defined as:
W(Pi)= W1 * RE(Pi) - W2 * ATQ(Pi) - W3 * HC(Pi )

(1)

where RE( Pi) = min {ren1, ren2, ..., renm} and n1, n2,...,
nm are the nodes making up the path.
ATQ(Pi ) =(tq(n1)+tq(n2)+ ...+tq(nm))/m-1

(2)

The fields having adverse contribution to traffic distribution are built into negative coefficients in Equation
(1). Also the weight values are calculated such that W1 +
W2 + W3 = 1.
The idea is to find a path from source to destination
with maximum weight such that from the very beginning
the path determined is energy efficient and there is a fair
compromise between a short route and a light-loaded
route. In this scheme RE has been given maximum
weightage, i.e. W1 is maximum and W2 and W3 are equal.
We call this path Energy Aware Load-balanced Path
(EALP).
Supposing that i є {0,1,2,…,n}, P(s,d) = {P0, P1,…, Pn}
for given source s and destination d, we can define the
problem mathematically as:
EALP(s,d) = Pi with
W(Pi) = max {W(P1), W(P2),…, W(Pn)}

(3)

W1, W2 and W3 are constants.
In proposed scheme routes are determined on demand.
A source node initiates the route discovery process by
broadcasting a route request (RREQ) packet whenever it
wants to communicate with another node for which it has
no routing information in its table. On receiving a RREQ
packet, a node checks its routing table for a route to the
destination node. If the routing table contains the latest
route to the destination node, the intermediate node sends
a RREP packet along the reverse path back to the source
node also appending the weight value for the route.
When a source node receives more than one RREP
packet for a RREQ, it compares the weight values of the
routes and selects the route with maximum weight.
However, if an intermediate node has no information of
the destination node, it adds its own traffic queue value,
compares and finds the minimum of residual battery capacity field of RREQ packet with its own residual battery
capacity and updates residual battery capacity field of
RREQ packet, increments the hop count by one and rebroadcasts the route discovery packet. When destination
node receives a route request packet, it waits for a certain
amount of time before replying with a RREP packet in
order to receive other RREQ packets. Then destination
node computes ATQ and the weight value for each feaCopyright © 2009 SciRes.
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sible path using Equation (2) and using weight function
as given in Equation (1) respectively. The route with
highest weight value is selected as the routing path and a
RREP packet is sent back towards the source node on the
selected path.
In the algorithm discussed above weight values are
constant, which is its limitation as when route selection
procedure starts there are more chances of network congestion because of flooding of many RREQ packets simultaneously. Moreover, nodes have maximum battery
energy during initial phases. Therefore, the requirement
is to change the above algorithm such that when the battery energy of nodes is high, emphasis is on selecting a
short and light loaded route. As battery energy of nodes
decreases we tend to conserve energy, compromising on
short and lightly loaded route.

3.2. Scheme 2
Another scheme has been proposed in this paper in
which weight values (W1 , W2 and W3 ) are adaptive to
the network status, instead of being constant. More
weight age is given to find short and less congested
routes during initial route discovery procedure, as the
possibility of network congestion is high due to flooding
of many RREQ packets simultaneously. Also, nodes
have maximum battery energy during initial phases.
However, as the time elapses battery energy of nodes
decreases, therefore, we tend to conserve energy, compromising on short and lightly loaded routes. The adaptive behavior of the protocol has been implemented by
computing the proportion of route energy and initial energy of nodes assuming that all nodes are similar with
equal initial battery energy. Therefore, as per Scheme 2,
weight value of a route is computed as:
W(Pi) = (1-α) * RE(Pi) –α/2*(ATQ(Pi) + HC(Pi )), (4)
where,
α =min(RE(Pi))/ IE;0≤ α≤1

(5)

and gives the proportion of battery capacity left. Initially
when nodes have high residual battery energy α is
maximum, route selection is mainly done on the basis of
hop count and average traffic load as can be seen from
Equation (4). As nodes battery energy decreases with the
passage of time α decreases and 1- α increases leading to
more weightage to the route energy parameter.

3.3. Scheme 3
The scheme proposed next uses location information to
limit the broadcast of RREQ packets. When an intermediate node receives a RREQ packet it uses the location
information before broadcasting the RREQ packets further. Only the nodes that are closer to the destination
than the source node are allowed to broadcast RREQ
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packets further. By doing so a broadcast storm can be
avoided resulting in less congested routes. Flowchart
given in Figure 3 gives the details of this algorithm.
A source node while starting a route discovery process,
computes its distance w.r.t. the destination node, appends
this value in the RREQ packet along with the fields as
used in Scheme 2 and broadcasts it further. An intermediate node on receiving a RREQ packet, compares its
distance to the destination node with the distance value
stored in the RREQ packet. If its distance is longer, it
drops the RREQ packet else it compares the energy value
in the record of the RREQ packet with its own energy
and assigns the lesser energy as the new energy value in
the packet. It also adds its own traffic queue to the traffic
queue already recorded in the packet and updates hop
count by 1. It then broadcasts the packet further. By doing so only those nodes that are closer to the destination
node than the source node participate in route selection
procedure resulting in reduced routing overhead. This
procedure has been explained with the help of Figures 1
and 2.

3.4. Example
As shown in Figure 1, we assume that there are three
feasible paths from source node S and destination node D
- Path I: (S,A,E,H,J,D), Path II: (S,B,F,K,D), Path III:
(S,C,G,I,L,M).
Corresponding to Figure 1, the nodes on Path I (S,A,

ET AL.

E,H,J,D), energies of intermediate nodes between source
and destination are (450, 400, 433, 413); thus RE1 =
min(450, 400, 433, 413) = 400. Similarly, for Path II
RE2=410 and for Path III RE3 = 420.
The traffic queue length of all the intermediate nodes
between source and the destination as shown in Figure 1,
for Path I (S,A,E,H,J,D), ATQ1 = 25, HC1 = 5. For Path
II (S,B,F,K,D), ATQ2 = 36, HC2 = 4 and for Path III
(S,C,G,I,L,M), ATQ3 = 44, HC3 = 6.
The destination node on receiving a RREQ packet
waits for certain amount of time before replying with a
RREP packet in order to receive more RREQ packets.
According to first scheme the weight values are constant.
After performing many simulations, we have determined
that we get most favorable results for W1=0.6, W2=W3=
0.2. On substituting these weight values and parameters
as described above in Equation (1) we get W3>W2>W1.
Hence, Path III is the most suitable route and hence is
selected for data transmission.
For the other two schemes we compute the value of α
as per Equation (5). On substituting α in Equation (1), we
get W1>W2>W3 i.e. initially when the nodes have high
residual battery capacity, more weightage is given to the
short and lightly loaded route while route selection.
However, a trade-off between hop count and ATQ is still
maintained in order to avoid congested routes. As the
battery energy of nodes diminishes, more emphasis is
given on selecting the routes with high residual battery
power. Although the routes selected may be longer. In
this situation, Scheme 1 still results in W3>W2>W1, however, for Schemes 2 and 3, the weight values have
changed from W1>W2>W3 for high residual battery capacity to W3>W2>W1 for low energy nodes. This comparison has been illustrated in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1. Comparison of schemes for high vales of route
energy.
Path

Figure 1. Route energy and average traffic queue of each
feasible path for high residual battery capacity of nodes.

RE
(IE=500)

ATQ

HC

P1

400

25

5

P2

410

36

4

P3

420

44

6

Route weight
Scheme 1

Scheme 2 & 3

W3>W2>W1

W1> W2>W3

Table 2. Comparison of schemes for low values of route
energy.

Figure 2. Route energy and average traffic queue of each
feasible path for low residual battery capacity of nodes.
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220
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6

Route weight
Scheme 1
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W3>W2>W1
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Figure 3. Flowchart depicting proposed algorithm.

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section we describe our simulation environment
and performance metrics.

4.1. Performance Metrics
We have used ns-2 simulator version 2.29 to analyze the
proposed algorithms. Our solution has been compared
against AODV and two of the previously proposed load
balanced ad hoc routing protocols - DLAR and LARA.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

We use the following performance metric to evaluate the
performance of each scheduling algorithm:

Packet Delivery Fraction: It gives the ratio of the
data packets delivered to the destination to those
generated by the sources, which reflects the degree
of reliability of the routing protocol.
 Normalized Routing Load: The number of routing
control packets per data packet delivered at the
destination.
 Average End-to-End Delay: This is the average
overall delay for a packet to traverse from a
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source node to a destination node. This includes
the route discovery time, the queuing delay at a
node, the transmission delay at the MAC layer,
and the propagation and transfer time in the wireless channel. As delay primarily depends on optimality of path chosen, therefore, this is a good
metric for comparing the efficiency of underlying
routing algorithms.
Jitter: Jitter is defined as the delay variation between each received data packets. It gives an idea
about stability of the routing protocol.
Average Residual Battery Capacity: This metric
depicts the amount of energy consumption of
nodes with respect to time period.

4.2. Simulation Environment
Our simulation scenario consists of 50 nodes moving at
maximum velocity of 20m/s in a 600m x 600m grid area
with a transmission range of 100m with 25 and 37 TCP
flows. Each source node transmits packets at a rate of
four packets per second, with a packet size of 1024 bytes.
We run simulation for pause times of 0, 100, 200, 300,
400, 500, 600, 700 and 900 seconds. The mobility of a
node is defined by random waypoint model. This model
forces nodes to move around with two predefined parameters, maximum velocity and pause time. Each node
moves to a random destination at random velocity. They
stay there for predefined time and then move to a new
destination. Also it is the most widely used mobility
model in previous studies. The size of the interface
buffer of each node for simulation is taken as 50 packets.
Each experiment is conducted four times and the average
result has been considered.

Figure 4. Packet delivery fraction vs. pause time for 25
sources.

4.3. Simulation Results

Figure 5. Packet delivery fraction vs. pause time for 37
sources.

4.3.1. Packet Delivery Fraction
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the packet delivery fraction
of each protocol for 50 nodes with 25 and 37 sources
respectively. The proposed schemes perform very well
irrespective of the node’s pause time and outperform
AODV, DLAR and LARA. In high mobility scenarios,
many route construction processes are invoked. When a
source floods a RREQ packet to recover the broken route,
many intermediate routes reply with the routes cached by
overhearing packets during the initial route construction
phase. A number of these cached routes overlap existing
routes. Nodes that are part of multiple routes become
congested and can not deliver the packets further resulting in poor performance of AODV. Although DLAR and
LBAR also achieve a better performance than AODV, the
effectiveness of load balancing is not salient compared

with our schemes. The performance of proposed schemes
is almost similar. However, the reason for lower packet
delivery fraction at some points for third scheme is inability of the network to find out a route to the destination because of restricted number of RREQ packets. The
results also show that the packet delivery fraction reduces with increase in load in the network.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

4.3.2. Normalized Routing Load
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show normalized routing load of
each protocol for 50 nodes with 25 and 37 sources respectively. Horizontal axis of the figures represent the
pause times. As expected, normalized routing load for
first two proposed schemes is comparatively higher than
AODV protocol. However, in the third proposed algorithm
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often routes the packets around heavily loaded nodes.
DLAR and LARA make better choice of routes than
AODV. The proposed algorithms make best decision
among all these protocols. The results are more noteworthy
because even for highly dynamic topology (i.e. pause
time = 0) and static topology (i.e. pause time = 900),
proposed algorithms achieve significantly lower delay
than rest three protocols. This is due to the effective
routing strategy adopted for load balancing and their try
to route packets along a less congested route to avoid
overloading of some nodes.

Figure 6. Normalized routing load vs. pause time for 25
sources

Figure 7. Normalized routing load vs. pause time for 37
sources.

we try to restrict the broadcast of RREQ packets, which
results in lower routing load than the routing load of
AODV, DLAR and LARA protocols. It has also been
observed from Figure 6 and Figure 7 that normalized
routing load increases with increase in number of sources
in the network.
4.3.3. Average End-to-End Delay
Figure 8 and Figure 9 plot the average end-to-end delay
for variations of node’s pause time for 50 nodes with 25
and 37 sources respectively. Proposed algorithms have
much improved average end-to-end delay than AODV
and other two load balanced routing protocols i.e. DLAR
and LARA. We can see that the end-to-end delay increases for all the protocols with increase in load as can be
seen in Figures 8 and 9. The reason is the increased contention at MAC level due to increase in load. The packets
now have to wait longer in the interface queue before being transmitted. Here, AODV suffers maximum delay as it
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

4.3.4. Jitter
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show delay variation of received
packets (jitter) versus pause time for 50 nodes with 25
and 37 sources respectively. It can be seen that jitter is
considerably lower for proposed algorithms than AODV
DLAR and LARA protocols, even for highly dynamic

Figure 8. Average end-to-end delay vs. pause time for 25
sources.

Figure 9. Average end-to-end delay vs. pause time for 37
sources.
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topology (i.e. pause time = 0) and nearly static topology
(i.e. pause time = 900) as well. This behavior is as anticipated because delays mainly occur in queuing and
medium access control processing. These delays are reduced in proposed schemes by routing the packets towards nodes that are less occupied also taking into account more efficient nodes in terms of energy.
4.3.5. Average Residual Battery Capacity
Figure 12 compares the average residual battery capacity
of nodes for AODV and the proposed schemes w.r.t.
simulation time. It is evident from the figure that the rate
of energy consumption is much higher for AODV than
the proposed protocols. The reason is the energy aware
load balancing behavior of proposed schemes. Initially
when battery energy of nodes is high, energy consumption rate for the first proposed scheme is the least. This is
due its behavior of energy considerations while balancing the load, even if the node energy is high. The performance of other two protocols improves with the reduc-

Figure 12. Average residual battery capacity of nodes.

tion in battery energy, because as the battery capacity of
nodes decreases, routes with higher residual battery capacity are considered irrespective of its length and load.
As can be inferred from the Figure 12, a MANET employing third proposed strategy for routing has maximum
residual battery capacity. It is due to restricting the
broadcast of packets. As a result of which a proportion of
energy spent by nodes in forwarding RREQ packets remains conserved.

5. Conclusions

Figure 10. Jitter vs. pause time for 25 sources.

In this paper, we presented some schemes for load balancing in mobile ad hoc networks. The proposed
schemes are based on a new metric based on weighted
combination of three parameters. The three parameters
responsible for final route selection are - the average
traffic queue, the route energy, and the hop count. And,
the weights corresponding to these parameters may be
fixed or adaptive to the network status, depending upon
the load balancing scheme. By taking these three parameters together the traffic is deviated from high loaded
routes towards routes possessing higher energy and less
loaded. In proposed strategies a load balanced routing
path is selected among all feasible paths on the basis of
weight value calculated for each path. In a feasible path,
the higher the weight value, the higher is its suitability
for traffic distribution. The performance of the schemes
is evaluated by simulation. The result of simulation indicates that, compared with previous load balanced routing
schemes DLAR and LBAR, the proposed schemes exhibit a better performance in both moderately loaded and
highly loaded situations. In addition, we have shown that
the average residual battery capacity of nodes and hence
network lifetime is higher in case of proposed schemes
than AODV protocol.
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ABSTRACT
We are developing a novel technology for the next generation optical access network. The proposed architecture provides FTTX high bandwidth which enables to give out 10Gbit/s per end-user. Increasing the subscribers in the future will cause massive congestion in the data transferred along the optical network. Our
solution is using the wavelength division multiplexing PON (CWDM-PON) technology to achieve high
bandwidth and enormous data transmission at the network access. Physical layer modifications are used in
our model to provide satisfactory solution for the bandwidth needs. Thus high data rates can be achieved
throughout the network using low cost technologies. Framework estimations are evaluated to prove the intended model success and reliability. Our argument that: this modification will submit a wide bandwidth
suitable for the future Internet.
Keywords: Passive Optical Network (WDM-PON), Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH), Optical Access Network,
Next Generation

1. Introduction
Optical access network has attractive much attention [1],
this is because of the low loss and enormous bandwidth
of optical fibre, the increasing demand for capacity, coverage, and the benefits it offers in terms of low cost optical system ,all of which make it an ideal candidate for
future access network.
The network and service providers are seeking to reduce their operational costs. The concept of using a passive optical network (PON) is an attractive option. In a
PON there are no active components between the central
office and customer’s premises, which can eliminate the
need to power and manage active components in the cable system of the access network, and usually the PON
has a tree topology in order to maximize their coverage
with minimum network splits, thus reducing optical
power loss [2].
Each PON terminates on an Optical Line Termination
(OLT) in the head-end, or hub facility. The OLT connects through a Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM)
coupler with a single fibre strand to the optical distribution network (ODN), and broadcasts an optical signal at
1490 nm that reaches each subscriber connected to that
fibre through passive optical splitters. The OLT also reCopyright © 2009 SciRes.

ceives signals at 1310 nm from each customer optical
network user (ONU). OLTs are housed in a shelf that
typically supports multiple OLTs, common control cards,
and interfaces to voice and data services equipment [3].
Basically, fibre can deliver the information such as data,
voice, and video from central office CO to the end of
subscribers Figure 1. According to Heron [4], both
FSAN-ITU and the IEEE have initiated projects to standardize a next generation of PON with 10Gbps bandwidth. Numerous options are under consideration. In
anticipation of some of the potential options, FSAN-ITU
is proposing a wavelength blocking filter for Gigabit
PON (GPON ONT)s in order to allow for the potential
coexistence of GPON ONTs with other wavelengths on
the PON.
Dinan [5] argued that there are two alternatives for
WDM metro networks dense WDM (DWDM) and
CWDM. In high capacity environments, DWDM is used.
In DWDM, the channel separation can be as small as 0.8
or 0.4 nm, for up to 80 optical channels at line rates up to
10Gbps. DWDM technologies is very expensive, so its
application to access networks is difficult. Instead,
CWDM is emerging as a robust and economical solution.
The advantage of CWDM technology lies in its low-cost
optical components. CWDM offers solutions for 850,
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Figure1. Optical access network architecture.

1,300, and 1,500 nm applications at 10 and 40Gbps on
up to 15 optical channels spaced 20 nm a part. Furthermore, the wavelength multiplexer with low channel
crosstalk can be implemented easily for CWDM. It has
been argued that the total system cost is 40% cheaper for
the CWDM-PON [6].

2. WDM-Based Optical Access
2.1. Requirements of Next-Generation FTTH
Architectures
A set of performance objectives was established by the
members of Full Service Access Network (FSAN) for
next-generation PONs that increase bandwidth and costeffectively while safeguarding previous investments.
These performance requirements can be summarized as
follows [5]:
 Increase bandwidth by 4x.
 Respect similar optical distribution network parameters.
 Respect wavelength allocations of GPON.
 Keep changes of the media access control (MAC)
layer to a minimum.
 Enable coexistence with GPON.
In addition, the IEEE has set like targets, but its focus
is centred on the 10G time division multiplexing (TDM)
Ethernet (EPON) solution. Any coexistence issues with
EPON are addressed by using a different wavelength for
the 10G EPON.
Hybrid four-wavelength PON is an approach that
places four logical PONs on a single fibre using four
discrete wavelengths. At 10 G bps, this increases the
downstream bandwidth of GPON four fold. The existing
downstream waveband of 1480-1500nm could be easily
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

sub-divided into four bands permitting the cost effective
use of four inexpensive medium-density lasers.
In the case of GPON and FSAN, the use of hybrid
splitters is proposed. This would allow only one of the
four GPON signals to pass to any particular ONT. Opportunely, the overall loss of a hybrid splitter would stay
put similar or improved to that of a power splitter. A
special dual-use splitter is being proposed that could be
used firstly as a power splitter and later as a hybrid splitter, thus avoiding its replacement cost. In the upstream
route, ONTs would contribute to the existing 1310nm
wavelength and the upstream bandwidth would remain
unaffected, resulting in an 8:1 ratio between downstream
and upstream bandwidth.

2.2. Wavelength Options
Coarse (WDM) one of the next generation solution, in
addition, require of opportunity networks to increase
bandwidth with low cost available in WDM. Wavelength
spacing of extra than 20 nm is generally called coarse
WDM (CWDM). Optical interfaces, which have been
standardized for CWDM, can be found in ITU G.695, at
the same time as the spectral grid for CWDM is defined
in ITU G.694.2. If the inclusive wavelength range of
1271 nm to 1611 nm, as defined in ITU G.694.2, is used
with 20 nm spacing, then a total of 18 CWDM channels
are accessible, as can be seen in Figure 2. [7,8].

3. Next Generation WDM-PON Networks
Model Architecture
In our model, we assume a four channel C WDM (14901550nm), 2.5 GB/s directly modulated light wave system
over a passive optical network. The source is DFB-LD
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4. Model Evaluation
4.1. BER versus SNR
The bit error rate (BER) is defined as the probability that
a bit is inaccurately detected by the receiver, i.e., that a
transmitted (0) is detected as a (1), or a (1) is detected as
a (0). A theoretical bit error rate, as a function of signal
to noise ratio (S/N), is known as a result of formula
[9,10]:

Figure 2. Metro CWDM wavelength grid as specified by
ITU-T G.694.2.

modules with (1270 nm ~ 1610 nm) wavelength, and the
bandwidth is 2.5Gbps.
The passive optical network utilizes one 2:2 splitter
and four 1:16 splitters. Atypical topology for a CWDM
metro network is shown in Figure 3. Metro network is
linked via Central Office (CO) by PON. On the other
hand, the CO consists of transmitter and receiver each of
them has four lasers. These lasers have different wavelengths: 1490nm (λ1), 1510nm (λ2), 1530nm (λ3), 1550
nm (λ4) respectively for the upstream transmission. The
receivers are consisted of four wavelengths: 1290(λ1) nm,
1310(λ2) nm, 1330(λ3) nm, 1350(λ4) nm respectively as
the downstream transmission.
In this architecture, a single-mode optical fibre (SMF)
connects the CO and the subscribers’ site. The suggested
distance for our estimations is 60 km. Four channels each
of 2.5Gbps are multiplexed using OLT to achieve the
suggested 10Gbit/s bandwidth. In addition long haul
reach and narrow channel spacing are to be verified using the new arrangements.

1
I2 
BER  1  erf ( s2 ) 
2
I n 


(1)

In our CWDM system, we suppose the episode optical
power on photodiode detector is Pr W, and the responsivity of the detector is l A/W, the signal current in photodiode is could be written:
(Is )=Pr ,R λ

(2)

The noise originating in the detector is thermal noise
current and generated within the photo detectors load
resistor RL, the thermal noise current is given by:
(I 2th )=

4KTΔf
RL

(3)

where k is the Boltzman constant (1.3805*10-23 J/K), T
is the temperature is 300K ∆f signal bandwidth is
2.5Gbps, RL is load resistor in Ω.
Therefore the total current noise is:
I n =I th +Id

(4)

The signal to noise ratio(S/N) is given by:
 is 
S
 N   20Log  i 
  dB
 n

(5)

Figure 3. Model of next generation CWDM network architecture.
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The signal to noise ratio of this model is about 41.4dB,
as shown in Figure 4, then BER for the proposed system
is about 5*10-8.
Noticeably, the bit error rate (BER) decreases, as the
signal to noise ratio (S/N) increases. Hence, data can be
transmitted with high superiority as the expectation of
error decreases.

4.2. Coverage of WDM-PON
For different splitter ratio the insert loss is different, with
the insert loss of splitter is given by [2]:
Lsplitter = 10 Log10

1
splitter_ratio

(6)

The maximum coverage distance of the N remote node
is given by:
{(PTx - PRx-Min) -[N*(2*LTFF + LTFF-other ) + LTFF ]- +Lspliter - +Lothers}  (7)
DN-Max = 

Fattenuation



where l is the average transmit power, PRX-1 is the
minimum receive optical power with error free in
ONU/ONT, or it can be describe as the receive sensitivity of ONU/ONT, LT is the insert loss of TFF, LTFF–ot is
some other attenuation connected to TFF, Loth is other
attenuations, such as the interface loss, Fattenuat in different CWDM wavelengths have different attenuation.
As we show in the Figure 5. The relation between distance and nodes with different number of splitter, with
increase in the splitter value the PON coverage it become
less.

5. Conclusions
An innovative solution is presented to increase the
bandwidth for optical access networks. The projected
broadband access network is the key solution for
point-to-multipoint optical communications. High data

Figure 4. BER as function of SNR of CWDM.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 5. Illustrate the coverage distance of remote node
with different splitter.

rates are achieved using low price infrastructures. In this
paper CWDM is approved to be an extremely exceptional adjustment for the main optical core to edges providers. Reliable cabling can be achieved instantaneously
using current modified technologies. Our evaluations
show highly performance for the suggested model. The
data bit rate achieved was 10Gbit/s resulting from four
attached optical fibre wavelengths. The presented scenario used the passive optical network technology as the
casting media between the central office and the endusers. Ultimately, further research may be done to the
using of CWDM-PON in metro and long-haul fibre
routes.
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ABSTRACT
Legacy IP address-based access control has met many challenges, because the network nodes cannot be
identified accurately based on their variable IP addresses. “Locator/Identifier Split” has made it possible to
build a network access control mechanism based on the permanent identifier. With the support of “Locator/Identifier Split” routing and addressing concept, the Identifier-based Access Control (IBAC) makes network access control more accurate and efficient, and fits for mobile nodes’ access control quite well. Moreover, Self-verifying Identifier makes it possible for the receiver to verify the packet sender’s identity without
the third part authentication, which greatly reduces the probability of “Identifier Spoofing”.
Keywords: Access Control, Locator/Identifier Split, IBAC, Self-Verifying Identifier, Identifier Spoofing

1. Introduction
In the current TCP/IP architecture, IP address has dual
semantic functions, which indicates both the network
node’s routing locator and its endpoint identifier [1]. It
means that the IP address is a variable label related to the
location. Because of the “IP Overload” [1], IP addressbased access control has met many challenges.
Firstly, IP address-based access control limits the resource access when a node changes its location. Network
services often distinguish users by their IP addresses, so
many services are bound with the clients’ locations. As a
result, when a user of an authorized organization moves
to another location (and so the IP address is changed.),
he will lose the access ability of the service.
Secondly, “IP Overload” makes IP address-based access control even more complex, and greatly affects its
defense efficiency:
1) Because IP address is a variable label, it can’t be
used as an accurate identifier of the nodes. Moreover, “IP
Spoofing” has made it even more critical. So it is difficult to identify the access source in the network layer,
and the attackers can anonymously attack the network
devices and services.
2) IP address can’t match users precisely [2]. One IP
address can represent different nodes at different time.
On the other hand, one IP address can also represent
multiple nodes simultaneously (e.g. NAT). As a result,

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

the attacker can hide his true identity easily.
For the above reasons, the efficiency of IP address-based access control is greatly declined, and some
misuses will harm the valid users.
Finally, the changes of the network topology and the
ISP policies will lead to the reconfiguration of the IP
addresses. Thus, many access control rules and configurations based on IP addresses have to be modified. Undoubtedly, this will make the access control management
more complex.
The reason of the above drawbacks lies in that there is
no accurate, unique and permanent identifier to describe
a network node. So the key problem is to resolve the “IP
Overload” problem. IAB announced that in order to resolve the “IP Overload”, two name spaces should be introduced to denote a network node’s locator and identifier separately, which is called “Locator/Identifier Split”
[3]. The communication session is based on the permanent Identifier, and the routing is based on the variable
Locator.
In this paper, we propose LISA Network Access Control (LISA-NAC) which is a new network access control
mechanism based on the Locator Identifier Separation
Architecture (LISA) [4]. The main contributions of
LISA-NAC are the Identifier Based Access Control
(IBAC) model and the Self-Verifying Identifier, which
will make network access control more efficient.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents an Overview of LISA Architecture. Section 3
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describes some new characters of LISA-NAC, including
IBAC model and Self-Verifying Identifier. Section 4
gives an outline of our future work. Finally, we conclude
with a summary of the main research result in Section 5.

sulated packet arrives at the destination (the LISA
Router), the LISA Router decapsulates the packet, and
forwards the original packet to the destination host according to the Identifier.

2. LISA Overview

3. LISA-NAC

LISA is a network-based “Locator/Identifier Split” naming and addressing architecture, which borrowed come
ideas of LISP [5]. As Figure 1 shows, the network is divided into two parts: kernel network and edge network.
The kernel network uses Locator name space, while the
edge network uses permanent Identifier name space. The
communication session is built on permanent Identifier,
but the mapped Locator is variable.
LISA adopts “Mapping + Encapsulation” method to
process packets. LISA Router (Edge router) maps the
Identifier space into Locator space by querying distributed mapping service system based on one-hop hash
(LISA-Mapping). Moreover, LISA Router can update the
mapping record in the LISA-Mapping. The Identifier
space is a new name space (see Subsection 3.2). The
Locator space can reuse the legacy IP address space
(IPv4/v6), which will avoid updating network devices in
the kernel network.
When a LISA Route receives the packet from host, it
queries the LISA-Mapping for the matched Locator according to the packet’s Identifier. After receiving the
mapped Locator, the LISA Router adds a new packet
header (including the Locator) to the original packet. So
in the encapsulated packet, the inner address is an Identifier, and the outer address is a Locator. LISA uses Identifier to denote the node identity, and uses Locator to
forward packet in the kernel network. When the encap-

In order to improve the efficiency of network access
control, network accountability should be mentioned.
Network accountability is the capability to identify network entity (user, host and device) and distinguish maltraffic. However, limited by the “dumb” network infrastructure, it is difficult to achieve accountability in the
Internet. There is no accurate, unique and permanent
identifier to identify network entity. IP header is too
simple, more state information (e.g. identifier) should be
added to satisfy the needs of security, QoS and network
management.
In the LISA, LISA-NAC runs on the permanent Identifier name space, and provides an accurate and efficient
fine-grained access control mechanism for the edge network. The main features of LISA-NAC are the IBAC
model and the Self-Verifying Identifier.

3.1. IBAC Model
Different from the traditional network access control,
IBAC makes access control policies based on the network node’s true permanent Identifier, not IP address or
device port.
IBAC includes three entities: Identifier (I), Object (O)
and Permission (P). There are two types of Identifiers:
Individual Identifier (I2) and Identifier Affiliation (IA).

Figure 1. LISA architecture.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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I2 denotes the single network node, and IA denotes a
group of network nodes.
IBAC uses three-tuple (I, O, P) to describe an authority. If there exists a (I, O, P), it indicates that I can perform P on the O. Particularly, (I2, O, P) indicates that
single I can perform P on the O, and (IA, O, P) indicates
that a group of I can perform P on the O.
IBAC provides end to end security mechanism and
fine-grained access control. For example, if several users
share a locator (e.g. IP address), IBAC can make independent security policy for everyone. In order to simplify
the format of the access control policy and reduce the
ACL’s size, IBAC uses the IA to classify Identifiers, and
adopts unified operation on the Identifiers which have
the same IA. IA is not directly in the packet header, and
is stored in the LISA-Mapping system. The destination
should query the LISA-Mapping system for the matched
IA.
IBAC guarantees the access control policy’s long term
stability. Although the network entities’ Locators are
variable, the access control policies based on the permanent Identifier are unchanged, so the valid users can always use their services. So IBAC can fit for the mobile
node’s access control. IBAC avoids the policy updates
due to the Locators’ changes, and greatly reduces the
workload of maintaining the access control policy.
In current network, in order to achieve end to end authority control, network access control should collaborate
with the access control mechanisms of the system or application software. Since IBAC guarantees the end to end
access control and provides network accountability, it is
possible to simplify the upper layer’s access control. If
the Identifier can be combined with the user’s biology
properties in the future, the network will be aware of the
user’s identity and behaviors, and thus no more needs of
user’s accounts and passwords.

3.2. Self-Verifying Identifier
True Identifier is the basis of IBAC. Similarly, IBAC
also meets the potential threat of “Identifier Spoofing”.
So we introduce “Self-verifying Identifier” in the LISANAC. With Self-verifying Identifier, the receiver can
verify the sender’s identity based on the packet’s Identifier without the participation of third part authentication.
In the LISA, every network node gets a pair of asymmetry keys from the CA. The node holds the private key,
and makes the public key as the node’s globe unique
identifier. In other words, the identifier name space is a
public key space. LISA-NAC ensures the consistency
between the Identifier and the node’s identity through the
digital signature mechanism.
Self-verifying Identifier simplifies packet’s source
Identifier verification, and strengthen the scalability because there is no need for the third part authentication. At
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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present, we adopt 160-bit Self-verifying Identifier.
Since the Identifier is actually a public key, we should
choose an appropriate asymmetry keys generation algorithm. Traditional asymmetry keys algorithms such as
RSA, DSA and Diffie-Hellman often choose long keys to
guarantee the key’s safety. For example, a normal RSA
key is 1024-bit. However, such long key is unfit for the
Identifier. Firstly, long identifier increases the packet’s
size, which may lead to packet fragment and consumes
additional bandwidth. On the other hand, since 128-bit
Identifier space is enough for current IPv6 network size,
it is useless to make a huge Identifier name space.
In the LISA-NAC, we use ECC (Elliptic curve cryptography) algorithm to create a pair of 160-bit asymmetry keys for every network node. ECC’s advantages lie
in:
1) ECC offers security equivalent to RSA using much
smaller key size. For example, ECC 160-bit key offers
security equivalent to RSA 1024-bit key [6]. This property will reduce the engineering challenges brought by
long key.
2) ECC generates asymmetry keys pair faster than
RSA does for the comparable length [7]. Considering the
signature generation and verification, ECC’s processing
speed is much faster than that of RSA [8]. This makes it
possible to implement packet digital signature verification with limited packet delay.
At present, 109-bit ECC key has knocked over with
brute force. However, the secure 160-bit ECC key is approximately one hundred million times harder to crack
than 109-bit ECC key [9]. So we think that 160-bit ECC
key can fit the Identifier length, as well as satisfy the
basic security requirements.
Figure 2 shows the verification process of Self-verifying Identifier. IDs and IDd denote the packet’s source
and destination Identifier separately. In fact, IDs and IDd
are the sender and receiver’s public key. Dig is the
packet’s digest. Sig is the digital signature. The receiver
identifies the true sender though verifying packet’s signature.
If an attacker disguises as the sender and sends a
packet, he must have the sender’s private key to generate

Figure 2. Self-verifying identifier verification.
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the correct encrypted signature. Since the attacker
doesn’t have the sender’s private key, when the receiver
generates a new packet digest (Dig’), it must be different
from the decrypted original packet digest (Dig). So the
“Identifier Spoofing” can be detected.
The packet carries the public key, and there is no key
exchange during the node identity verification. Obviously, it will simplify the identity verification process.
Since network access control is deployed to protect the
important services, it is unnecessary to include signature
verification in the general packet processing. Most of the
network nodes can choose the packet signature verification as an option, but the packet signature is imperative.
Moreover, a node can publish its Identifier to the DNS so
that all the other nodes can get its public key to encrypt
data.

4. Future Work
In the LISA-NAC, verifying signature on every packet
will undoubtedly add packet delay. The transmission
performance degradation is what we are concerning
about. A prototype is under development, and we will
measure the main transmission performance (delay, loss
and throughput) changes to test the feasibility of LISANAC.
At present, Identifier only indicates the network
node’s property not including the user’s property. Next
step, we will try to combine the Identifier with the user’s
biology properties. Then the network will be aware of
users’ identity and behaviors.

sible for the receiver to verify packet sender’s identity
without the third part authentication, which simplifies the
packet source verification. We think that LISA-NAC is a
concrete step to strengthen network security through the
“Locator/Identifier Split”.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes efficient techniques that allow the deploying of high precision location applications for
indoor scenarios over Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). Firstly, we compare the use of radio
frequency (RF) power levels and relative time delays based on ray-tracing as detection methods to estimate
the localization of a set of mobile station using the fingerprint technique. Detection method play an important
role in applications of high frequencies techniques for locations systems based on current and emerging
standards such as Wi-Fi (802.11x) and Wi-Max (802.16x). The localization algorithm computes the Euclidean distance between the samples of signals received from each unknown position and each fingerprint
stored in the database or radio-map obtained using the FASPRI simulation tool. Experimental results show
that more precision can be obtained in the localization process by means of relative delay instead of RF
power detection method. Secondly, the Euclidean distance has been compared with others similarity distance
measures. Finally, an interpolation algorithm between the fingerprinting weighing based on the distances has
been implemented in order to eliminate those fingerprints that do not contribute to the improvement in the
accuracy. These techniques allow obtaining more precision in the localization of indoor mobile devices over
WLAN networks.
Keywords: Localization, Euclidean Distance, Interpolation, Mahalanobis Distance, Faspri, Fingerprinting,
GTD

1. Introduction
In this work the problem of indoor localization based on
the signals available from the wireless devices [1,2] that
comprise the Wi-Fi and Wi-Max standards is presented.
The localization process is done by using the fingerprinting technique [3,4] that operate the relationship
between the power levels and the relative delays between
signals due to multipath reflections. In comparison with
other techniques, such as angle of arrival (AOA) or time
of arrival (TOA) that present several challenges due to
multipath effects and non-line-of-sight (N-LOS) [2], the
fingerprinting technique is relatively easy to implement.
In traditional indoor localization systems based on Wi-Fi
networks, the Euclidean distance is used as a metric in
the localization process and the fingerprinting technique
is based on the power levels detected by means of the
received signal strength indicator (RSSI) parameter
available on the 802.11x standard between the radio
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

frequency (RF) power levels of the received signals and
the samples stored in the database or radio-map.
However, due to the development of new radio access
standards, such as Wi-Max, it is necessary to explore
new techniques to improve the precision by using
alternative detection methods. In a previous work [8] the
fingerprinting technique has been implemented using the
relative delays as fingerprint and the Euclidean distance
also as metric. More precision compared to the power
detection technique was obtained. However, the localization precision can still be increased by using different
techniques within the fingerprinting matching process
[7,8]. Firstly, the Euclidean distance metric has been
replaced by others metrics such as Manhattan, BrayCurtis, Chi-Squared and Mahalanobis distances.
Secondly, an interpolation between the fingerprinting
weighing based on the distance was implemented. The
results obtained demonstrate the accuracy of these
techniques.
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2. Ray-Tracing Model
The ray-tracing model can be obtained with the FASPRI
[4] simulation tool, that is able to make a 3D indoor
propagation analysis by means of deterministic methods
[5,6]. FASPRI (Figure 1) is a ray-tracing code based on
geometric optic (GO) and the uniform theory of diffraction (UTD).
In order to optimize the program computing time, raytracing algorithms such as the angular zeta-buffer (AZB)
or the space volumetric partitioning (SVP) [5,6] have
been implemented. These algorithms make it possible to
simulate a great number of case-studies in a reasonable
amount of time. These results can be used to examine the
effect of varying certain sensing parameters on the precision of the system such as the number of antennas, the
position of the antennas and the number of tracks. The
electric field levels can be obtained using the direct,
reflected, transmitted, diffracted ray or combinations of
these effects. Figure 2 shows the scene where the simulations take place as well as the multipath raytracing
effects.
An advantage of using the ray-tracing techniques is
that, besides obtaining the power level of a series of
points, information can also be obtained about the multipath effects, such as the relative delays between rays and
the directions of arrival. This information can be used as
a fingerprint in the fingerprinting method with the
purpose of improving the efficiency of the localization
system.

available for all the fingerprints in a regular grid. In both
cases the grid example correspond with 72x72 points
(30x30 meters area size) being 2.4GHz the radiation
frequency of the antenna.

Figure 1. Multipath ray-tracing effects.

3. Fingerprinting Technique
The fingerprinting technique can be divided in two
phases [2]. In the first one, it obtains the radio map or
fingerprinting database. The radio-map of fingerprints
are obtained by performing an analysis of the relative
ray-tracing delay (Figure 2) and signal strength (Figure 3)
from multiple APs over a defined grid. The vector of
received signal of power and relative ray delay samples
at a position on the grid is called the location fingerprint
of that point. In the second phase, it analyzes the accuracy obtained in the localization process. For this purpose, the developed technique places a significant number of mobile stations into the area covered by the radio
map and it obtains the vector of received samples from
different APs [7]. The location estimation is made by an
algorithm that computes the distance between the measured samples and each fingerprint stored in the radio
map. The X and Y coordinates associated with the fingerprint that results in the smallest distance are returned
as the position estimation. Figure 3 shows the relative
delays between the detected rays in a fingerprint and
their contribution to the total field due to the different
ray-tracing effects. Figure 4 shows the power levels
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 2. Multipath ray-tracing effects.

Figure 3. Relative delays between rays in a fingerprint vs.
electrical field.
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using sum of the absolute differences rather than their
squares, as the overall measure of dissimilarity. On the
other hand, in Bray-Curtis and Chi-Squared metrics
Equations (3) and (4) the numerator signifies the difference and denominator normalizes the difference. In
Mahalanobis metric equation (5) the (x-y)’ term denotes
the (x-y) transpose vector and the Cov term denotes the
covariance matrix, where retrieval performance is sensitive to the sample topology.

5. Interpolation Algorithm

Figure 4. Power levels available for all the fingerprints in a
regular grid.

4. Distance Metrics
Distance Metric is the key component used by the fingerprinting technique. By this reason it is important to
explore different similarity measures to find the best distance metric that minimizes the positioning average error.
The method implemented in the localization algorithm is
based on to compute the distance metric between the
vectors of received signals X and the vector of samples
stored in the radio map Y. Then it determines the points
of the grid that corresponds with the position of the mobile stations. The coordinates X and Y that corresponds
with the vector Y that has a smaller distance with the
vector of samples X for a certain position of the mobile
stations are selected as solution. Five equations have
been implemented to explore which will improve more
localization accuracy.
DE ( x, y ) 

In our next experiment we have implemented an interpolation between four fingerprinting weighing based on
its metric distance. For it, the coordinate of the wished
point cannot correspond to the fingerprinting (Figure 5).
The coordinates of the point where it is considered locating the mobile station, DP, it is determined by means
of the Expression (6), where Nf is the fingerprinting
number, Xj and FP(x,y) are respectively, the value of the
corresponding distance and the coordinate corresponding
to the j fingerprinting. In order to increase the precision
when the mentioned interpolation is applied we made the
weighing with the four fingerprinting that presented the
smaller distance.
Nf

DP ( x, y ) 

  FP  x, y 
j 1

Nf

 1 X j 

X j 

(6)

j 1

N

 ( xi  yi )2

(1)

i 1

N

DM ( x, y )   xi  yi

(2)

i 1

N

xi  yi

i 1

xi  yi

DBC ( x, y )  

( xi  yi ) 2
i 1 xi  yi

(3)

N

DCHI ( x, y )  

DMah ( x, y )  ( x  y )' Cov( x) 1 ( x  y )

(4)
(5)

In the Euclidean metric Equation (1) the mobile
station will be more similar to the fingerprint radio map
if the distance is smaller. More moderate approach
implemented in Manhattan metric Equation (2) is by
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 5. Location algorithm without interpolation and
with 4 points of interpolation.
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In this way we will eliminate those fingerprints that,
due to the great distance to the objective point, present a
higher distance and therefore do not contribute to the
improvement in the accuracy.

6. RF Power vs. Relative Delay Detection
Method
In this case we compare the use of radio frequency (RF)
power levels and relative time delays based on ray-tracing as detection methods to estimate the localization of
set of mobile stations using the fingerprint technique.
The metric considered was the Euclidean distance. The
information provided by the simulation tool is stored in
four vectors. Two of them, Ph and Th, correspond to the
information at every fingerprint. The first vector contains
the power level from the N access points at the fingerprint h and the second one contains the relative delay at
the same point. The Pm and Tm vectors contain the same
information at the mobile station m (Expressions 7 to
10).
Ph   Ph1 , Ph2 , Ph3 ,..., PhN 
(7)
Th  Th1 , Th2 , Th3 ,..., ThN 

(8)

Pm   Pm1 , Pm2 , Pm3 ,..., PmN 

(9)

Tm  Tm1 , Tm2 , Tm3 ,..., TmN 

(10)

These vectors are calculated at the beginning of the
process and are stored in a database. The Euclidian distance between each mobile station and every fingerprinting is calculated using the Expression (11) where
the parameter v is a weighting factor that indicates the
correlation ratio between the powers and delays. This
factor is set to 0 to find the distance by using the power
levels, set to 1 to find the distance by using the relative
delays and set to 0.25 to find the distance with a hybrid
method of the power and delays. The position of the mobile corresponds with the fingerprint whose Euclidean
distance is smaller.
D  x, y  

N

 (1   )( Pmi  Phi )2   (Tmi  Thi )2  (11)
i 1

The number of fingerprints and the frequency are parameters that would affect the precision of the results.
For this reason the experiment considers two grids: one
consisting of 72x72 fingerprints and another composed
of 36x36, as well as two different frequencies: 2.4GHz
and 5.2GHz. The distance between the fingerprints in the
first and second grids are 40cm and 80cm, respectively.
The simulation also placed 9 AP’s at the above-mentioned frequencies and 99 mobile stations randomly distributed over the grids. Figure 6 shows the area of
28.8x28.8 meters where the simulations have been done.
In order to evaluate the benefits of the detection method
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 6. Regular grid example.

Figure 7. Detection methods comparison – Frequency of
2.4GHz.

two statistical indicators have been used. These indicators are the total mean error and the total mean deviation
(standard deviation). Data obtained after the FASPRI
simulations have been analyzed under MATLAB. Figure
7 shows the results obtained at 2,4GHz and Figure 8 the
results obtained at 5,2GHz. In both graphs the three detection methods analyzed are compared by means of the
statistical indicators. With these results, we can confirm
that the relative delay detection method provides better
results than the power detection method for any grid size
and frequency. The hybrid detection, although it provides
worse results than using delays, can reduce the detection
ambiguity at the cost of increasing the mean error.
However, it should be noted that the mean error is reduced when the number of fingerprints is increased for
the same frequency, independent of the detection method
used. In addition, as far as the impact of the frequency
used with the detection method is concerned, we can
IJCNS
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observe that, the mean error is lower at 2,4GHz using
power detection; however, it stays constant when using
delay and hybrid detections. Therefore, the grid density
is a more critical factor than the frequency. Table 1
shows the mean error and standard deviation values obtained when comparing the three detection methods. The
two last columns of the table present the percentage of
the mean error that is possible to improve when using
either hybrid versus power detection and delay versus
power detection. Finally, the results obtained have been
analyzed with a statistical point of view. The probability
error was calculated by using the position error of the 99
mobiles. Figures 9, 10 and 11 shows the probability error
distribution for the three methods analyzed in the case of
72x72 grid size for 2.4GHz. It should be noted that the
error distribution function reduces extremely by using
delay detection compared with power or hybrid detection
methods.
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Figure 9. Probability error distribution – power detection.

7. Distance Metric Comparison and
Interpolation Algorithm Effect
Distance Metric is the key component used by the fingerprinting technique. By this reason, it is important to
Table 1. Mean error and typical deviation detection methods comparison.
Power
Detection
Grid size
and Frequency
72x72
2.4GHz
72x72
5.2GHz
36x36
2.4GHz
36x36
5.2GHz

Hybrid
Detection

Delay
Detection

Mean error [m]
Typical deviation [m]
1,9554
0,1871
2,0844
0,1843
1,9801
0,2029
2,5275
0,2548

0,5621
0,0821
0,5207
0,0841
1,1337
0,1610
0,9497
0,1142

0,2504
0,0366
0,2504
0,0366
0,5155
0,0572
0,5155
0,0572

Hybrid
vs.
Power

Delay
vs.
Power

Figure 10. Probability error distribution – hybrid detection.

Mean error
Improvement
(%)
71.28

87.17

75.00

87.98

32.82

74.24

62.69

75.48

Figure 11. Probability error distribution – relative delay
detection.

Figure 8. Detection methods comparison–frequency of
5.2GHz.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

explore different similarity measures to find the best
distance metric. Five equations have been implemented
to explore which will improve more localization accuracy: Euclidean, Manhattan, Bray-Curtis, Chi-Squared
and Mahalanobis distance. In this case the relative delay
detection method was been implemented in the fingerprinting algorithm. Finally an interpolation of the four
best distances has been added. An irregular geometry of
IJCNS
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36x36 meters that corresponds with a section of the
polytechnic building has been analyzed (Figure 12). In it,
9 antennas and 5184 fingerprints has been tested being
the frequency of the antenna 2.4 GHz and 100 the
number of mobiles stations to detect.
Running the experiment we are able to find which distance
metric gives best result. For this purpose Matlab tool has
been used. Figure 13 show a detailed comparison of the
accuracy obtained using the five similarity measures,
with and without adding the interpolation algorithm.
Two statistical indicators have been used, the total mean
error and the total mean deviation to evaluate the benefits.
It is clear that conventional distances metrics like Euclidean or Manhattan does not perform the best results. The
average localization error obtained with these metrics is
very similar. Therefore, we can affirm that to calculate
the sum of the absolute differences or their squares in
each fingerprinting iteration process has the same effect.
On the other side, Bray-Curtis and Chi-Squared distances
present better results than the previous metrics due to the
normalization realized in their expressions. Finally, the
Mahalanobis distance, where the covariance matrix is
sensible to the topology of the radio-map, presents results slightly better than the rest of metrics, due to the
irregularity of the topology. Similar conclusions are obtained in the case of being applied the technique of interpolation, but being observed, in this case, a reduction
in the two statistical indicators (Table 2).

8. Conclusions
In this work alternative detection methods that can be
used in the fingerprinting technique for mobile
localization has been presented. These methods make
possible the analysis and design of indoor localization
services over WLAN networks. A comparative study
between detection methods based on RF power and
relative delays has firstly been implemented. Secondly,

Figure 13. Similarity metrics comparison and interpolation
effect.
Table 2 Mean error [m] - metrics and interpolation comparison
Distance
Mahalanobis
Bray-Curtis
Chi-Squared
Manhattan
Euclidean

Without
Interpolation
0.2128
0.2253
0.2303
0.2378
0.2504

With
Interpolation
0.2021
0.2140
0.2187
0.2259
0.2367

we have presented a detailed comparison of five different
similarity metrics to test the performance of the
algorithm. Finally, an interpolation between the fingerprinting weighing based on its distance has been tested.
We can conclude that relative delay detection technique,
which is used in emerging standards such as WiMax
(802.16x), presents better results in the indoor localization process than the power detection technique used in
traditional Wi-Fi systems (802.11). On the other side,
conventional distance metrics like Euclidean or Manhattan does not perform necessarily the best accuracy. On
opposite, Mahalanobis distance metric improve the
results when the geometry has irregularities that can been
modeler between measures by the covariance matrix.
Finally, we conclude that the interpolation technique
eliminate those fingerprints that do not contribute to the
improvement in the accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a concept of new architectural model consisting of multiple loop delay to increase
the throughput. The simulated behavior of an optical node has been realized by using an n x m optical switch
and recirculating optical delay lines. This investigation infers the scaling behaviors of the proposed architecture to maintain efficient use of the buffer under Poisson traffic loading. The analysis also reports the traffic
handling capacity for the given complexity of the node architectural design.
Keywords: Fiber Delay Line, Recirculation, Traffic, Throughput

1. Introduction
ALL-OPTICAL communication has been proposed as a
promising candidate for providing high-speed networking [1–4] owing to huge bandwidth of optical channels.
Wide bandwidth available in low attenuation window in
the optical fiber can be divided into a number of independent wavelength channels as per network standard
and specification leading to SONET, SDH or wavelength
division-multiplexing (WDM) based all optical network
system [5–7]. Evidently to support such all optical control in these networks several technologies have been
proposed for efficient networking viz., broadcast and
select, wavelength routing, optical packet switching
(OPS), and optical burst switching [8–10]. In an OPS
network, optical interconnect (or optical switch) forwards the packets to their destinations involving programmable switch fabric and control circuitry and
thereby support in packet contention resolution. However
in a WDM interconnect, output contention arises when
more than one packet on the same wavelength are destined to the same output fiber at the same time. To resolve this contention one will have to either temporarily
store some of the packets in a buffer, or to convert
wavelengths to some available wavelengths by wavelength converters [11–13]. Obviously optical buffers,
wavelength converters add the complexity by enhancing
the installation and recurring cost of the system. However allocating some dedicated buffers for each output
fiber which can share a common optical delay line (ODL)
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

buffer pool [5–6] will essentially reduce the cost and
complexity as well. In a WDM a packet that cannot be
directly sent to the output fiber is sent back to one of the
delay lines for recirculation and after being delayed by
some specific time, that packet will come out of the delay line to compete for throughput with the newly arriving packets. In case of unsuccessful throughput it gets
back into the delay line for the next round trip with additional delays.
In the proposed model a node has been considered
with more input channels than output channels and the
maximum capacity of this node is decided by the available output channel. It is assumed that arriving packets
are destined to their respective destinations based on
First Come First Serve (FCFS) scheduling policy. In this
way we can avoid the continuous recirculation of some
packet in the delay line. Packets that arrive in the meantime are also sent to delay line. The node includes finite
capacity buffer and multiple delay lines arranged in synchronized mode.

2. Node Architecture Design and Modeling
The packet switching has its own (unique) issues in optical networks. In an optical packet-switched network,
contention occurs due to unavailability of free output
wavelength. In electrical packet-switched networks, contention is resolved with the store-and-forward technique,
which requires the packets losing the contention to be
stored in a memory bank and to be sent out at a later time
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Figure 1. Recirculating delay line optical.

when the desired output port becomes available. This is
possible because of the availability of electronic randomaccess memory (RAM). There is no equivalent optical
RAM technology; therefore, the optical packet switches
need to adopt different approaches for contention resolution. Meanwhile, WDM networks provide one new additional dimension namely wavelength, for contention
resolution. There have been studies in literature for utilizing the three dimensions of contention-resolution schemes: wavelength, time, and space.
In this paper we explore the contention resolution,
based on time and propose a new scheduling algorithm
for prioritizing the packets within the node. The optical
buffers basically delay the incoming signal by making it
to travel a small distance, so as to provide some time to
the processor for serving them in case the service is not
available initially. Now this delay can be provided in
fixed quanta’s only. This unique feature of optical buffers (unlike their electronic counterpart which ‘store’ a
packet) makes it necessary to have a minimum fixed delay once the packet has entered into the fiber delay line
(FDL). Traditionally the buffer is implemented such that
once the packet has entered into the FDL it suffers the
delay and comes out after that time. The packet might be
served had necessary arrangements been made or otherwise dropped. This architecture provides a single chance
to server to serve it thus resulting in high packet loss.
Ideally the packet should be available at all times at output after having entered the FDL (like equivalent electronic memory) so that it can be served whenever the
resources are available.
Our new buffer architecture attempts to realize this
objective by giving delays in steps of small granularity D
(µSec) which allows the packets to be processed if the
resource at output is available otherwise reflected back to
the FDL for multiple reflections as per the control algorithm.
It is already assumed that the number of output chanCopyright © 2009 SciRes.
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nels (m) is less than the number of input channels (n) and
therefore the queuing system has a fair chance of packet
contention. The buffer works with a first-come firstserved (FCFS) scheduling policy and is implemented by
means of FDL’s with reflection.
In the proposed buffer architecture, when the packet
arrives, it will be sent to the output node but if all output
nodes are busy then it will be placed back in the first
loop of the FDL having a delay of D1, after completion of
the delay the packet competes for output port, failing this
it will again be reflected back into the second delay of D2
and so on. The maximum delays that can be provided by
using FDL’s are assumed to have different values of delay such as a constant, arithmetic or a geometric progressive delay.
The flow chart for the packet servicing algorithm involving multiple delays in the proposed node architecture
is presented in Figure 2. Obviously as a packet arrives at
the node and the server is idle it is served immediately
but these are queued if the server is busy. Usually the
delays are kept finite by means of the FDL’s, due to the
limited time resolution related to the granularity and the
new packet is going to be delayed at least by an amount
of D for one loop circulation. Also the packet can’t be
made to reflect infinite number of times due to loss of
energy at each reflection and hence is limited by accepted SNR.

Figure 2. Flow chart for node performance analysis.
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Thus the packet is dropped after K reflections, which
is modeled in terms of acceptable quality q and reflection
loss α as a function of log (q-α). Considering the evolution of buffer contents over time, we can identify three
important variables viz. order of bursts arrival, the packet
inter arrival time (IAT) having Poisson distributed (Tk)
and the intermittent time between the kth arrival and the
next one.
This system is modeled for a random input, having an
exponential service with N servers, an infinite number of
prospective customers and a maximum queue length of L.
System probability for jth call is expressed in term of
packet arrival rate λ and packet length tm as:
Pj ( A)  P0 ( A)

Pj ( A)  P0 ( A)

Aj
, for 0  j  N
j!

Aj

for N  j  N  L

N !N jN

(1)

(2)

where P0 (A) is used to make the sum of P’s to unity assuming A as λtm . Further P0(A) can be written as:
 N A j AN L A j 
P0 ( A)   

 j
 j 0 j ! N ! j 1 N 

1

(3)

In the proposed algorithm an incoming packet will be
blocked if all the servers are busy & queue is full. However the packet will be delayed if the servers are busy but
queue is not completely full. The probability that (N+L)
incoming packet is delayed can be written as
P1 

N  L 1



jN

Pj ( A)

(4)

Further a packet will be serviced immediately if there
are less than N packets in the system and the probability
of immediate service of packet is expressed as
PI

S



node design parameter constraints. This traffic has been
evaluated using Equations (2-6) for the proposed node
operated under traffic resolution algorithm. Figure 3
presents the carried traffic corresponding to incoming
offered traffic with the variation of number of delay lines
(N) involved. The simulated curve shows a linear dependence of the carried traffic on the offered traffic only
upto a specific input load but beyond that it deteriorates
owing to the rise in the blocking probability. Moreover
increased incoming traffic results a crowded node forcing to reject the excess traffic. This qualitative behavior
is also supported by the simulation curve showing a rejection beyond a critical offered traffic viz. for N=6 beyond 2 Erlang.
The Figure 3 reveals better throughput is available if
the delay is varied for different passes instead of keeping
it constant for all passes. Basically if the delay is increased in every recirculation by a certain amount then it
requires less number of recirculation comparing the fixed
delay case to achieve a same particular amount of delay.
As we have already discussed that recirculation of optical signal in the fiber delay line causes attenuation of
signal power, insertion of different noises which ultimately affects the throughput of the network so it is better to have less number of recirculation to achieve better
output. It may also be inferred from Figure 3 that the
region of offered traffic for which the throughput is very
high or the length of the high throughput region is
greater in case of fixed delay network comparing to the
variable delay system.
The Figure 4 depicts that, as the holding time increases
the throughput decreases for all types of delay systems.
Holding time corresponds to the processing speed and it
increases for slower processing speed. Delay line will
provide an amount of delay to the signals which are in
the queue of getting served. Fast servicing will provide
lesser processing time which in turn reduces the number

N 1

 Pj ( A)

(5)

j 0

The waiting time distribution for the incoming traffic
can be expressed using the standard equation [14] as
L 1

P  PN ( A) 

j 0

j



j ! Nt

x j e  x dx

(6)

tm

These equations have been used in throughput simulation in the MATLAB environment under the appropriate
node and traffic assumptions.

3. Simulation and Results
Traffic throughput of the offered traffic that gets processed through the node has been estimated under various
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 3. Plot of carried traffic vs offered traffic for different values of N.
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of recirculation in the delay loop. From Figure 4, it is
also seen that the spreading of the linear region is greater
in case of fixed delay loop comparing to the variable
delay loop.
Figure 5 shows the variation of throughput for different numbers of recirculation loop. It is observed that as
the number of recirculation loop increases the amount of
carried traffic increases for both types of delay system i.e,
for fixed delay as well as for increasing delay system.
This is because the lesser loop increases the holding
probability of the packet in the delay line. This in turn
reduces the packet dropping probability. Throughput improvement is significant increasing in case of increasing
delay system; this is obvious because the amount of delay achieved during recirculation increases gradually. It
may be noted that the amount of region with maximum
throughput is available in case of fixed delay system.
The analysis has been made more general by including
a geometrical progressing delay loop in addition to arithmetic and constant delay lines. The corresponding throughputs have been presented in Figure 6 The fig reveals that the throughput improves as the delay increases
which is expected but the increment of throughput will
sustain up to a certain value of incoming traffic, after
which the output decreases, means the packets which are
coming further are being completely rejected.
From Figure 6 we can also infer that the insertion of
more delay in the loop will increase the cost and complexity of the system as well and it is tolerable up to a
certain limit. Thus this investigation will help the network designer to take a decision on the possible maximum throughput and the complexity of node architecture
design.

Figure 5. Plot of carried traffic vs offered traffic for different values of k.

4. Conclusions

Figure 6. Plot of carried traffic vs offered traffic for different types of delay.

The problem of wavelength contention in packet switched

WDM networks using recirculation optical delay lines
has been developed. The proposal is based on putting
priority to the packets which have suffered maximum
delay on the link in processing by using a proposed contention resolution algorithm. The performance of the
algorithm has been evaluated using MATLAB simulation to establish a better contention resolution using a
varied delay lines at the nodes. The analysis presented
here is useful to predict the traffic throughput range of a
processing node with given number of FDL’s and relevant design parameters.
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ABSTRACT
Performance evaluation of handover algorithms has been studied for mobile cellular network. Effects of averaging, hysteresis margin and shadow fading are investigated for different handoff algorithms. Probability
of outage, handover delay and average number of handovers are considered as performance metrics. Different handover algorithms considered here are based on relative signal strength with hysteresis, relative signal
strength with hysteresis and threshold, absolute signal strength and combined relative and absolute signal
strength. Both analytical and simulation methods have been used in this paper. This study is important as
performance analyses of cellular system, in presence of handoff, will be important for future generation
wireless networks, for example, WiMAX, UMTS.
Keywords: Handoff, Algorithm, Averaging, Outage, Handoff Delay

1. Introduction
Signal strength at a Mobile Station (MS) depends upon
path loss, shadow fading and multipath fading. Path loss
depends on the distance of MS from a Base Transceiver
Station (BTS). It increases with the distance from BTS.
Between BTS and MS, there are many obstacles e.g.,
trees, buildings, vehicles. Those obstacles create variation of signal strength over the mean path loss. This
variation is known as shadow fading which follows log
normal distribution i.e. standard deviation of shadow
fading(σ) in dB follows normal or Gaussian distribution
[3]. MS receives line of sight (LOS) signal from BTS
and signals reflected from different places. Those multipath components result multipath fading. Multipath fading is found to follow Rayleigh distribution [1]. Signal
averaging can filter out multipath fading. When MS
moves from one BTS to another, on the way signal from
current BTS get reduced whereas signal from other BTS
increased. So, MS should be served by the new BTS
when signal from serving BTS reduced below a specified
level. This process of transferring control of MS from
one BTS to another BTS without interruption of service
is known as Handover. Handover or handoff is mainly of
two types, hard handoff or soft handoff. Hard handoff is
also referred to as “Break before Make connection”. MS
is connected to only one BTS at a time. Soft handoff
refers to as “Make before Break connection”. MS may be
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

in connection with more than one BTS at a time. We
have investigated performance evaluation for hard handoff case. Handover may also be classified as horizontal
and vertical handover. Horizontal handoff takes place
when MS moves from one cell to another cell of the
same system e.g., GSM. Vertical handoff takes place
when MS moves from one cell of a system to another
cell of a different system e.g., GSM and WLAN. Handover process can be divided into mainly Initiation and
Execution phase. In initiation phase based on some criteria viz., Received Signal Strength indicator (RSSI), BER,
SIR, distance, velocity, it is checked if MS receives signal from BTS other than serving BTS then QoS will be
better or not. Ideally, handover should depend on path
loss and to some extent on shadow fading. To make
handover decision independent of Raleigh fading, both
uplink and downlink measurements are taken over a interval of 480 milliseconds time (sampling time) for averaging of fast fading effects in case of GSM. In practice,
diversity techniques such as frequency hopping, antenna
diversity and signal processing such as convolution coding, equalizers are used to handle Rayleigh fading. Long
term shadow fading is compensated by increasing power
budget margin increasing transmit power and co-channel
reuse distance. If handover does not take place at right
time then an ongoing call may be dropped. To prevent
call drop before handoff due to unavailability of channel,
several handoff prioritization scheme are proposed e.g.,
IJCNS
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Guard channel scheme, Queuing of handoff [4]. In execution phase, once the need of handoff is detected, MS
receives new channel in association with Base station
controller (BSC) and Mobile switching center (MSC).
Several Handover analyzes have been made so far [1,2,
5,9]. Handoff in cellular systems was summarized in [4].
Description about macro cell, micro cell, corner effects
were also provided in [4]. Vijayan et al. provides a
framework considering level crossing analysis for performance evaluation of handoff algorithms [1]. Effects of
correlation for shadow fading were investigated based on
measurements [6]. A closed form expression for handoff
rate was proposed in [8]. Handover initiation can be
based on various approaches viz., relative signal strength,
relative signal strength with threshold, relative signal
strength with hysteresis, relative signal strength with
hysteresis and threshold, prediction technique, distance,
velocity, combined relative and absolute signal strength
[7]. Our approach considers relative signal strength with
hysteresis and absolute signal strength. Performance of
handover algorithm can be determined based on criteria
viz., number of unnecessary handoffs, probability of
outage, average number of handoffs, handover delay, and
probability of blocking [7]. We have analyzed the performance of the algorithm based on probability of outage,
handover delay, and number of handovers. Effects of
shadow fading, averaging interval, hysteresis margin (h)
are considered on these parameters. Singh et al. [10]
suggested that h = e × σ where e =1.3 – 1.6 and over the
coverage area, h must be dynamically adjusted as a function of σ. Number of handovers is traded off against
handover delay (HO delay) in several papers [1,9]. Simulation study [2] is performed to find the effect of type
and length of averaging window on handover performance. In all cases number of handovers should be small
as it would reduce switching load of MSC.
Organization of this paper: In Section 2, system model
is presented. Then probability of outage, Pout and probability of handover or assignment, Passn are calculated
using simple analytical model considering handover
based on absolute signal strength measurements. Effect
of shadow fading on Pout is also analyzed. Section 3 describes simulation model to obtain handover delay and
number of handovers considering averaging of signal
strength and other parameters. In Section 4, numerical
results are presented. Finally in Section 5, conclusion is
stated.

2. System Model
Two base stations, BTS1 and BTS2 are separated by D
meters [1,10]. Mobile station (MS) is moving from BTS1
to BTS2 with constant speed. The signal level received
from two BTSs (in dB) at a distance, d from BTS1 can
be expressed as follows:
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Prx1 d   K1  K 2 log10 d   x1 d  d Є (0,D) meter. (1)

Prx 2 d   K1  K 2 log10 D  d   x2 d 

(2)

Prx1(d) and Prx2(d) are received signal from BTS1 and
BTS2 respectively at a distance d meters from BTS1.
Rayleigh fading is neglected since it has shorter correlation distance compared to shadow fading. K1 and K2 are
due to path losses. K2 is actually 10n, where n is path
loss component. We assume that K1 = 0 and K2 =30.
x1(d) and x2(d) are two independent zero mean stationary
Gaussian processes. Hence received power from BTSs
may also be considered to be Gaussian processes with
mean, µ1= K1 – K2 log(d) and µ2= K1 – K2 log(D-d) respectively. x1(d) and x2(d) are assumed to have exponential correlation proposed by Gudmundson[6] based on
experimental results. That is, E{ x1(d1) x1(d2)} = E{ x2(d1)
x2(d2)}= σ2 exp(-ds/d0). Where d0 is correlation distance
which determines the decaying factor for correlation.

2.1. Handover Algorithm for Absolute Signal
Strength Method
When received signal from BTS1 is less than a specified
value and at the same time received signal from BTS2 is
more than minimum value of received signal for continuation of a call then handover (HO) will take place
from BTS1 to BTS2. Similarly condition for handover
from BTS2 to BTS1 can be stated as follows.
Prx1(d) < Prho and Prx2(d) > Prmin: HO: BTS1BTS2
Prx2(d) < Prho and Prx1(d) > Prmin: HO: BTS2BTS1
where Prho = Absolute value of received power from any
BTS after which handover should take place. Prmin =
Minimum value of received power for which call is possible. If signal strength becomes less than Prmin then there
will be call drop for ongoing call and new call will not be
possible.
At a distance, d from BTS1 if received signal strengths
from both BTSs go below Prmin then call will not be possible i.e, there will be outage. Probability of outage,
Pout  prob  Prx1  d   Pr min andPrx 2  d   Pr min 

Pout  Pr obPrx1 d   Pr min and Pr obPrx 2 d   Pr min 
(Since these two events are statistically independent)

  P 
   P  
Pout  Q 1 r min   Q 2 r min 







(3)

Q(x) is Q-function. P X  x   Q x  for X~N(0,1)
 x    
P  X  x   Q
 and
If
X~N(μ,σ)
then
  
   x  
 x    
P  X  x   Q
  1  Q

  
  .
Mean of received powers are distance dependent. UsIJCNS
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Passn1  probPrx1 d   Prho andPrx 2 d   Pr min 

1
0.9

(Since these two events are statistically independent)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.1

(4)

Similarly, probability of assignment (or handover) to
BTS2 can be obtained as follows:
Passn 2

0.7

0.2

   P  
 P
 1  
 Q  2 rho   Q  r min
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Figure 3. Probability of assignment to a BTS vs. distance.
0.25

(5)

Using the above equation we have plotted Figure 4. It
is noticed that at 1000 meter Probability of handover is
maximum, where MS can be assigned to any BTS.
Shadow fading effect will be maximum there (Figure 3).

d=100
d=400
d=900
d=1200
d=1700

0.2

Probability of outage

Passnl

   P  
 P
 2  
 Q  1 rho   Q  r min








BTS 1
BTS 2

0.8
Probability of assignment

ing a computer program, varying d, we have plotted Figure 1. Keeping distance fixed, varying σ, we have plotted
Figure 2 and Figure 3. When received signal from serving BTS will be less than Prho then there will be handover
to other BTS. Current BTS should be able to serve the
MS i.e., received power from it should be more than Prmin.
So probability of assignment (or handover) to any BTS
can be obtained as follows: Probability of assignment to
BTS1,
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Figure 4. Probability of outage vs. standard deviation of
shadow fading.

3. Simulation Model

Figure 1. System model.

Received signal strength is sampled at discrete time instants, ti = kts. ts is sampling time. And corresponding
sampling interval in distance is ds = vts. Here v is constant velocity of the mobile. ts is 480ms (nearly equal to
0.5 sec) in case of GSM. We assume v = 2 m/sec so that
ds is 1 meter. Received signal strengths from both BTSs
are averaged using exponential averaging window. Received signal strengths from BTSs sampled at kds distance corresponding to ti are respectively as follows:
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Figure 2. Probability of outage vs. distance.
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2000

Prx1  kd s   K1  K 2 log10  kd s   x1  kd s 

(6)

Prx 2  kd s   K1  K 2 log10  D  kd s   x2  kd s 

(7)

These received signal strengths are averaged using discrete time counterpart of exponential averaging window
[8] as shown below. To generate the shadow fading
component, correlation of shadow fading is considered.
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Using recursive relations fading components have been
generated and the same have been used for simulation
purpose.

Prx1,avg (k )

d 
 s 
d
 e  av  Prx1,avg

d 

 s  

 k 1  1  e  dav   Prx1  k  (8)





Prx 2,avg (k )

d 
 s 
d
 e  av  Prx 2,avg

d 

 s  

 k 1  1  e  dav   Prx2  k  (9)





where dav is length of averaging window and h is hysteresis margin. Prx1,avg(k) is the averaged received signal
from BTS1 at kds distance. Prx1,avg(k-1) is the averaged
received signal from BTS1 at (k-1)ds distance. Prx2,avg(k)
is the averaged received signal from BTS2 at kds distance.

3.1. Handover Algorithm for Relative Signal
Strength with Hysteresis
If received signal from BTS1 is less than received signal
from BTS2 by a margin, h then handover will be there
from BTS1 to BTS2. Similarly, if received signal from
BTS2 is less than received signal from BTS1 by a margin, h then handover will be there from BTS2 to BTS1.
We can express these using following simple relations.
[Prx2,avg(k) - Prx1,avg(k)] > + h
HO: BTS1 BTS2
[Prx2,avg(k) - Prx1,avg(k)] < – h
HO: BTS2 BTS1

3.2. Handover Algorithm for Relative Signal
Strength with Threshold
If received signal from BTS1 is less than received signal
from BTS2 by a margin, h and received signal from
BTS2 is greater than a threshold value then handover
will be there from BTS1 to BTS2. Similarly, if received
signal from BTS2 is less than received signal from BTS1
by a margin, h and received signal from BTS1 is greater
than a threshold value then handover will be there from
BTS2 to BTS1. We can express these using following
simple relations. For simplicity, we consider threshold
value equal to Prmin.
[Prx2,avg(k) - Prx1,avg(k)] > + h and [Prx2,avg(k) > Prmin]
HO: BTS1 BTS2
[Prx1,avg(k) - Prx2,avg(k)] > + h and [Prx1,avg(k) > Prmin]
HO: BTS2 BTS1

3.3. Handover Algorithm for Combined Relative
and Absolute Signal Strength Method
If received signal from BTS1 is less than received signal
BTS2 by a margin, h and received signal from BTS1 is
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

less than a threshold value (Prho) then handover will be
there from BTS1 to BTS2. Similarly, if received signal
from BTS2 is less than received signal BTS1 by a margin, h and received signal from BTS2 is less than a
threshold value then handover will be there from BTS2
to BTS1. We can express these using the following simple relations.
[Prx2,avg(d) - Prx1,avg(d)] > + h and [Prx1,avg(d) < Prho]:
HO: BTS1BTS2
[Prx1,avg(d) - Prx2,avg(d)] > + h and [Prx2,avg(d) < Prho]:
HO: BTS2BTS1
Using these algorithms after large number of iterations
average number of handovers (Nho), handover delays are
calculated and plotted against hysteresis margin, standard
deviation of shadow fading component.

4. Numerical Results
Following values are chosen for the analysis purpose:
1) Standard deviation of shadow fading, σ = 6 dB
2) Distance between BTSs, D = 2000 meter.
3) Correlation distance, d0 = 20 meter.
4) Length of averaginvg window, dav =10 meter and
20 meter.
5) Velocity of mobile station, v = 2 meter/sec.
6) Sampling time, ts = 0.5 sec
7) Sampling distance, ds = vts = 1 meter.
8) Prmin = -95 dB 9. Prho = -85 dB
Analytical results are shown in Figure 2 to Figure 4. In
Figure 2, Pout is plotted against distance from BTS1. Pout
is large near the boundary of the cells and it is zero near
to any of the BTSs. Figure 3 illustrates where handoff
will take place and corresponding assignment probability
is shown in this figure.
Figure 4 shows effects of shadow fading on probability of outage are shown. Figure 4 considers d = 100, 400,
1700 i.e, very near to either of BTSs. Naturally probability of outage is very less, almost zero for small σ, but for
large values of σ, outage is possible for the specified
values. Figure 4 also considers distance near the cell
boundary (d = 900, 1200) where the signal from either of
BTSs is very low, so we see that Pout largely depends on
σ. Near to the cell boundary, probability is very large.
Figure 5 to Figure 14 shows simulation results. Average number of handoffs and handover delay are plotted
against h for different values of dav. We consider delay or
handover delay to be the distance where first handover
occurs. Actually, handover delay is total of averaging
delay and hysteresis delay. Hysteresis time: it is the time
needed when MS moves some distance away after measurements. It can be noticed from the figures Figure 5 to
Figure 7 that handover delay increases with increasing h.
And handover delay increases when averaging distance
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Figure 5. Handover delay vs. hysteresis margin for relative
signal strength with hysteresis.

and absolute signal strength based algorithm (CSS).
Handover delay is more for T = -95 dB as this allows MS
to be connected to the serving BTS for long compared to
that with T = -85 dB. Crossover point is more with dav =
30 than with dav = 10 meter because of large averaging.
It is observed that numbers of handoffs are less for
large values of hysteresis. For dav =30, number of handoffs is almost equal to one i.e, no unnecessary handovers
for the specified values. For dav =10, number of handoffs
is large. That means less averaging may lead to unnecessary handoffs. Figure 8 shows number of handoff vs.
hysteresis for relative signal strength basesd algorithm.
Number of handoff is less for dav = 30 meter due to large
averaging window length. Figure 9 shows variation of
Nho with h for CSS algorithm for different values of T
and dav. Number of handoff is lowest for T = -95 dB and
dav = 30. This happens because the current BTS keeps
control of MS for longer time. Figure 10 shows variation
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Figure 6. Handover delay vs. hysteresis margin for relative
signal strength with threshold and hysteresis.

is increased. Since more averaging consumes more time.
There is no significant change in handover delay (with
dav =30) with respect to σ after considering its correlation.
That is due to averaging of signal strength. Averaging of
signals filter out multipath component and to some extent shadow fading variation. For this reason delay vs. σ
plot is not shown. Figure 5 shows variation of handoff
delay for relative RSS for dav =10 and 30. Handoff occurs near to cell boundary for dav = 10 and h = 12. Hystersis value is to be very large for avoiding ping-pong for
this algorithm. Figure 6 shows variation of crossover
point for relative signal strength with hystersis and
threshold. Four curves have been plotted for different
threshold and dav values. Handover delay will not change
with T for large values of h and dav. For example, at h
=12 and dav =30, handoff delays for T = -85 and -95 are
same.
Figure 7 shows handover delay for combined relative
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Figure 7. Handover delay vs. hysteresis margin for combined relative & absolute signal strength with hysteresis
method.
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Figure 8. Average number of handoff vs. hysteresis margin
for relative RSS.
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of Nho with h for relative signal strength with threshold
and hysteresis based algorithm for different values of T
and dav. Number of handoff is lowest for T = -85 dB and
dav = 30. This happens because the current BTS keeps
control of MS for longer time and control is transferred
to candidate BTS only after it provides very good signal
strength to sustain good quality and avoid ping pong. We
have analyzed three different handover algorithms. Results suggest that effect of σ, h and dav similar for all different algorithms.
Next three figures show tradeoff curves for all three
different handoff algorithms considered in this paper. Fig
11 show tradeoff for relative signal strength based handoff algorithm. Tradeoff curve provides an idea for
choosing handover design parameter. Handoff parameter
may be chosen for point where Nho and Cross over point
both are low. Figure 12 shows tradeoff for CSS algorithm
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Figure 11. Tradeoff for relative RSS based algorithm.
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Figure 12. Tradeoff for relative CSS based algorithm.

for different values of dav and T. Nho is one when cross
over point is almost 1100 meter. Hence CSS algorithm
provides very good balance between two conflicting parameters Nho and handoff delay. Figure 12 shows tradeoff for relative signal strength with threshold and hysteresis based algorithm for different values of dav and T.
Nho is one when cross over point is almost 1200 meter.
Finally, Figure 14 shows tradeoff curve for all three different algorithms. Two algorithms other than relative
signal strength based handoff algorithm, provides almost
same performance with proper choice of hysteresis value.
Crossover point can be around 1200 meters with proper
setting of hystersis value for Nho = 1 (one).

4

5. Conclusions
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Figure 10. Average number of handoff vs. hysteresis margin
for relative signal strength with threshold and hysteresis.
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This paper presents very simple method to choose handover design parameters (e.g., averaging window length,
hysteresis margin, standard deviation of shadow fading)
for Mobile Cellular system. It uses analytical method for
finding probability of outage and it uses simulation
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method for finding handover delay and average number
of handoffs. Analysis and simulation results are obtained
for three different algorithms. Absolute signal strength
based algorithm has to be considered for intersystem
handoff, as relative measurements are not possible for
different cellular systems because of their different
power requirement and other criteria. If candidate signal
strength is not large enough then there may be ping-pong
effect. Relative signal strength with hysteresis and
threshold takes care of this. If serving BS strength is
enough to provide good quality of service then a handoff
to candidate BS may be considered as unnecessary.
Hence, a combined absolute and relative signal strength
based handoff algorithm can take care of this problem.
Both of these two algorithms prevent unnecessary handoff by increasing handoff delay to some extent. Handoff
decision criteria can be critical when cell splitted (microcellular) to increase capacity and decrease power requirements of MS. When there is very small hysteresis
1400
Relative THd T = -85 & dav = 10
Relative Thd dav = 30
Relative THd T = -95 & dav = 10
Relative Thd T = -95 & dav = 30

Average Crossover Point (meter)

1300
1200

margin or no hysteresis there may be ping-pong effect.
Due to dynamic behaviour of propagation environment
MS very close to BTS may be in deep fade for very short
duration (e.g., street corner effect). Handover should not
occur in such cases. To avoid this, averaging of signal
strength may be done over short duration while keeping
large hysteresis margin. Overlay macro cell may also be
employed to overcome this problem. For microcellular
systems short averaging time and large hystersis margin
is more reliable and reverse for macro cellular systems.
Probability of outage increases with increase in shadow
fading. Since designer has almost no control over the
shadow fading component, hysteresis margin can be dynamically varied to compensate the effect of shadow
fading.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, Multiband-OFDM UWB system based on IEEE 802.15.3a standard is studied and simulated
with spatial, time and frequency (STF)coding scheme. The using of STF coding method can guarantee both
full symbol rate and full diversity advantages. The simulation results show that the STF code uses multipath-rich and random-clustering characteristics of UWB channel environment on the performance of MBOFDM system.
Keywords: IEEE 802.15.3a, UWB, MB-OFDM, MIMO, Space-Time-Frequency Coding

1. Introduction
Ultra wideband (UWB) systems are the first nomination
for future wireless personal area networks (WPANs).
The enormous band with availability provides the potential for very high data rates. The ultra wide bandwidth of
UWB enables various WPAN applications such as highspeed wireless universal serial bus (WUSB) connectivity
for personal computers and their accessories, high-quality real-time video and audio transmission, and cable
replacement for home entertainment systems.
Currently, the multi-band orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) [1] is an important candidate for the physical layer within IEEE 802.15.3a
standard.
On the other hand, the rich scattering multipath channel in UWB indoor environment provides an ideal
transmission scenario for multiple antenna configurations.
In this paper, we use a space-time-frequency coding
(STFC) method [2] that can guarantee both full symbol
rate and full diversity for performance improvement of
MB-OFDM UWB systems over CM 1-CM 4 environment with 2ISO and 2I2O MIMO configurations.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, an
overview of STFC MB-OFDM UWB system is given.
Section 3 gives the simulation results, and finally Section
4 concludes the paper.

2. STFC MB-OFDM UWB System
2.1. UWB Channel Model
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

The channel model is based on Saleh-Valenzuela model
[3] according to IEEE 802.15.3a standard. The channel
impulse response can be expressed as

hi (t )  X i

Lc 1 K c 1

    t  T
i
k ,l

l

i

  ki ,l

l 0 k 0



(1)

where i represents the realization of the i-th impulse response,  ki ,l is the multipath gain coefficients, Tli is
the delay of the l-th cluster,  ki ,l is the delay of k-th ray,
and Xi represents the log-normal shadowing. The cluster
arrivals and the path arrivals within each cluster are modeled by Poisson processes
p Tl | Tl 1    exp   Tl  Tl 1   , l  0









(2)

p  k ,l |  ( k 1),l   exp    k ,l   ( k 1),l  , k  0



where Λ and λ (where λ >Λ) are the cluster arrival rate
and ray arrival rate, respectively. Four set of channel
model (CM) parameters for different measurement environments were defined, namely CM 1, CM 2, CM 3, and
CM 4. Table 1 provides the model parameters of CM
1-CM 4 [4].

2.2. STFC MB-OFDM Structure
We consider a UWB multiband OFDM system with fast
band-hopping rate that signal is transmitted on a frequency-band during one OFDM symbol interval, and then
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Table 1. The IEEE UWB channel parameters.
Parameters

 (1/nsec)

CM 1
LOS
0-4m
0.0233

CM 2
NLOS
0-4m
0.4

CM 3
NLOS
4-10m
0.0667

CM 4
NLOS
4-10m
0.0667

 (1/nsec)

2.5

0.5

2.1

2.1

cluster decay factor

7.1

5.5

14

24

Condition

ray decay factor

4.3

6.7

7.9

12

N path (10 dB)

12.5

15.3

24.9

41.2

N path (85%)

20.8

33.9

64.7

123.3

(3)

N 1

d

0T( N  PM t ) M t  (4)


 and
where P   N
 is an integer smaller than
 M t 
N, which determines the number of jointly encoded subcarriers. Also
 x p ,1 x p ,2 

Gk , P  I KM t  11 
(5)
  x*p ,2 x*p ,1 



k
i ( n) exp

 j 2 nf   t  TCP 

where dik (n) represents the complex symbol to be
transmitted over n-th subcarrier by i-th transmit antenna
during the k-th OFDM symbol period. Finally, after filtering, up conversion and band hopping, the trans-mitted
signal over i-th antenna is
si (t ) 

 Re x

k
i (t



 kTSYM ) exp( j 2 f ck t )

k 0

Y

E
DH  Z
Mt

(8)

where D is the STF coded data, H is the MIMO channel
matrix, and Z is complex baseband noise. Because of
channel estimation pilots, we can determine H, so we
have
E
WDH  WZ 
Mt

W Y 



where W  H H H



1

E
D  WZ
Mt

maximum likelihood detector over received signal matrix.
2


E


(10)
D = arg min  Y 
DH 
Mt


Therefore, the error probability will be as


Pe |H  Q 
 2M t


Mr


j 1





2

H






(11)

Table 2. The MB-OFDM UWB parameters.

Number of Subcarriers

128

Channel coding

5/8 rate convolutional

Constellation

QPSK/BPSK

Data tones

100

where x p ,k s are selected from QPSK or BPSK constel-

TFFT

242.4 nsec

lations. As mentioned earlier, we use repetition STFC
which is based on Alamouti’s structure. After STFC encoder, we add some preambles and headers for channel
estimation and frame and packet synchronization. The
baseband OFDM signal to be transmitted by i-th transmit
antenna at the k-th OFDM block can be expressed as [7]

TCP

60.6 nsec

TGI

9.5 nsec

TSYM

312.5 nsec

Decoder

Hard viterbi

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

(9)

H H . The receiver exploits a

200 Mbps



(7)

In the receiver, after frequency dehopping, down converting and filtering, we have received signal at in matrix
form as [2]

Information rate



(6)

n 0

D
D

where 1K×1 is an all one matrix,  is tensor product, and
DSF is a full diversity SF code of size N×Mt which have
been proposed in [6]. At the transmitter, the information
is jointly encoded across Mt transmit antennas, M OFDM
subcarriers, and K OFDM blocks. Each STF codeword is
a KN×Mt matrix that can be expressed as a
Dk  GkT,1 GkT,2  GkT, P


E
Mt

xik (t ) 

K 1

moved to a different frequency-band at the next interval.
In Table 2 you can see the simulation parameters of
MB-OFDM UWB system. The data is encoded by STF
code words across Mt transmit antennas, N OFDM subcarriers, and K OFDM blocks. We suppose a frequencyselective fading channels based on S-V model, between
any pair of transmit and receive antennas. Figure 1
represents the structure of system. Because of small
wavelength in UWB environment and fast frequency
hopping, consideration of independency between MIMO
channel elements is reasonable. In this case, according to
[2,5] the maximum achievable diversity is at most min
{ MtMr, rank(RT), KNMr}, where L is the number of delay path and RT is the temporal correlation matrix.
We use repetition coded STF code [2] that is a full diversity code as follows:
DSTF  1K 1  DSF
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Figure 1. STFC MB-OFDM UWB system.
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Figure 2. Simulated channel response; a) CM 1, b) CM 2, c) CM 3, d) CM 4.

3. Simulation Results
We performed simulations for a multiband UWB system
with N = 128 subcarriers and the subband bandwidth of
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

528 MHz. Each OFDM symbol was of duration 242.42
ns. After adding the cyclic prefix of length 60.61 ns and
the guard interval of length 9.47 ns, the symbol duration
became 312.5 ns. Figure 2 gives the simulated channel
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Figure 3. The performance of MB-OFDM UWB.
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impulse responses for CM 1-CM 4. We used a repetition
STFC based on Alamouti’s structure that can guarantee
full diversity [2]. Also we used 5/8-rate convolutional
coding for improving performance. So our pure data rate
was 200 Mbps. We first simulated UWB channel based
on IEEE 802.15.3a standard. CM 2 is 0-4 m, non line of
sight channel, so it is reasonable to consider CM 2 for
realistic application. Figure 3 gives the BER performance of MB-OFDM UWB as a function of SNR for CM
2 channel model, as frame length is 4200 QPSK symbols.
In each frame, 600 symbols were preamble pilot for
channel estimation. 100 channel realizations of IEEE
802.15.3a channel model (CM 1, 2, 3 and 4) were considered for the transmission of each symbol.
Figure 4 gives the BER performance of STFC coded
MB-OFDM UWB as a function of SNR for CM 2 channel model without channel coding with the data jointly
encoded across two subcarriers. The simulation results
show that for CM 2 scenario, when K=1 the 2ISO and
2I2O configurations are almost 8.5dB and 16 dB better
than MB-OFDM, respectively. For K=2, the 2ISO and
2I2O configurations are almost 11.5dB and 17.5 dB better than MB-OFDM, respectively.
Figure 5 gives the BER performance of STFC coded
MB-OFDM UWB as a function of SNR for CM 2 and
CM 4 for 2ISO and 2I2O configurations with the data
jointly encoded across two subcarriers, when K=1. In
conventional MB-OFDM, performance for CM 4 is
worse than other scenarios, but it can be seen that the
simulated performance for CM 4 is better than CM 2,
when repetition STFC is employed. In coded system under CM 4 the coding gain is larger. It seems that space
time frequency coding yields the MB-OFDM system can
gain the multipath clustering property of UWB environments.
In fact, when repetition STFC is employed, in comparison with other scenarios, CM 4 has the minimum correlation among OFDM subcarriers.
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4. Conclusions
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ABSTRACT
Cognitive radar is a new framework of radar system proposed by Simon Haykin recently. Adaptive waveform selection is an important problem of intelligent transmitter in cognitive radar. In this paper, the problem
of adaptive waveform selection is modeled as stochastic dynamic programming model. Then Q-learning is
used to solve it. Q-learning can solve the problems that we do not know the explicit knowledge of statetransition probabilities. The simulation results demonstrate that this method approaches the optimal waveform selection scheme and has lower uncertainty of state estimation compared to fixed waveform. Finally,
the whole paper is summarized.
Keywords: Waveform Selection; Q-Learning; Space Division; Cognitive Radar

1. Introduction
Radar is the name of an electronic system used for the
detection and location of objects. Radar development
was accelerated during World War Ⅱ. Since that time it
has continued such that present-day systems are very
sophisticated and advanced. Cognitive radar is an intelligent form of radar system proposed by Simon Haykin
and it has many advantages [1]. However, cognitive radar is only an ideal framework of radar system, and there
are many problems need to be solved.
Adaptive waveform selection is an important problem
in cognitive radar, with the aim of selecting the optimal
waveform and tracking targets with more accuracy according to different environment. In [2], it is shown that
tracking errors are highly dependent on the waveforms
used and in many situations tracking performance using
a good heterogeneous waveform is improved by an order
of magnitude when compared with a scheme using a
homogeneous pulse with the same energy. In [3], an
adaptive waveform selective probabilistic data association algorithm for tracking a single target in clutter is
presented. The problem of waveform selection can be
thought of as a sensor scheduling problem, as each possible waveform provides a different means of measuring
the environment, and related works have been examined
in [4,5]. In [6], radar waveform selection algorithms for
tracking accelerating targets are considered. In [7], genetic algorithms are used to perform waveform selection
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

utilizing the autocorrelation and ambiguity functions in
the fitness evaluation. In [8], Incremental Pruning method is used to solve the problem of adaptive waveform
selection for target detection. The problem of optimal
adaptive waveform selection for target tracking is also
presented in [9].
In this paper, the problem of adaptive waveform selection in cognitive radar is viewed as a problem of stochastic dynamic programming and Q-learning is used to
solve it.

2. Division in Radar Beam Space
The most important parameters that a radar measures for
a target are range, Doppler frequency, and two orthogonal space angles. However, in most circumstances, angle
resolution can be considered independently from range
and Doppler resolution. We may envision a radar resolution cell that contains a certain two-dimensional hypervolume that defines resolution.
Figure 1 is abridged general view of range and Doppler. Range resolution, denoted as ΔR, is a radar metric
that describes its ability to detect targets in close proximity to each other as distinct objects. Radar systems are
normally designed to operate between a minimum range
Rmin, and maximum range Rmax. Targets seperated by at
least ΔR will be completely resolved in range. Radars use
Doppler frequency to extract target radial velocity (range
rate), as well as to distinguish moving and stationary
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with an expected frequency shift v0 has an impulse response
h(t )  s* (t )e j 2 0t

(5)

The output is given by

x(t )   s (  t )e  j 2 0 (  t ) r ( )d 

where v0 is an expected frequency shift.
The baseband received signal will be modeled as a return from a Swerling target:

Figure 1. A closing target.

targets or objects such as clutter. The Doppler phenomenon describes the shift in the center frequency of an incident waveform.
In general, a waveform can be tailored to achieve either good Doppler or good range resolution, but not both
simultaneously. So we need to consider the problem of
adaptive waveform scheduling. The basic scheme for
adaptive waveform scheduling is to define a cost function that describes the cost of observing a target in a particular location for each individual pulse and select the
waveform that optimizes this function on a pulse by
pulse basis.
We make no assumptions about the number of targets
that may be present. We divide the area covered by a
particular radar beam into a grid in range-Doppler space,
with the cells in range indexed by t=1,…,N and those in
Doppler indexed by v=1,…,M. There may be 0 target, 1
target or NM targets. So
0
1
2
NM 1
NM
CNM
 CNM
 CNM
 ...  CNM
 CNM
 2 NM

We define

(2)

bxx is the measurement probability where

bxx (ut )  P (Yt 1  x  | X t  x, ut )

x(t )   s (  t )r ( )d 

(4)

In the radar case, the return signal is expected to be Doppler shifted, then the matched filter to a return signal
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

(7)

where s (t , , d )  s (t   )e j 2 d t is a delayed t and Doppler-shifted vd replica of the emitted baseband complex
envelope signal s(t); I is a target indicator. A approaches
a complex Gassian random variable with zero mean and
variance 2 A2 . We assume n(t) is complex white Gaussian noise independent of A, with zero mean and variance 2N0.
At time t the magnitude square of the output of a filter
matched to a zero delay and a zero Doppler shift is



2

x(t ) 

t

0

r (  ) s  (  t ) d 

2

(8)

When there is no target
r (t )  v(t )

(9)

So
0

x( 0 )   n( ) s (   0 )d 

(10)

0

The random variable x( 0 ). is complex Gaussian,
with zero mean and variance given by

 02  E  x( 0 ) x ( 0 )  2 N 0

(11)

ξ is the energy of the transmitted pulse.
When target is present
r (t )  As (t   )e j 2 d t I  n(t )

(12)

0

x( 0 )    As (   )e j 2 d   n( ) s  (   0 )d  (13)
0

This random variable is still zero mean, with variance
given by
 12  E  x( 0 ) x ( 0 )

(3)

Assume the transmitted baseband signal is s(t), and the
received baseband signal is r(t). The matched filter is the
one with an impulse response h(t)=s*(–t), so an output
process of our matched filter is


r (t )  As (t   )e j 2 d t I  n(t )

(1)

The number of possible scenes or hypotheses about
the radar scene is 2NM. Let the space of hypotheses be
denoted by X. The state of our model is Xt=x where x∈X.
Let Yt be the measurement variable. Let ut be the control
variable that indicates which waveform is chosen at time
t to generate measurement Yt+1, where ut∈U. The probability of receiving a particular measurement Xt=x will
depend on both the true, underlying scene and on the
choice of waveform used to generate the measurement.
We define axx is state transition probability where
axx  P ( xt 1  x | xt  x)

(6)

  02 (1 

2 A2  2

 02

(14)

A( 0   , 0  ))

A(t,v)is ambiguity function, given by
A( , ) 



1
2

s ( ) d 



 s ( ) s (   )e


2

j 2

d

2

(15)

Recall that the magnitude square of a complex Gaussian random variable x ~ N (0,  i2 ) is exponentially
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distributed, with density given by


1

y  x2 ~

e

2 i2

also the solution of
y

T

2 i2



1

D

2 02

Pf  

e

x
2 02

V  (p(0))  max E[  t R (p t , ut )]

(16)

We consequently have that the probability of false
alarm Pf is given by
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dx  e



D
2 02

(17)



where Pt is the conditional density of the state given the
measurements and the controls and P0 is the a priori
probability density of the scene. P is a sufficient statistic
for the true state Xt. So we need to solve the following
problem
T

max E[  t R (p t , ut )]

And the probability of detection Pd by
Pd  





1

e

x
2 12

dx  e



2 02 (1

2 A2  2

 02

A ( 0  , 0  ))

(18)

2
In the case when a target is present in cell ( , ) , assuming its actual location in the cell has a uniform distribution
2
1

D

D



Pd 

1
A


(

2 02 (1
a ,a  A )

2 A2  2

e

 02

A ( 0  , 0  ))

d a d a (19)

where A is the resolution cell centred on (t,v) with volume |A|.

(23)

t 0

D



(22)

t 0

The refreshment formula of Pt is given by
pt 1 

BAp t
1 ' LApt

(24)

where B is the diagonal matrix with the vector (bxx (ut ))
the non-zero elements and 1 is a column vector of ones.
A is state transition matrix.
If we wanted to solve this problem using classical dynamic programming, we could have to find the value
function Vt (pt ) using
Vt (p t )  max( Rt (p t , ut )   E{Vt 1 (pt 1 ) | pt }) (25)
ut

It can also be written in probability form

3. Q-Learning-Based Stochastic Dynamic
Programming

Vt (pt )  max( Rt (pt , ut )    P (p p t , ut )Vt 1 (p)) (26)
ut

A target for which measurements are to be made will fall
in a resolution cell. Another target, conceptually, does
not interfere with measurements on the first if it occupies
another resolution cell different from the first. Thus,
conceptually, as long as each target occupies a resolution
cell and the cells are all disjoint, the radar can make
measurements on each target free of interference from
others.
Define   {u0 , u1 ,..., uT } where T=1 is the maximum
number of dwells that can be used to detect and confirm
targets for a given beam. Then  is a sequence of
waveforms that could be used for that decision process.
We can obtain different  according to different environment in cognitive radar. Let

p P

However, in radar scene, explicit knowledge of target
state-transition probabilities are unknown. So directly
using Bellman’s dynamic programming is very hard. The
Q-leaning algorithm is a direct approximation of Bellman’s dynamic programming, and it can solve the problem that we do not know explicit knowledge of
state-transition probabilities. For this reason, Q-learning
is very suitable to be used in the problem of adaptive
waveform selection in cognitive radar.
We define a Q-factor in our problem. For a state-action pair (pt , ut ) ,
Q (p t , ut ) 

 P(p p , u )[ R (p p , u )   V

Vt ( X t )  E[  R( X t , ut )]

T

V  ( X t )  max E[  t R ( X t , ut )]


(21)

t 0

However, knowledge of the actual state is not available. Using the method of [10], we can obtain that the
optimal control policy   that is the solution of (21) is
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

t

t

t 1

t

]

(27)

Vt *  max Q(p t , ut )

(20)

(28)

ut

t 0

where R（Xt,ut） is the reward earned when the scene Xt
is observed using waveform ut and γ is discount factor.
Then the aim of our problem is to find the sequence  
that satisfies

t

According to (26), (27) we can derive

T

t

t

p P

The above establishes the relationship between the
value function of a state and the Q-factors associated
with a state. Then it should be clear that, if the Q-factors
are known, one can obtain the value function of a given
state from above fomula.
So Q form of Bellman equation is
Q(p t , ut )


 P(p p , u )[ R (p p , u )   max Q(p

p P

t

t

t

t

t

ut 1

t 1

, ut 1 )]

(29)
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Let us denote the ith independent sample of a random
variable X by Si and the expected value by E(X). Xn is the
estimate of X in the n th iteration. So
n

E ( X )  lim

s

i

i 1

n 

(30)

n

n

Xn 

s

i

i 1

(31)

n

We can derive
X n 1  (1   n 1 ) X n   n 1 s n 1

(32)

where

 n 1 

1
n 1

AL.

4. Simulation
In this section, we make three experiments. In order to
explain the necessity of waveform selection, we make
the curve of measurement probability versus SNR of
three waveforms. Curve of uncertainty of state estimation demonstrates validity of our proposed algorithm. We
also plot the figure of Q value space versus state and
waveform.
We consider a simple situation. The state space is 4×
4. We consider 5 different waveforms where for each
waveform u, and each hypotheses for the target x , the
distribution of x is given in Table 1. The discount factor γ=0.9. State transition matrix A is given by
0.96
 0.01
A
0.02

 0.01

(33)

So
Q(p t , ut )  E[ Rt (p pt , ut )   max Q(pt 1 , ut 1 )] (34)
ut 1

where E is the expectation operator. We could use this
scheme in a simulator to estimate the same Q-factor.
Using this algorithm, Equation (29) becomes:
Q n 1 (pt , ut )  (1   n 1 )Q n (pt , ut )
 n 1[ Rt (p pt , ut )   max Q n (pt 1 , ut 1 )]

(35)

ut 1

Obviously, we do not have the transition probabilities
in it.
Our Q-learning algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. Initialize the Q-factors to 0. Set n=1.
Step 2. For t=0,1,…T,do step 3-step 6.
Step 3. Simulation action ut. Let the curren state be Pt,
and the next state be Pt+1.
Step 4. Find the decision using the current Q-factors:
ut  arg max Qtn 1 (p tn , ut )

R (p, u )  p ' p  1

The formula E(–R) can be considered as the uncertainty in the state estimation. In other words, it can be
considered as the tracking errors.
Figure 2 is curve of measurement probability versus
SNR of three waveforms. From this curve we can see
that with the same SNR, different waveforms correspond
to different measurement probability. Generally speaking,
the waveform with wide pulse duration corresponds to
high measurement probability. From this point of view,
the waveform with wide pulse duration is better. However, wide pulse duration means large energy of the
transmitted pulse. So we should improve measurement
1

(36)

Step 5. Update Q(Pt,ut) using the following equation:
(pt , ut )  (1  

)Q (pt , ut )

 n 1[ Rt (p pt , ut )   max Q n (pt 1 , ut 1 )]

(37)

ut 1

Step 6. Find the next state:
pt 1

waveform1
waveform2
waveform3

0.8

n

BAp t

1 ' BApt

(38)

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Step 6. Increment n. If n<N, go to step 2.
Step 7. For each Pt∈P, select
d (pt )  arg max Q(p t 1 , ut 1 )

Measurement Probability

Q

(41)

0.9

n 1

(40)

Following the approach described in [11,12], linear
form of reward function will be adopted:

ut

n 1

0.02 0.01 0.04 
0.93 0.03 0.04 
0.03 0.95 0.02 

0.02 0.01 0.9 

0.1
0

(39)

-10

0

10

20
SNR(dB)

30

40

50

ut

The policy generated by the algorithn is d̂ . Stop.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 2. Curve of measurement probability versus SNR of
three waveforms.
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Table 1. Measurement probabilities for the example scenario.
x=1
x’=1,2,3,4
0.97,0.01
0.01,0.01
0.96,0.01
0.02,0.01
0.94,0.02
0.03,0.01
0.96,0.01
0.01,0.02
0.95,0.02
0.01,0.02

u=1
u=2
u=3
u=4
u=5

x=2
x’=1,2,3,4
0.01,0.01
0.96,0.02
0.02,0.95
0.01,0.02
0.02,0.02
0.01,0.95
0.01,0.02
0.96,0.01
0.01,0.97
0.01,0.01

x=3
x’=1,2,3,4
0.01,0.02,
0.01,0.96
0.01,0.01,
0.01,0.97
0.02,0.96,
0.01,0.97
0.97,0.01,
0.01,0.01
0.02,0.01
0.96,0.01

x=4
x’=1,2,3,4
0.96,0.01,
0.01,0.02
0.02,0.96,
0.01,0.01
0.01,0.02,
0.95,0.02
0.03,0.95,
0.01,0.01
0.04,0.94
0.01,0.01

4

3

2

1

1
2

probability through changing waveforms according to
different environment and make a balance between the
width of pulse duration and the energy of the transmitted
pulse. We can also derive measurement probabilities for
the example scenario from this curve, as is shown in Table 1.
Figure 3 is curve of uncertainty of state estimation.
From this curve we can see that for all the cases, the uncertainty of state estimation is decreasing with time, no
matter how the state is changing with time. Compared to
a fixed waveform, Q-learning algorithm we proposed has
lower uncertainty of state estimation. That means our
algorithm will reduce uncertainty in locating targets.
Meanwhile our algorithm approaches the optimal waveform selection scheme even though explicit knowledge
of state-transition probabilities is unknown.
Figure 4 is the figure of Q value space versus state and
waveform. Q value of different state-waveform pair can
be obtained in this figure. We can see that the proposed
algorithm has lower computational cost.

5. Conclusions
Adaptive waveform selection is an important problem in
cognitive radar and the problem of adaptive waveform
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ABSTRACT
Studies have shown that packet reordering is common, especially in satellite networks where there are link
level retransmissions and multipath routing. Moreover, traditional satellite networks exhibit high corruption
rates causing packet losses. Reordering and corruption of packets decrease the TCP performance of a network, mainly because it leads to overestimation of the congestion in the network. We consider satellite networks and analyze the performance of such networks when reordering and corruption of packets occurs. We
propose a solution that could significantly improve the performance of the network when reordering and
corruption of packets occur in a satellite network. We report results of our simulation experiments, which
support this claim.
Keywords: TCP, Packet, Reorder, Throughput, Drops, Congestion, Multipath, Satellite

1. Introduction
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the commonly
used transport protocol in the Internet. The TCP protocol
provides a reliable, connection oriented, in-order delivery of data between any two hosts in the Internet [1]. To
ensure the data is delivered from the sender to receiver
correctly and in-order, the TCP sender uses sequence
numbers to each octet of data that is transmitted and the
TCP receiver acknowledgements (ACKs) the receipt of
these transmitted bytes that are received correctly and
in-order. Since ACKs are cumulative, the receipt of
out-of-order packets generates duplicate ACKs that are
sent to the TCP sender. TCP assumes congestion in the
network to be the cause of loss of packets. Thus when a
TCP sender receives three successive duplicate ACKs, it
assumes a packet has been lost and that this loss is an
indication of network congestion and reduces its sending
rate [2].
Networking using satellites began by using individual
satellites in Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO), where the
signals were amplified and then up-linked to the GEO
satellite. The satellite then frequency-shifts the signal
and broadcasts it down to a large ground area. These
GEO satellites acted as simple transparent ‘bent-pipe’
repeaters [3]. A Lower Earth Orbit (LEO) network such
as Iridium [4] has several satellites connected together to
form a network. When there is congestion in a particular

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

path, the satellite routes the packets through a different
path. This introduces reordering of packets [5]. Satellite
networks such as GEO and LEO have high round trip
times (RTTs), typically in the order of several hundred
milliseconds. In order to keep the pipe full, link-layer
retransmission protocols send subsequent packets while
awaiting an ACK or negative acknowledgement (NAK)
for a previously sent packet. Here, a link-layer retransmission is reordered by the number of packets that were
sent between the original transmission of that packet and
the return of the ACK or NAK [6].
In satellite networks, the packet loss is mainly due to
corruption. These corrupted packets could be dropped
either in the routers (in case of LEO network) or in the
receiver when the header checksum fails. If the link layer
at the receiver detects any errors and if there is enough
redundancy transmitted in the code, then the errors can
be corrected using the Forward Error Correction (FEC)
algorithms without requesting for a retransmission.
Therefore, the link layer could pass the error free packet
to the top layers. If the link layer detects an error but
cannot correct it (i.e. the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
fails, the link layer drops the corrupted packet and the
link layer at the receiver requests the link layer at the
sender to retransmit the packet. These link level retransmissions only make a limited attempt to recover the lost
packet. If the link layer cannot recover the lost packet, it
will be left to the higher layers to recover the packet.
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Thus when packets are lost due to corruption, link layer
protocols that do not attempt in-order delivery across the
link cause packets to reach the TCP receiver in out-oforder. This leads to the generation of duplicate ACKs by
the TCP receiver, which causes the sender to invoke fast
retransmission and recovery [7].
There have been many proposals for extending TCP to
improve the performance when the losses are mainly due
to corruption. Some of the proposed mechanisms are the
Explicit Loss Notification (ELN) mechanism [8], Explicit Transport Error Notification (ETEN) [9], Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) [10], TCP PEACH [11] etc. These
proposals improve the performance of TCP when packets
get lost due to corruption in the network but do not consider the effects caused due to reordering of packets.
Several methods to detect the needless retransmission
due to the reordering of packets have also been proposed:
The DSACK (Duplicate Selective Acknowledgement)
option in TCP, allows the TCP receiver to report to the
sender when duplicate segments arrive at the receiver’s
end. Using this information, the sender can determine
whether a retransmission was spurious [12]. If the retransmission was spurious, then the slow start threshold
(ssthresh) is set to the previous congestion window
(cwnd). Their proposal does not specify any mechanisms
to proactively detect reordering of packets. We term this
mechanism as DSACK-R (DSACK with Recovery).
In [13], the authors propose mechanisms to detect and
recover from false retransmits using the DSACK information. They propose several algorithms for proactively
avoiding false retransmits by adaptively varying the duplicate threshold (dupthresh) value. The DSACK-FA
algorithm (DSACK-R + fixed FA ratio), the dupthresh
value is chosen to avoid a percentage of false fast retransmits, by setting the dupthresh value equal to the
percentile value in the reordering length cumulative distribution. The percentage of reordering the algorithm
avoids is known as FA ratio algorithm. In the DSACKFAES algorithm (DSACK-FA + Enhanced RTT sampling), the DSACK-FA algorithm is combined with a
RTT sampling algorithm which samples the RTT of retransmitted packets caused by packet delays. The
DSACK-TA algorithm (DSACK-FA + Timeout Avoidance) uses cost functions that heuristically increase or
decrease the FA ratio such that the throughput is maximized for a connection experiencing reordering. The FA
ratio will increase when false retransmits occur and the
FA ratio will decrease when there are significant timeouts. In the DSACK-TAES algorithm (DSACK-TA +
Enhanced RTT sampling), the DSACK-TA algorithm is
combined with a RTT sampling algorithm which samples
the RTT of retransmitted packets caused by packet delays. According to [19], the DSACK-TA algorithm performed the best when compared with the other algorithms for various delay distributions. DSACK-TAES
performed better than DSACK-TA for large packet deCopyright © 2009 SciRes.

lays that exceeded the one second minimum RTO. For
other delay distributions, both DSACK-TA and DSACKTAES perform similarly.
In [14], we proposed a novel method to enable the
TCP senders to distinguish whether a packet has been
dropped or reordered in the network by using the gateways to inform the ‘receiver’ about the dropped packets.
This mechanism was called the Explicit Packet Drop
Notification version 2.0 (EPDNv2). The receiver then
uses this information to inform the sender about which
packets have been reordered by setting a drop-negative
bit. If the packets had been dropped in the network, the
TCP sender retransmits the lost packets after waiting for
three duplicate ACKs. If the packets are assumed to be
reordered in the network, the TCP sender waits for ‘3+k’
duplicate ACKs (k,1) before retransmitting the packets.
We termed this new version of TCP as Reorder Notifying TCP (RN-TCP). Although using EPDNv2 requires
modifications to all routers along the path, when combined with RN-TCP it gave good performance improvements. The computational and storage costs, and other
implementation issues were analyzed in detail in [14].
The proposals mentioned to alleviate the TCP performance in the presence of packet reordering do not
consider error prone networks. It would be interesting to
find out the performance of these protocols when reordering happens in a network that is error prone. If a
packet had been actually dropped due to corruption,
having an increased value of dupthresh may require a
timeout to detect the packet loss. Thus increasing the
dupthresh value to more than three when a packet has
been assumed not to be dropped may have serious implications in the performance, if the packet had actually
been dropped due to corruption. The EPDNv2 mechanism proposed by us in [14], informs the sender/receiver
about dropped packets. This could be dropped due to
congestion in the network or due to corruption in the
network. RN-TCP retransmits the lost packet and reduces the transmission rate even if the packets had been
dropped due to corruption. If a packet had actually been
lost due to corruption, the performance of TCP can be
improved, if the TCP sender does not reduce the cwnd
upon a retransmission of the lost packet. Moreover, when
networks exhibit high RTT, unnecessary reduction of the
cwnd requires large number of RTTs to retrieve back to
the previous cwnd. This reduces the throughput performance. Thus, it was imperative for us to propose a
new TCP protocol, that can improve the throughput performance when packets experience reordering and corruption.
In this paper, we propose extending the SACK protocol to enable TCP senders to recognize whether a received duplicate ACK means that a packet has been
dropped or corrupted/reordered. The extended protocol
also requires a modification to EPDNv2. We call the
modified mechanism as Explicit Packet Drop NotificaIJCNS
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tion Version 3.0 (EPDNv3) mechanism to infer which
packets have been dropped due to congestion. The TCP
sender uses this information to take an appropriate action.
We term this new TCP protocols as Robust TCP
(TCP-R).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the details of our proposed solution. In
Section 3 discusses the simulation environment. Section
4 discusses the simulation results. We conclude the paper
with a summary of our work and a short discussion of the
further research in Section 5.

2. Implementation Details
2.1. EPDNv3
We propose a mechanism similar to EPDNv2 (proposed
by us in [14]), by maintaining information about packets
dropped due to congestion in the gateways and not by
header checksum error which occurs mainly due to corruption1. Corrupted packets dropped by the MAC layer
are not maintained. Each gateway maintains information
about dropped packets in the gateways. This is by having
a hashtable that maintains for each flow the maximum
sequence number and minimum sequence number of the
packets that get dropped due to congestion in the gateway. When the next data packet of flow i passes through
that gateway, the gateway inserts the maximum sequence
number and the minimum sequence number of the
dropped packets in the data packet and the entry is deleted from the data structure. We term this mechanism of
explicitly informing the receiver about the dropped information as Explicit Packet Drop Notification Version
3.0 (EPDNv3.0)2.

2.2. TCP-R: Robust TCP
We propose extending the TCP SACK protocol to enable
TCP senders to recognize whether a received duplicate
ACK means that a packet has been dropped or corrupted/reordered in the network. The extended protocol
uses the EPDNv3.0 mechanism mentioned above to infer
which packets have been dropped. The TCP-R receiver
maintains two lists: the reorder/corruption list and the
drop list. The TCP-R receiver uses the algorithm mentioned in [14] to determine which packets have been
1

EPDNv2 maintains information about drops caused by both corrupted
and congested packets. The implementation details are similar to
EPDNv2.
2
The implementation details are similar to EPDNv2. The implementation issues and costs have been thoroughly analyzed in [14].
3
TCP-R uses the reorder list specified in [14] to store out-of-order
packet sequence numbers caused by losses due to corruption and reordering. We denote the list as reor-der/corruption list.
4
The drop-negative bit is set to 1.
5
The drop-negative bit is set to 0.
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dropped due to congestion and which have been reordered or corrupted, and puts those sequence numbers into
the corresponding lists3. Informing the sender is done by
setting the drop-negative bit in corresponding duplicate
ACKs if the packet has been assumed to be reordered or
corrupted4. If the packets are assumed to be reordered or
corrupted in the network, the TCP-R sender retransmits
the packet after receiving three duplicate ACKs with the
drop-negative bit set and enters our modified fast recovery mechanism where the procedure of reducing the
ssthresh and the cwnd are bypassed i.e. we do not reduce
the ssthresh and the cwnd. In order to prevent TCP-R
from falsely misjudging drops due to congestion and not
reducing the sending rate, we ensure the modified fast
recovery mechanism is executed only in the absence of
ECN messages. If the packets had been dropped in the
network, the TCP-R sender retransmits the lost packet
after waiting for three duplicate ACKs (fast retransmit)
and reduces the cwnd by half (fast recovery)5.
In an environment where out-of-order packets can
happen due to corruption and reordering, the throughput
performance can be improved if we do not reduce the
cwnd upon the occurrence of a reordering or a corruption
event. Even though TCP-R unnecessarily retransmits a
reordered packet, it reduces the instances of timeouts by
not delaying the retransmission of corrupted packets.
Moreover it does not reduce the cwnd unnecessarily, thus
improving the throughput of the sender.
2.2.1. Sender Side: Implementation Details
When an ACK is received the TCP sender does the following,
 If none of the three duplicate ACKs received have
their drop-negative bit set, then the sender assumes
that the packet has been dropped. So the sender retransmits the lost packet after receiving three duplicate ACKs and enters fast recovery.
 If all the three duplicate ACKs received have their
drop-negative bit set and the ECE bit is set to zero
(i.e no ECN information has been received off
lately), then the sender assumes that the packet has
been reordered or corrupted in the network and retransmits the packet immediately. The procedure of
reducing the ssthresh and the cwnd in the fast recovery procedure are bypassed. In order to avoid multiple retransmits, we ensure that a packet assumed to
be reordered or corrupted would be retransmitted
only once in a RTT.

3. Simulation Environment
Figure 1 presents the topology used for our simulations.
The simulated network has a source and destination node
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Figure 1. TCP-R: Simulated network.

connected to two intermediate routers. The nodes are
connected to the routers via 10 Mbps Ethernet having a
delay of 1 ms. The routers are connected to each other
via long delay link with a fixed link capacity (set to 1.5
Mbps) and variable delay. Our simulations use 1500 byte
packets. We used the RED queuing strategy with a queue
size set to the bandwidth delay product. All routers were
ECN enabled. Reordering and packet drops are introduced at the bottleneck link (R1,R2). The experiments
were conducted using a single long lived FTP flow traversing the network topology, except otherwise noted. The
maximum window size of the TCP flow was also set to
the bandwidth delay product. The TCP flow lasts 1000
seconds.
Our simulations consider the case of both LEO and
GEO satellite links. The lack of flexibility of the current
ns-2 simulator to delay a fraction of packets and to test
for various average packet delays for satellite links
caused us to model the satellite links by representing a
wired link with the same capacity and delay as a GEO or
a LEO satellite link, similar to [15]. The GEO satellite
link has roughly a delay of 300 ms (one way). The LEO
satellite link has a one way delay that varies [40,400] ms
depending on whether the LEO network has one satellite
hop or multiple hops and how far each of these satellite
hops are placed [15]. In GEO networks, we consider the
reordering to be caused only due to link level retransmissions and in LEO networks we consider the case of link
level retransmissions and multipath routing. Reordering
is caused when a delayed packet with a higher sequence
number is scheduled to traverse the link later than an
un-delayed packet with a lower sequence number. To
simulate packet reordering, we delay a percentage of
packets traversing the link by delay distributions. Our
experiments can be classified into the following scenarios.
1) Scenario 1: The link layer at the receiver could detect and correct some of the corrupted packets using link
level retransmissions. Those packets that cannot be recovered at the link layer will not arrive at the TCP, causing out-of-order packets. In addition to this, some corrupted packets may have been dropped by the satellite
nodes (incase of LEO networks). Due to retransmission
at the link layer, some of the packets could have been
reordered. Thus the TCP receiver will receive out-oforder packets caused by both reordering and corruption.
In order to simulate packet loss due to corruption, the
experiments were performed for a BER of 106.
2) Scenario 2: The link layer at the receiver could detect and correct all corrupted packets using link level
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

retransmissions, but these link level retransmissions
could cause reordering. In this scenario, we assume all
packets are correctly retrieved in the link layer after retransmissions. In addition to this, we also assume that the
intermediate satellite nodes do not drop any corrupted
packets. In order to simulate no loss of packets, we set
the BER to zero. Thus the TCP receiver will receive
out-of-order packets caused by reordering only.
3) Scenario 3: Reordering of packets caused due to
multipath routing (in LEO networks) and some packets
getting dropped due to corruption. Thus the TCP receiver
will receive out-of-order packets caused by reordering
and corruption. In order to simulate packet loss due to
corruption, the experiments were performed for a BER of
106.
4) Scenario 4: Reordering of packets caused due to
multipath routing (in LEO networks) and no packets getting dropped due to corruption. In order to simulate no
loss of packets, we set the BER to zero. Thus the TCP
receiver will receive out-of-order packets caused by reordering.
We compare TCP-R with RN-TCP(EPDNv2) i.e.
when RN-TCP operates with EPDNv2, RN-TCP (EPDNv3) i.e. when RN-TCP operates with EPDNv3, DSACKTA, DSACK-R and SACK.

4. Results
4.1. Reordering due to Link Level
Retransmissions
In this section, we consider the case when packets get
reordered due to link level retransmissions in GEO and
LEO networks. The propagation delay was set to 300 ms.
To introduce severe packet delays in the order of multiple of RTTs, we used a mean packet delay of yP s (P is
the propagation delay) and standard deviation of y/3 P
s, such that the delay introduced varied from 0 to 2yP s.
The packet delay rate was fixed at 4%. We varied the
value of y from 1.0 to 6.0.
4.1.1. Throughput: Large Reordering Delays (Scenario 1)
In this section, we compare the throughput performance
of TCP-R, RN-TCP(EPDNv2), RN-TCP(EPDNv3), DSACK-TA, DSACK-R and SACK when the packets experience reordering and losses due to corruption. In order
to simulate packet losses due to corruption, we set the
BER to 106. Figure 2 presents the results of the simulations. As we increase y, the RTT of the packet that gets
delayed exceeds the one second minimum RTO causing
large number of timeouts. TCP-R outperforms RN-TCP
(EPDNv2), RN-TCP(EPDNv3), DSACK-TA, DSACKR and SACK for all tested mean packet delays from 0.3 s
to 1.8 s. For example, when the average packet delay is
0.9 s, TCP-R gives a three fold throughput improvement
IJCNS
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the cwnd after receiving three duplicate ACKs. Thus
RN-TCP(EPDNv2) encounters more fast retransmissions
than RN-TCP(EPDNv3) but lesser incidence of timeouts
compared to RN-TCP(EPDNv3) and DSACK-TA. On
the other hand, EPDNv3 informs the sender only about
packets dropped due to congestion. Thus RN-TCP
(EPDNv3) would assume the packet to be reordered and
delays the fast retransmission procedure. This could
cause the timer to expire leading to timeouts. Unlike RNTCP and DSACK-TA, TCP-R on detecting the packet
has not been dropped due to congestion in the network,
retransmits the packet after receiving three duplicate
ACKs without reducing the cwnd. This reduces the incidence of timeouts and unnecessary reduction of the cwnd
due to fast retransmissions, leading to an improved
throughput performance.

Figure 2. GEO link: Propagation delay of 300 ms, BER of
10.

4.1.2. Throughput: Large Reordering Delays
(Scenario 2).
Figure 3 presents the results of the simulations when
packets just experience reordering and no loss of packets
due to corruption. RN-TCP(EPDNv2) and RN-TCP
(EPDNv3) perform similarly as both EPDN versions
store only packets that get dropped due to congestion as
there are no drops due to corruption. Initially, TCP-R
performs slightly less compared to RN-TCP and
DSACK-TA for average packet delays of 0.3 s and 0.45
s. From further investigation, as TCP-R sends more
packets compared to RN-TCP and DSACK-TA (TCP-R
does not prevent retransmission of corrupted or reordered
packets), the ECN enabled routers mark the packets of
the TCP-R flow by setting the CE bit. This causes
TCP-R to reduce the cwnd more often. When the average
packet delay is more than 0.6 s, TCP-R performs better
than the other protocols. For example, when the average
packet delay is set to 0.9 s, TCP-R gives a 4% throughput improvement over RN-TCP, 9% improvement over
DSACK-TA, four times more than DSACK-R and six
times more than SACK. Similarly when the average
packet delay is set to 1.8 s, TCP-R gives a two fold
throughput performance over RN-TCP, 80% improvement over DSACK-TA, three times more than DSACKR and SACK. Moreover DSACK-TA undergoes large
number of cwnd reductions due to fast retransmissions
and has a higher timeout ratio compared to RN-TCP and
TCP-R. TCP-R has almost zero fast retransmit and
timeout ratios.

4.2. Reordering Due to Multipath Routing
over the other protocols. When the average packet delay
is 1.8 s (3 x RTT), TCP-R gives more than a two fold
throughput improvement over the other protocols.
When packets get dropped in the gateways due to
header checksum error caused by corruption, EPDNv2
informs the sender about the dropped information.
RN-TCP(EPDNv2) on receipt of this information, retransmits the corrupted packet immediately and reduces
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

In this section, we consider the case when packets get
reordered due to multipath routing in LEO networks. The
propagation delay was set to 400 ms. Multipath routing
produces modal delays i.e. when successive packets are
sent on paths with different RTTs, these packets would
be reordered proportionally to the RTT difference of the
path. 50% of the data packets were delayed. We performed
IJCNS
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DSACK-TA, RN-TCP and TCP-R when packets experience losses due to corruption and reordering. The experiments were performed for a BER of 106.
Figure 4 presents the results of the simulations when
the propagation delay was set to 400 ms. For all tested
average packet delays, TCP-R outperforms the other
protocols. For example, when the average packet delay is
0.4 s, TCP-R performs four times more than RN-TCP
(EPDNv2), five times more than DSACK-TA and RN-

Figure 3. GEO link: Propagation delay of 300 ms.

experiments by gradually increasing the average packet
delay from 0.0 s to 0.8 s (2 x RTT). When the average
packet delay is 0.0 s, the packets are routed through the
same path without the packets are routed through the
same path without any reordering events.
4.2.1. Throughput: Multipath Routing (Scenario 3).
In this section, we compare the throughput performance
of the simulated network using SACK, DSACK-R,
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 4. LEO link: Multipath performance, propagation
delay of 400 ms, BER of 106.
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TCP(EPDNv3), six times more than DSACK-R and almost seven times more than SACK. Similarly, when the
average packet delay is 0.8 s, TCP-R performs four times
more than RN-TCP(EPDNv2), RN-TCP(EPDNv3),
DSACK-TA, six times more than DSACK-R and almost
seven times more than SACK. RN-TCP(EPDNv2) encounters fewer timeouts compared to RN-TCP(EPDNv3)
and DSACK-TA. TCP-R maintains a low incidence of
timeouts and maintains a zero fast retransmit ratio compared to the other protocols, thus giving a better throughput performance.
4.2.2. Throughput: Multipath Routing (Scenario 4).
In this section, we compare the throughput performance
of the simulated network using SACK, DSACK-R,
DSACK-TA, RN-TCP and TCP-R when packets experience reordering due to multipath routing and no drops
due to corruption.
Figure 5 presents the results of the simulations when
packets experience reordering. TCP-R performs almost
similar to RN-TCP for all tested average packet delays.
TCP-R gives a better throughput performance when
compared to DSACK-TA for majority of the average
packet delays. For example when the average packet
delay is 0.2 s, TCP-R gives a 5% throughput improvement over DSACK-TA and when the average packet
delay is 0.8 s, TCP-R gives a 10% improvement in
throughput performance when compared to DSACK-TA.
TCP-R outperforms DSACK-R and SACK for all tested
average packet delays. None of the protocols exhibit any
timeouts. TCP-R and RN-TCP maintain a zero fast retransmit ratio. DSACK-TA’s fast retransmit ratio hovers
around zero. DSACK-R and SACK have a higher fast
retransmit ratio.

Figure 5. LEO link: Multipath performance, propagation
delay of 400 ms.

4.3. Varying Delay with Constant Bandwidth
In order to analyze the performance of the protocols over
the range of propagation delays exhibited by LEO networks, we compare the throughput performance of the
protocols when the propagation delay varied from
[40,400] ms. The bandwidth was fixed at 1.5 Mbps. 7%
of packets were delayed using uniform distribution [0;
4P ] where P is the propagation delay. The BER was set
to 107.
As shown in the Figure 6, it is evident that TCP-R outperforms SACK, DSACK-R RN-TCP and DSACK-TA
irrespective of the propagation delay. For large propagation delays, TCP-R gives an improved throughput performance. For example when the propagation delay was
set to 80 ms, TCP-R gives a 10% throughput improvement over RN-TCP, 20% improvement over DSACKTA, 71% more than DSACK-R and a two fold throughput performance over SACK. When the propagation delay was set to 200 ms, TCP-R gives a 50% improvement
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 6. Throughput versus propagation delay.

over RN-TCP, 66% improvement over DSACK-TA,
three fold improvement over DSACK-R and four times
more than SACK.

4.4. Varying Bit Error Rates
In this section, we compare the throughput performance
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of the protocols for various BERs. The bandwidth was
fixed at 1.5 Mbps. The propagation delay was fixed at
300 ms. 5% of packets were delayed using normal distribution with a mean packet delay of 0.6 s and a standard deviation of 0.2 s such that the packets were delayed between 0 and 1.2 s. We tested the protocols for
various BERs from a relatively low BER of 1013 to a
relatively high BER of 105.
From the Figure 7, it is evident that TCP-R gives a
better throughput performance compared to the other
protocols for different BERs from 1013 to 106. When the
BER is 105, all protocols give a similar throughput performance. For BERs from 1013 to 108, TCP-R, DSACKTA, RN-TCP(EPDNv2) and DSACK-R have almost a
zero timeout ratio, whereas SACK encounters more
timeout event and thus has a large timeout ratio. For
BERs of 107 and 106, TCP-R still maintains a zero timeout ratio whereas the other protocols start encountering
more timeout events and have a larger timeout ratio
compared to TCP-R. When the BER is large as 105, all
protocols undergo lots of timeout events and thus have a
large timeout ratio. Even though RN-TCP (EPDNv2) has
a large fast retransmit ratio compared to DSACK-TA,
DSACK-TA experiences more timeout events compared
to the RN-TCP(EPDNv2). Thus RN-TCP(EPDNv2)
performs better compared to DSACK-TA. TCP-R has a
zero fast retransmit ratio and thus gives an overall improvement in throughput compared to the other protocols.

4.5. Throughput: Packet Drops due to
Congestion.
In this section, we compare the throughput performance
of the protocols when the link experiences both packet
delays and packet drops due to congestion in the network.
We also compared the performance of SACK and TCP-R
with packet drops only. The propagation delay was set to
300 ms. 4% of the packets were delayed with a mean
packet delay of 0.6 s and a standard distribution of 0.2 s
such that the packets were delayed between 0 s to 1.2 s.
The packet drop rate varied from 0% to 1%. We assumed
that there were no loss of packets due to corruption and
thus we set the BER to zero.
Figure 8, reveals that the throughput of all the protocols reduce considerably when packets get dropped.
When packet drops occur, the throughput of any TCP
variant would reduce drastically even when there is no
reordering in the network. This is evident from the graph,
where the performance of SACK with no delay reduces
drastically with increasing packet drops. Moreover, our
TCP-R with no delay performs similar to SACK with no
delay. Thus, it is clear that given there are no reordering
events, TCP-R performs similar to SACK. When packets
get dropped, TCP-R performs almost similar to DSACK-

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 7. Performance for various BERs.

TA. RN-TCP is able to achieve a better throughput when
compared to TCP-R and DSACK-TA. But when the
packet drop rate is increased from 0.4%, the performance
of TCP-R, RN-TCP and DSACK-TA are similar. It is to
be noted that all protocols experience similar throughput
performance when large number of packets get dropped
in the network due to congestion in the network.
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Figure 8. Throughput versus packet drop rate.

4.6. Performance: ECN Enabled Multiple FTP
Flows.
In this section, we conducted a simulation on the same
topology as in Figure 1, but used RED queues instead of
drop-tail queues. The gateways were ECN enabled with
a queue size set to 300 packets. The link delay was set to
300 ms. To introduce severe packet delays, we used a
mean of yP s (P is the propagation delay) and standard
deviation of y/3 P s, such that the delay introduced varied
from 0 to 2yP s. The packet delay rate was fixed at 4%.
We varied the value of y from 1.0 to 8.0. The BER was
set to 10¡6. The total number of flows traversing the network was increased to fifty flows, in which the sender
was configured to send ten SACK flows, ten DSACK-R
flows, ten DSACK-TA flows, ten RN-TCP flows and ten
TCP-R flows. All the flows were enabled with ECN.
However, when the number of flows id increased, congestion will be caused in the bottleneck queue causing
large number of packet drops. The graphs in Figure 9
present the results of the average throughput of SACK,
DSACK-R, DSACK-TA, RN-TCP and TCP-R flows. It
can be seen from the graph, that for all average packet
delays from 0.3 s to 2.4 s, TCP-R outperforms the other
protocols. For example, when the average packet delay is
0.3 s, TCP-R gives a 16% improvement over RN-TCP,
29% improvement over DSACK-TA, 36% improvement
over DSACK-R and a 62% improvement ver SACK.
Similarly when the average packet delay is 2.4 s, TCP-R
gives a 26% improvement over RN-TCP, 29% improvement over DSACK-TA, 45% improvement over
DSACK-R and a 77% improvement over SACK.
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since the sender cannot infer whether an ACK matches
an original transmission or the retransmission of a data
packet. In the case of paths that predominantly delays
packets it is the delayed packets that are most likely to
provoke retransmissions. Thus they are not included hile
estimating the RTO value. This produces RTO estimates
that are too short leading to false timeouts. This is evident from the poor throughput performance achieved by
RN-TCP and DSACK-TA for large average packet delays in the previous sections. Thus it is imperative to
implement a conservative RTO sampling algorithm that
considers both transmission and retransmission of data
packets. DSACK-TAES is a combination of DSACK-TA
and a conservative RTO sampling algorithm and [19]
proves that for large packet delays, DSACK-TAES performs much better compared to DSACK-TA. In order to
verify the performance of DSACK-TAES with our proposed protocols, we also ensure that our RN-TCP algorithm is also enhanced with this new RTO sampling algorithm.
When packets are falsely retransmitted either by fast
retransmit or by a timeout, two ACKs return, the second
of which is a DSACK. When the sender receives both
these ACKs, it can calculate the RTTs experienced by
the packets by pairing the first ACK with the first transmission, and the second ACK with the second transmission. It can then calculate the time elapsed for each and
take the mean of these two values as a single RTT sample for the RTO estimator. The scoreboard data structure
used by SACK can hold this time information associated
with the packet’s transmission and retransmission. Incase
no DSACK arrives at the sender, then either the original
or retransmitted packet was lost due to packet drops, and
we do not sample that packets RTT. This complies with
the Karns Algorithm for retransmissions caused by
packet drops, but includes additional RTT samples for
retransmissions caused by packet delays. We term this
RTT sampling extension to RN-TCP as RN-TCP-ES

4.7. Conservative RTO Estimation
DSACK-TA and RN-TCP avoids sampling RTTs for all
packets that have been retransmitted by timeouts or fast
retransmit, in accordance with Karn’s algorithm [9],
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 9. Average throughput versus average packet delay.
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(Reorder Notifying TCP with Enhanced RTT Sampling).
4.7.1. Throughput: Large Reordering Delays (Scenario 1)
In this section, we analyze the throughput performance
of TCP-R over RN-TCP, RN-TCP-ES, DSACK-TA and
DSACK-TAES when packets experience both reordering
due to link level retransmissions and packet losses due to
corruption. In order to drop packets based on corruption,
the BER was set to 106. Figure 10 presents the results of
the simulations when the propagation delay was set to
300 ms. To introduce severe packet delays, we used a
mean packet delay of yP s (P is the propagation delay)
and standard deviation of y/3 P s, such that the delay
introduced varied from 0 to 2yP s. The packet delay rate
was fixed at 7%. We varied the value of y from 1.0 to 7.0.
As we increase y, the RTT of the packet that gets delayed
exceeds the one second minimum RTO causing large
number of timeouts.
For all tested average packet delays from 0.3 s to 0.9 s,
the performance of RN-TCP-ES and DSACK-TAES is
almost similar to RN-TCP and DSACK-TA respectively.
When the average packet delay exceeds the one second
minimum RTO, the performance of RN-TCP and
DSACK-TA begin to decrease whereas RN-TCP-ES and
DSACK-TAES maintain a steady throughput. For all
tested average packet delays, TCP-R outperforms the
other protocols. For example, when the average packet
delay is 0.9 s, TCP-R gives a three fold throughput improvement over the other protocols. Similarly, when the
average packet delay is 1.8 s, TCP-R gives a 62%
throughput improvement over RN-TCP-ES, 81% throughput improvement over RN-TCP, 77% throughput improvement over DSACK-TAES and almost a 86% improvement over DSACK-TA. TCP-R maintains a low
timeout ratio and a zero fast retransmit ratio compared to
the other protocols. Even though RN-TCP-ES has a
higher fast retransmit ratio compared to DSACK-TAES,
RN-TCP-ES has a lower timeout ratio compared to
DSACK-TAES leading to a better throughput improvement.
4.7.2. Throughput: Large Reordering Delays (Scenario 2)
In this section, we analyze the throughput performance
of TCP-R over RN-TCP, RN-TCP-ES, DSACK-TA and
DSACK-TAES when packets experience reordering due
to link level retransmissions and no packets get dropped
due to corruption. The packet delay rate was fixed at 7%.
We varied the value of y from 1.0 to 7.0.
It can be seen from the Figure 11, that when the average packet delay is less than 1.0 s, the throughput performance of RN-TCP-ES and DSACK-TAES is similar
to RN-TCP and DSACK-TA. When the average packet
delay is more than 1.0 s, the throughput of RN-TCP and
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 10. Propagation delay of 300 ms, BER of 106.

DSACK-TA drop rapidly whereas the throughput of
RN-TCP-ES and DSACK-TAES is steady. It is evident
from the timeout ratio graph, that both RN-TCP and
DSACK-TA have a large timeout ratio unlike RNTCP-ES and DSACK-TAES which have timeout ratio
that hovers around zero. TCP-R performs much better
compared to the other protocols. For example, when the
average packet delay is 0.9 s, TCP-R gives a 12%
throughput performance over RN-TCP and RN-TCP-ES.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a solution that allows the TCP
sender to distinguish whether a packet has been lost or
reordered in the satellite network and perform actions
accordingly. This was done by maintaining information
about dropped packets (only due to congestion in the
network) in the gateway and using this information to
notify the sender, whether the packet has been dropped
or reordered/corrupted in the network. We termed this
mechanism as Explicit Packet Drop Notification
(EPDNv3). We also proposed an extension to SACK
protocol called Robust TCP (TCP-R). If the TCP-R
sender assumes the packets to be reordered or corrupted
in the network, it immediately retransmits the packet
after receiving three duplicate ACKs and enters our
modified fast recovery mechanism where the procedure
of reducing the ssthresh and the cwnd are bypassed i.e.
we do not reduce the ssthresh and the cwnd. We compared TCP-R with other protocols namely SACK,
DSACK-R, RR-TCP and RN-TCP and showed TCP-R
gave performance improvement over these protocols. We
believe the gateway could be modified to send the
dropped information in an ICMP message to the sender.
This requires further study and testing. Further simulations and testing needs to be carried out to find the efficiency of the protocol when there is an incremental deployment i.e. when there are some routers in a network
which have not been upgraded to use our mechanism.
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ABSTRACT
In realistic simulation of mobile Augmented Reality, essential point is how to best depict occluded area in
such a way that the user can correctly infer the depth relationships between real and virtual objects. However,
if the constructed 3D map of real world is not accurate or the density is not sufficient to estimate the object
boundary, it is very difficult to determine the occluded area. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a new method for calculating the occlusion area using the improved snake algorithm and picking algorithm by the proportional relational expression. First, we generated the wireframe by the DEM in the experimental region and mapped to CCD real image using visual clues. And then, we calculated the 3D information at the point where occlusion problem for a moving virtual target by the proposed method. Experimental results show the validity of the proposed approach under the environment in which partial occlusions
occur.
Keywords: Snake, Picking, DEM, Occlusion, AR, Simulation

1. Introduction
This paper studied on the development of a realistic
simulated training model through the display of virtual
targets in the input images of CCD camera mounted in a
vehicle and the determination of occlusion areas generated from the creation and movement of virtual objects
through a movement path according to a scenario. Augmented reality has three general characteristics: image
registration, interaction, and real time [1,2]. Image registration refers to the matching of the locations of the real
world object that user watch and the related virtual object.
Interaction implies that the combination of virtual objects
and the objects in real images must be harmonized with
surrounding environment in a realistic manner, and refers
to the determination of occlusion areas according to the
changed location or line of sight of the observer or the
re-rendering of virtual objects after detection of collisions. Real time refers to the real time image registration
and interaction. A key problem in the AR field is how to
best depict occluded objects in such a way that the
viewer can correctly infer the depth relationships between
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

different real and virtual objects. For occlusion processing such as the hiding of farther virtual objects by closer
real objects and the covering of objects in real images by
other virtual objects, the two worlds must be accurately
coordinated and then the depth of the actual scene must
be compared with the depth of virtual objects [3,4]. But
if the accuracy or density of the created map is insufficient to estimate the boundary of occlusion area, it is
difficult to determine the occlusion area. To solve this
problem, first, we created a 3D wireframe using the
DEM of the experiment area and then coordinate this to
CCD camera images using visual clues. Second, to solve
the problem of occlusion by accurately estimating the
boundary regardless of the density of map, this paper
also proposed a method to obtain the reference 3D information of the occlusion points using the improved
Snake algorithm and the Picking algorithm and then to
infer the 3D information of other boundaries using the
proportional relations between 2D and 3D DEM. Third,
for improving processing speed, we suggest a method by
comparing the MER (Minimum Enclosing Rectangle)
area of the real object in the camera’s angle of view and
IJCNS
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the MER of the virtual target.
We briefly review related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we outline the framework of our proposed algorithm. The methodology of Wireframe modeling, improved snake algorithm for extracting image boundary
and picking algorithm for acquiring 3D information are
explained in Section 4. Section 5, we show the experimental results and the validity of the proposed approach.
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss drawbacks of the algorithm and propose possible future work.

2. Previous Work
A basic design decision in building an AR system is how
to accomplish the combining of real and virtual. Toward
this purpose, many researchers make efforts to minimize
virtual objects registration error and to increase the realness of virtual objects [5]. Drastic and Milgram list a
number of cues that a user may use to interpret depth,
including image resolution and clarity, contrast and luminance, occlusion, depth of field and accommodation
[6]. We can use one of two technologies to see the real
world in AR, one is optical see-through and the other is
video see-through. These technologies can present occluded objects, and each has a variety of challenges [7].
Blurring also can help compensate for depth perception
errors [8]. Koch uses computer vision techniques to infer
dense and accurate depth maps from image pairs, and
uses this information to construct 3D graphical representations of the restricted static environment [9]. Several
authors observe that providing correct occlusion of real
objects by virtual objects requires a scene model. Correct
occlusion relationships do not necessarily need to be
displayed at all pixels. The purpose of many applications
is to see through real object. We introduce here mobile
vehicle-mounted display system capable of resolving
occlusion between real and virtual objects. We restricted
the real environment to some area and constructed that

ET AL.

area’s scene Model using 3D information. The heart of
our system is boundary extraction algorithm and 3D information inference algorithm of object boundary. Figure
1 shows our monitor-based training vehicle configuration.
In our experimental vehicle configurations, we send
steering, acceleration, brake data to car driving controller
through Bluetooth using remote car controller. Vehicle
can be controlled by transmitted data and we can get
feedback of present car location data by mounted sensor
system. RS232 communicator is interface between vehicle driving controller and sensor fusion system. And it
receives instructions from sensor system. CCD camera
views the environment. The camera may be static or mobile. In mobile case, the camera might move around by
being attached to a vehicle, with their locations tracked
by GPS and INS. The image of real world and the virtual
images generated by a scene generator are combined.

3. System Flow Description
Figure 2 outlines the framework of our proposed system.
System has two stages. First stage is environment map
construction stage. It consists of registration of two
world using visual clues and object contour extraction
and acquiring 3D information. Second stage is virtual
object rendering stage. It has creation of virtual target
path and selection of candidate occlusion object and occlusion processing.

4. Methodology
4.1. Formation of Wireframe Using DEM and
Registration with Real Images Using Visual
Clues
The topographical information DEM (Digital Elevation

Figure 1. Training vehicle configuration.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Model) is used to map the real world coordinates to each
point of the 2D CCD image. DEM has information on
the latitude and longitude coordinates expressed in X and
Y and heights in fixed interval. The DEM used for this
experiment is a grid-type DEM which had been produced
to have the height information for 2D coordinates in 1M
interval for the limited experiment area of 300 m x 300
m. The DEM data are read to create a mesh with the vertexes of each rectangle and a wireframe with 3D depth
information [10,11] as Figure 3. This is overlaid on the
sensor image to check the coordination, and visual clues
are used to move the image to up, down, left or right as
shown in Figure 4, thus reducing error. Based on this
initial coordinated location, the location changes by
movement of vehicles were frequently updated using
GPS (Global Positioning System) and INS (Inertial Navigation System).

4.2. Extracting the Contour of Objects in Image
by Enhanced Snake Algorithm
4.2.1. Edge Map Using Gradient Vector Flow
The Snake algorithm [12,13] is a method of finding the
outline of an object by repeatedly moving to the direction
of minimizing energy function from the snake vertex
input by user. But existing snake algorithm cannot accurately extract the contour information when the object
form is complex because as shown in Figure 5, the direction of the energy function appears as a composite vector
of the current, previous, and the next snake points, and
shrinks toward the center of these points. To solve this
problem, this paper proposes a method to form an edge
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Figure 4. Registration of two worlds using visual clues.

Figure 5. The direction of energy minimization search in
snake algorithm.

map using the Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) algorithm
[14,15,16], and add a new energy term that indicates the
distance between the searched edge point and snake
point so as to extract an accurate contour.
The GVF algorithm can measure the contour of complex objects using the gradient of edge, and move to the
concave contour regardless of initialization. Further, the
gradient vector of the edge map has a larger value as it is
near edge, and approaches zero as it is farther. This paper
uses the edge information of the gradient vector flow to
search the proximal edge point, and when there is an
edge, adds a new energy term(Eedge-distance) that shows the
dis tance from the reference point to the searched edge as
Equation (1). Here, α β, and γ are all set to 1 without
exhaustive adjustment .
1

Esnake   Econtinuity (v( s ))  Ecurvature (v( s ))
0

(1)

 Eimage (v( s ))  Eedge  dis tan ce (v( s))ds

Figure 2. Proposed system framework.

4.2.2. The Proximal Edge Search Method
Figure 6 shows a proposed proximal edge search method
in this paper.
First it searches edge points while rotating around the
axis d which is the connection between current and previous snake points vi and vi-1. In other words, if the angle
formed by the three points vi, vi-1, and vi-2 is  , to prevent the situation where the axis meets with or passes by
vi-2 and meets vi again, it searches the edge point vi'
where the image strength ▽I is greater than the threshold while rotating only by  and adds a new energy
2

Figure 3. Wireframe creation using DEM.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

'

term using the value of the distance d’ between vi and vi
to the existing algorithm. This paper determined the rotation
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direction for accurate search by assuming the following
two facts: First, it was assumed that the initial snake
points form a closed curve that encloses the object. Second, it was assumed that the points were arranged sequentially in one direction. The reason for this was because to search proximal edge, it must move inside the
contour, but the direction may be wrong due to the diversity of object forms if simply the direction to the object center is set. Figure 7 is an example of setting the
rotation direction of the snake points.
4.2.3. Calculation of Eedge-distance
Figure 8 is an example of calculating the distance be'
tween an arbitrary snake point vi and the edge vi around
it. If we surround the arbitrary point vi with a 9×9 win'
dow and assume that its distance with a new edge is d mn ,
the height and width of the window are s, and the horizontal and vertical positions of the snake point in the
'
window are m and n, the d mn can be obtained with the
Equation (2) by the Euclidean theorem, and the energy
term to be added can be defined as the Equation (3) by
applying the distance value instead of the brightness
value of the image term.
2

Figure 6. The proximal edge search method.

Figure 7. Snake’s rotation direction.

2

 2( vx  vx'  m)  s  1   2( vy  v'y  n)  s  1 
'
 (2)
 
 
dmn

 

2
2

 

'
'
'
Eedge  distance  ( vi  vi'  d min
) / (d max
 d min
)
'
'
'
'
 (d mn
 d min
) / (d max
 d min
)

(3)

Added new energy term Eedge-distance is expressed together with continuity and curvature energy terms in
Figure 9. When only the two terms of the existing algorithm were considered, the minimum point of energy was
in line 3, column 5, but the location changed to line 4,
column 6 when the energy value in consideration of the
distance between proximal edges was included. In conclusion, the flow of the enhanced snake energy function
to which the proximal edge energy function is added can
extract the edge exactly in complex situations by approaching the edge more closely.
Table 1 shows the pseudo codes of the proposed algorithm using proximal edge search method.

Figure 8. Distance between a point of snake and edge.

4.3. Acquisition of 3D Information Using the
Picking Algorithm
In order to acquire the 3D information of the extracted
vertexes, this paper used the Picking algorithm which is
a well-known 3D graphics technique [17]. It finds the
collision point with the 3D wireframe created by DEM
that corresponds to the points in 2D image and provides
the 3D information of the points. The picking search
point is the lowest point of the vertexes of the objects
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 9. Changed energy minimization point by proposed
algorithm.
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Table 1. Pseudo codes of proposed algorithm.
Do

/* loop for proposed algorithm */

For i=0 to n-1 /* n is number of snake points */
Angle = (  v i  2 v i  1 v i ) / 2 ; /* search limit determination */
for j = 0 to Angle
if

vi'

Figure 10. 3D information extraction using collision point of
ray and DEM. (a)occlusion candidate (b)matching ref.point
and DEM (c)3D information extraction.

is Edge then bFind = true;

E min  BIG ;
for j = 0 to m-1

/* m is size of neighborhood */

if bFind is True then

E j  E cont , j  E curv , j  E image , j  E edge  dist ance , j ;

E j  Econt , j  E curv , j  Eimage , j ;

Else

If E j  E m in then

E min  E j ;

j min  j ;
move point

vi

jmin ;

to location

if ( jmin != current location) cnt_movedpoint += 1;
/* following process determines where to allow corners

*/

For i=0 to n-1

ci  u i / u i  u i 1 / u i 1

2

;

For i=0 to n-1
If

ci  ci 1

and

ci  ci 1

4.3.1. Creation of 3D Information Using Proportional
Relational Expression
The collision point, or reference point, has 3D coordinates in DEM, but other vertexes of the snake indicated
as object outline cannot obtain 3D coordinates because
they don’t have a collision point. Therefore, this paper
suggested obtaining a proportional relation between 2D
image and 3D DEM using the collision reference point
and then obtaining the 3D coordinates of another vertex.
Figure 11 shows the proportional relation between 2D
and 3D vertexes. In Figure 11, S m is center of screen,
S B is reference point of snake vertexes (lowest point),
S B  (S x , S y ) is a distance from S m to S B , S k is a
optional point except reference point of snake vertexes,
S k  (S x , S y ) is a distance from S m to S k . Pm is
a projection point of straight line of PB in 3D, which is
through the center of screen. PB is a 3D correspondence
point of S B , PB  (Px , Py , Pz ), Pk is a optional
point except reference point, Pk  (Px , Py , Pz ) ,
B

k

;

/* if ci(curvature) is larger than neighborhood’s */
and

the point to search and the ground surface. Figure 10 is
an example of picking the collision point between the ray
of light and DEM. The lowest point of the occlusion area
indicated by an arrow is the reference point to search,
and this becomes the actual position value of 2D image
in a 3D space.

ci  threshold1 ;/* if ci is larger than threshold1 */

B

k

B

B

B

k

and mag ( v i )  threshold2;
/* if edge strength is larger than threshold2 */
Then  i =0; /* relax curvature at point i */
Until cnt_movedpoint < threshold3;

extracted from the 2D image. The screen coordinate system that is a rectangular area indicating a figure that has
been projection transformed in the 3D image rendering
process must be converted to the viewport coordinate
system in which the actual 3D topography exists to pick
the coordinate system where the mouse is actually present. First, the conversion matrix to convert viewport to
screen is used to obtain the conversion formula from 2D
screen to 3D projection window, and then the ray of light
is lengthened gradually from the projection window to
the ground surface to obtain the collision point between
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

k

k

'
t  PO PB , tm  Po Pm ,  B : tt ' ,  B : t t m . t ' : a projected

vector of t to xz plane.
To get pm in 3D that passes the center of the screen
using the coordinates of the reference point obtained
above, t ' must be obtained first. As the t value is given
by the picking ray, the given t value and yB are used to
get θB and t ' is obtained using thisθB in Expression (4).

Figure 11. Proportional relation of the vertexes in 2D and
3D.
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 B  sin 1 (

PyB
t

), t '  t B cos ( B ), (t '  t ' )

(4)

To get tm, ΦB which is the angle between t’and tm is
obtained, tm can be obtained using ΦB from Expression
(5)

B  tan1 (

PxB
t'

), t '  tm cos(B ) tm 

t'
cos(B )

tm  tm (5)

Because tm=PZm, we can define Pm=(0,0, tm).
Now, we can present the relation between the 2D
screen view in Figure 11 and the 3D space coordinates,
and this can be used to get Pk, which corresponds to the
2D optional snake vertex.

ET AL.

there exists an object between the virtual target and the
camera.

5. Experimental Results
Figure 12(up) shows movement path of the virtual target
which trainee sets. Also, (down) shows the various virtual targets created to display the targets changing with
movement on the image.
Figure 13, Figure 14 compares the search results, accuracy

S B : PB  S k : Pk ,
S xB : PxB  S xk : Pxk
Pxk 

PxB  S xk
S xB

S yk : Pyk , Pyk 

, S yB : PyB ,

(6)

PyB  S yk
S yB

Consequently, we can get Pk  (Pxk , Pyk ) , which is
the 3D point corresponding to each snake vertex to
search.
4.3.2. Creation of Virtual Target Path and Selection
of Candidate Occlusion Objects Using MER
(Minimum Enclosing Rectangle)
To test the proposed occlusion-resolving algorithm, we
created the movement path of a virtual target, and determined the changes of the direction and shape of the target as well as the 3D position of the target. First, the beginning and end points of the target set by instructor
were saved and the angle of these two points was calculated, and the direction and shape of the target were updated in accordance with the change of the angle. Further,
the remaining distance was calculated using the speed
and time of the target, and the 3D coordinates corresponding to the position after movements were determined. We also suggest a method of improving processing speed by comparing the MER (Minimum Enclosing
Rectangle) area of the object in the camera’s angle of
vision and the MER of the virtual target because the relational operations between all objects extracted from the
image for occlusion processing and the virtual target take
much time. The MER (Minimum Enclosing Rectangle)
of an object refers to the minimum rectangle that can
enclose the object and determines the object that has an
overlapping area by comparing the objects in the camera
image and the MER of the virtual target. In addition, the
distance between object and virtual target is obtained
using the fact that the determined object and virtual target are placed more or less in a straight line from the
camera, and this value was used to determine whether
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 12. Moving route creation(up) and appearance of
virtual object as it moved(down).

Figure 13. Accuracy comparison(leaf).

Figure 14. Speedy comparison(leaf).
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Figure 15. Experimental results of moving and occlusion.

and speed for more complex leaf. As shown in the figures and graphs, we can see that the proposed algo rithm
has much higher accuracy and less repetition counts, and
the speed is equal to greedy algorithm.
As shown in Figure 13, the proposed algorithm
stopped search at the 80th round, and the accuracy was
0.96 while the Kass and greedy algorithms showed the
search count 96 and 150 and the accuracy 0.78 and 0.84,
respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed algorithm has higher performance than existing
algorithms. The search speed of the proposed algorithm
was 1.65 seconds, which is equal level to the greedy algorithms.
Figure 15 shows the virtual images moving along the
path by frame. We can see that as the frames increase, it
is occluded between the tank and the object.
Table 3 compares between the case of using snake vertexes to select objects in the image to compare with virtual targets and the case of using the proposed MER.
With the proposed method, the processing speed decreased by 1.671, which contributed to performance improvement.

6. Conclusions
To efficiently solve the problem of occlusion that occurs
when virtual targets are moved along the specified path
over an actual image, we created 3D virtual world using
DEM and coordinated this using camera images and visual clues. Moreover, the enhanced Snake algorithm and
the Picking algorithm were used to extract an object that

is close to the original shape to determine the 3D information of the point to be occluded. To increase the occlusion processing speed, this paper also used the method
of using the 3D information of the MER area of the object, and proved the validity of the proposed method
through experiment. In the future, more research is required on a more accurate extracting method for occlusion area that is robust against illumination as well as on
the improvement of operation speed. We also hope to
study more in real time environment and to overcome
complicated factors that were beyond our control, such
as sensor error in the current settings, the brightness difference of same image.
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